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UP-8832 SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Preface 1 
Update A 

Preface 

This manual describes the SPERRY UNIVAC Operating System/3 (OS/3) Supervisor 
macroinstructions and gives instructions and examples for their use. A user of this manual 
should have a knowledge of the OS/3 assembler, job control, and data management. This 
document is one of three manuals that explain the supervisor; the others are: the 
Introduction manual, UP-8830, which gives a general description of the supervisor, and 
Concepts and Facilities, UP-8831, which provides a functional description and gives 
information on generating the supervisor. This manual is arranged as follows: 

• 

• 

Section 1. Introduction 

This section provides an introduction and gives the conventions for writing the 
macroinstruction statements that request the supervisor services. 

Section 2. Program Management Macros 

This section gives the function and format of the supervisor macroinstructions that 
provide for management of program design and execution. 

• Section 3. Disk and Diskette Space Management 

This section gives the function and format of the macroinstructions that provide for 
automatic disk and diskette space management. 

• Section 4. System Access Technique Macros 

This section gives the function and format of the macroinstructions for the system 
access technique, which provides efficiency in the handling of disk, format label 
diskette, and tape files. 

• Section 5. Multitasking Macros 

This section gives the function and format of the macroinstructions associated with 
the system's multijobbing and multitasking capability . 
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• Section 6. Spooling - Breakpoint Macroinstruction 

This section describes spooling and gives the function and format of the breakpoint 
macro. 

• Section 7. Diagnostic and Debugging Aids 

This section describes the supervisor diagnostic and debugging aids and gives the 
function and format of the associated macros. 

• Glossary 

Briefly describes some of the terms used in this manual. 

• 

• 
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1. Introduction 

The services provided by the System 80 Operating System/3 (OS/3) supervisor are 
described in the OS/3 Supervisor Concepts and Facilities Manual, UP-8831. The basic 
assembly language (BAL) programmer utilizes these services through a complement of 
supervisor macroinstructions whose function and format, along with examples of their 
use, are contained in this manual. (These macroinstructions are used in assembly 
language and cannot be directly called by higher-level languages.) 

Following are the conventions used in writing the supervisor macroinstructions and 
general rules for using the assembler coding form. This section also includes a summary 
listing of the supervisor macroinstructions, which includes a list of the pages where the 
format of each macroinstruction is located. 

1.2. MACROINSTRUCTION FORMAT AND STATEMENT CONVENTIONS 

The general format of a macroinstruction is: 

LABEL 

symbolic 

name 

L'.OPERATIONL'. 

macro 

mnemonic 

OPERAND 

parameters 

• A symbolic name can appear in the label field. It can have a maximum of eight 
characters and must begin with an alphabetic character. 

• The appropriate macroinstruction mnemonic must appear in the operation field and 
identifies the operation or service requested. 

• When parameters are specified in the operand field, they must be positional 
parameters or keyword parameters as required by the particular function. 

• Parameters must not be separated by blanks . 

• Assembler rules regarding blank columns and continuation of the operand field must 
be followed. 
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The conventions used to delineate the supervisor macroinstructions are as follows: 

• Capital letters, commas, parentheses, and equal signs must be coded exactly as 
shown. 

Examples: 

R 

ALL 
( 1 ) 

SIZE= 

• Lowercase letters and words are generic terms representing information that must be 
supplied by the user. Such lowercase terms may contain hyphens and acronyms (for 
readability). Acronyms that form part of the variable symbolic name remain 
capitalized. 

Examples: 

symbol 

start-addr 

number-of-bytes 

param-1 

CCB-name 

• Information contained within braces represents mandatory entries of which one must 
be chosen. 

Examples: 

{
input-area} 

( 1 ) 

• Information contained within brackets represents optional entries that (depending 
upon program requirements) are included or omitted. Braces within brackets signify 
that one of the specified entries must be chosen if that parameter is to be included. 

Examples: 

[,entry-number] 

[ , R] 

rn~r,..·lJ 
[ ,ERROR=symbol] 

[,WA I T=YES] 

• 

• 

• 
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When an uppercase portion of a parameter is underlined, only that portion need be 
coded. For example: 

PR:xv 

can be coded as either P:12 or PR:12. 

• An ellipsis (series of three periods) indicates the omission of a variable number of 
entries. 

• 

Example: 

CCB-name-1, ... ,CCB-name-n 

An optional parameter that has a list of optional entries may have a default 
specification that is supplied by the operating system when the parameter is not 
specified by the user. Although the default may be specified by you with no adverse 
effect, it is considered inefficient to do so. For easy reference, when a default 
specification occurs in the format delineation it is printed on a ::ll'.rlf ''.Ibackground. If, 
by parameter omission, the operating system performs some complex processing 
other than parameter insertion, it is explained in an "if omitted" sentence in the 
parameter description. 

Example: 

• Positional parameters must be written in the order specified in the operand field and 
must be separated by commas. When a positional parameter is omitted, the comma 
must be retained to indicate the omission, except for the case of omitted trailing 
para meters. 

Examples: 

Assume that LOAD is a supervisor macroinstruction with one mandatory 
positional parameter (phase-name) and four optional positional parameters (load
addr, error-addr, and R): 

Format 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] LOAD c~~se-name} [t;~;d-addr}] 

[' c ~~or - add r}] [ , R] [ , DA] 
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Macroinstruction statements might be written: 

10 16 

LOAD RECAPL05, I NADDR, ERADDR, R 

LOAD RECAPL05,, ERADDR 

LOAD RECAP L05, I NADDR 

LOAD RECAPL05 

1-4 

• A keyword parameter consists of a word or a code immediately followed by an equal 
sign, which is, in turn, followed by a specification. Keyword parameters can be 
written in any order in the operand field. Commas are required only to separate 
para meters. 

Examples: 

Assume that PCA is a supervisor macroinstruction with two mandatory keyword 
parameters (IOAREA 1 and BLKSIZE) and nine optional keyword parameters 
(EODADDR, FORMAT, KEYLEN, LACE, LBLK, SEQ, SIZE, UOS, and VERIFY): 

Format 

LABEL 6.0PERA TIONll. 

[symbol] PCA 

OPERAND 

IOAREAl=area-name 

,BLKSIZE=n 

[ ,EODADDR=end-of-data-addr] 

[ ,FORMAT=NO] 

[ , KEYL E N=n ] 

[ ,LACE=n] 

[ ,LBLK=n] 

[ , SE Q=YE S] 

[ , SI ZE=n] 

[,UOS=n] 

[ , VER I F Y=YE S] 

Macroinstruction statements might be written: 

10 16 72 

PCA IOAREAl=WORKAREA,BLKSIZE=256,FORMAT=NO,EODADDR=ENDNAME. X 

SEQ=YES,SIZE=l,UOS=l,VERIFY=YES 

PC A E 0 DADD R= E ND NAM E , I 0 AR EA 1 = I NA R E A , U 0 S= 1 , B L KS I Z E = 2 5 6 

• 

• 

• 
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The option to use register preloading is indicated by a register number enclosed in 
parentheses and may be shown as (1 ), (0), (15), or (r). This indicates that, instead of 
entering a symbolic address or a value as the parameter in the macroinstruction, you 
intend to load the designated register with the required data prior to the execution of 
the macroinstruction. For example, in the format illustration: 

LABEL 

[symbol] 

60PERATION6 

GETCS 

OPERAND 

c ;~'I-"''} [ {;t' -of - "'° '''}] 

['{;~;or-addr}] ['{;e}] 

The optional entries (1) and (0) refer to registers 1 and 0. The optional entry (r) refers 
to a register (other than 1 or 0) to be designated by you in the macroinstruction 
statement. For example, the instruction: 

10 16 

GETCS WORK,(0),ERRADDR 

Specifies the input area (positional parameter 1) as WORK and the error address 
(positional parameter 3) as ERRADDR. It also specifies that, at the time this 
macroinstruction is executed, register 0 will contain the number of records to be read 
(positional parameter 2). 

Note the use of the shaded entry 1, which means that an entry of one as the number 
of records is assumed if you omit positional parameter 2; and the shaded entry 80, 
which means a record image of 80 bytes is to be read if you omit positional 
parameter 4. 

1.3. ASSEMBLER CODING FORM 

To convert your written program to a form that can be conveniently input to the computer, 
you enter your written work in the form of 80-column card images. To make the job of the 
programmer, keypunch operator, and any other person who may reference this program 
easier, there are conventions for writing and reading programs and reference materials. A 
useful tool is the assembler coding form. (See Figure 1-1.) 

Theoretically, you could write your program on a plain sheet of paper, as long as you 
observe the assembly language formatting rules. Using an assembler coding form, 
however, will ease the job of preparing your input card images . 
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The following subsections describe the conventions and rules that apply to the use of this 
form. Following these rules will result in a stylized assembly listing that is easy to read 
and use, in addition to ensuring that your program executes properly. The assembler user 
guide, UP-8913 (current version) gives a detailed description of how to use the coding 
form. However, some of the rules and conventions are included here for your convenience. 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

10 16 72 

Figure 1-1. Assembler Coding Form 

1.3.1. Label Field 

The first eight columns of the assembler coding form may contain a symbol. This symbol 
can be used to identify a line of coding, or to identify a main storage or constant area. The 
rules for using the label field are: 

1. The symbol must start in column 1. 

2. The symbol must begin with an alphabetic or special character. 

3. The symbol must not exceed eight characters in length. 

4. The symbol must not contain embedded blanks or other special characters. 

5. The field must be terminated by a blank. 

6. An asterisk (*) entered in column 1 indicates to the assembler that the entry on this 
line is to be treated as comments. 

1.3.2. Operation Field 

The operation code is written in the operation field (columns 10 through 14). These codes 
specify the operation to be performed. The rules for using this field are: 

1. The operation code must not contain embedded blanks. 

2. The operation code must be written exactly as shown in the list of mnemonics for 
application instructions, directives, and macro or proc instructions. 

3. The operation field must be terminated by a blank. 

4. An operation code consisting of six characters (for example, the macroinstruction 
ATTACH), will fall in columns 10 through 15. In this case, column 16 must be blank 
to terminate the operation field. 

• 

• 

• 
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The operand field begins in column 16 and usually ends in or before column 71. The 
operands that form part of the assembler statements are written in this field. The rules for 
using this field are: 

1. The operand field is terminated by a blank that is not enclosed by an apostrophe. 

2. Operands may be continued onto the next line by placing a nonblank character in 
column 72. The continuation line starts at column 16. Up to two continuation lines 
are permitted. 

1.3.4. Comments Field 

Program documentation is as important to the programmer writing the program as it is to 
those who must refer to it later. Operand specification is usually completed by column 40, 
thus leaving column 41 through 71 free for comments. There must be at least one blank 
between the end of the operand specification and the start of the comments. Long 
comments can be entered by coding an asterisk in column 1. 

1.3.5. Continuation Column 

When the operand specification is to be continued onto the next line, a nonblank character 
must be written in column 72. Do not confuse this with continuing a comment. An 
operand specification can be continued for a total of three lines. The second and third 
continuation lines start in column 16. 

1.3.6. Sequence Field 

Columns 73 through 80 may be used for entering sequence numbers. This is done by 
assigning consecutive numbers to each line of coding and is useful for updating the input 
card images as needed. It is good practice to number the lines in multiples of 10, or even 
100. This allows you to insert additional coding lines without having to renumber the card 
images already in the program. Some programmers use letters in addition to the numbers. 
This is useful in identifying the program from which card images have come if they have 
been removed for any reason. 

1.4. MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

1.4.1. Declarative Macroinstructions 

Declarative macroinstructions generate nonexecutable code sequences in the user 
program and are used to allocate areas in main storage containing control information for 
various system services . 
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1.4.2. Imperative Macroinstructions 

Imperative macroinstructions generate executable code sequences in the user program. 
These code sequences make up the interface between the user program and the 
supervisor. Imperative macroinstructions are used to request services of the supervisor or 
to direct the operation of the user program. 

1.4.3. Summary of Supervisor Macroinstructions 

Table 1-1 lists the OS/3 supervisor macroinstructions and gives a brief description of their 
function, along with the page number where the format for each appears. ARGLST, 
DTFPF, PCA, SAT, TCA, ECB, and DDCPF are the declarative macroinstructions in this list; 
the remainder are imperative macroinstructions. The macroinstructions are arranged in 
this manual in the same groups as they appear in this table. 

Table 1-1. Supervisor Macroinstructions (Part 1 of 3) 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

Program Loader 
LOAD 
LOADR 
LOADI 
FETCH 

Job and Task Termination 
EOJ 
CANCEL 

Timer Services 
GETIME 
SETI ME 

Subroutine Linkage 
CALL/VCALL 
ARGLST 
SAVE 
RETURN 

Island Code Linkage 
STXIT 
EXIT 

System Information Control 
GETCOM 
PUT COM 

r.7Jt~bA OfLDA 
Contro Stream Reader 

GET CS 
SET CS 

Load a program phase and return control. 
Load a program phase, relocate address-constants, and return control. 
Locate a program phase and store its phase header in a workarea. 
Load a program phase and branch. 

Terminate a job step normally. 
Terminate a job abnormally. 

Obtain current time and date. 
Set an elapsed time counter for the requesting task. 

Call a program. 
Generate an argument list. 
Save register contents. 
Restore registers and return. 

Link to island code subroutine. 
Exit from island code subroutine. 

Retrieve data from job communication area. 
Place data into job communication area. 
Retrievir dat~ Jrom syst.em control tables. 
7r.:;J:s,~r1" ,7 ofr;r- '-DA 
Jr7J~5f~r ,jeoif iJ f~ LDA 
Retrieve embedded data file submitted in job control stream. 
Reset pointer to embedded data file. 

Format 
Page 

2-4 
2-6 
2-8 
2-10 

2-13 
2-14 

2-17 
2-21 

2-29 
2-30 
2-31 
2-32 

2-38 
2-41 

2-54 
2-55 
2-55 
2-5~~~ ., ,- ' 

L. ·.;,b 1' 

2-60 
2-61 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 1-1. Supervisor Macroinstructions (Part 2 of 3) 

DISK AND DISKETTE SPACE MANAGEMENT 

Disk 
OBTAIN Access VTOC user block. 

Diskette 
OBTAIN Obtain diskette label information. 

SYSTEM ACCESS TECHNIQUE (SAT) 

Disk SAT 
DTFPF Define a partitioned file. 
PCA Define a partition control appendage. 
OPEN Open a disk file. 
GET Retrieve next logical block. 
PUT Output a logical block. 
WAITF Wait for block transfer. 
READE Search track by key, equal. 
READH Search track by key, equal or higher. 
SEEK Access a physical block. 
CLOSE Close a disk file. 

Tape SAT 
SAT Defines magnetic tape file. 
TCA Defines a tape control appendage. 
OPEN Open a tape file. 
GET Get next logical block. 
PUT Output next logical block. 
WAITF Wait for block transfer. 
CNTRL Control tape unit functions. 
CLOSE Close a tape file. 

MULTITASKING 

Task Management 
ECB Generate an event control block. 
ATIACH Create and activate an additional task. 
DETACH Terminate a task normally. 
TYIELD Deactivate a task. 
AWAKE Reactivate an existing nonactive task. 
CHAP Change the priority of a task. 

Task Synchronization 
WAIT Wait for a task request to complete. 
WAITM Wait for one of several task requests to complete. 
POST Activate the waiting task. 
TPAUSE Deactivate one or more tasks other than the issuing task. 
TGO Reactivate one or more tasks other than the issuing task. 

1-9 

Format 
Page 

3-2 

3-4 

4-11 
4-14 
4-19 
4-20 
4-21 
4-22 
4-23 
4-23 
4-24 
4-25 

4-45 
4-47 
4-51 
4-52 
4-53 
4-53 
4-54 
4-55 

5-5 
5-7 
5-9 
5-10 
5-11 
5-12 

5-14 
5-15 
5-16 
5-17 
5-18 
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DIAGNOSTIC AND DEBUGGING 

Storage Displays 
SNAP/SNAPF 
DUMP 

Checkpoint Facility 
CHKPT 
DDCPF 
DCPOPN 
DC PC LS 

Monitor and Trace 
I I OPTION TRACE 

SPOOLING 

DMBRK 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Table 1-1. Supervisor Macroinstructions (Part 3 of 3) 

Printout portions of main storage and return control. 
Printout the job main storage and terminate the job step. 

Record a checkpoint. 
Define a SAT checkpoint file. 
Open a SAT checkpoint file. 
Close a SAT checkpoint file. 

Monitor from start of job. 
(This is a job control statement, not a macroinstruction.) 

Create a breakpoint in a spool output file. 

1.5. PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS FOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

1-10 
Update A 

Format 
Page 

7-2 
7-7 

7-12 
7-15 
7-15 
7-16 

7-20 

6-5 

When the assembler encounters a macroinstruction, it generates machine code, which is 
called inline expansion code. This code can consist of machine instructions and machine 
data. Data, in turn, may consist of constants defined by the macroinstruction at assembly 
time and reserved main storage, which is not used until program execution time. 

A macroinstruction, expecially if it is a request to the supervisor for some service, will 
usually generate a supervisor call (SVC) instruction. When the program is later executed, 
the SVC will either be processed by the resident supervisor, or a transient will be called. 
The actual processing of the request is then performed by the supervisor; the inline 
expansion code generated by your program is normally just used to set up parameters. 
Because SVC instructions are processed in the supervisor region and not in your program 
region, you can use macroinstructions freely, without having to allocate extra main storage 
to your job. 

Of the 16 general registers available to assembler programs, registers 2 through 13 are 
generally left unchanged by macroinstructions. Registers 0 and 1, however, are the 
principal means by which data and program control are passed between user programs 
and macroinstructions. Consequently, these two registers cannot be counted upon to 
remain unchanged during execution of any macroinstruction. If it is important to keep 
intact the data in either of these two registers, you should save the data in main storage 
before calling the macroinstruction and load the data back into the register afterwards. In 
addition to registers 0 and 1, program linkage macroinstructions (2.4) change registers 14 
and 15. Most other macroinstructions, though, leave these two registers intact. 

• 

• 

• 
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2. Program Management Macros 

2.1. PROGRAM LOADER 

The program loader is responsible for locating and loading program modules or overlays 
output by the linkage editor in the form of phases. A load module phase may be thought of 
as a program segment that can perform one or more specific processing operations. The 
following macroinstructions are available: 

• LOAD 

Load a phase and return control. 

• LOADR 

Load a phase, relocate address constants, and return control. 

• LOADI 

Locate a phase and store its phase header in a workarea. 

• FETCH 

Load a phase and give it control. 

The use of these macroinstructions is described in the following subsections. 

In addition, the loader is capable of modifying data in any phase of a problem program 
whenever that phase is loaded. The job control ALTER statement is used to specify such 
changes to the loader. 
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2.1.1. Block Loader 

The LOAD, LOADR, LOADI, and FETCH macroinstructions handle both standard load 
modules, which are loaded by the regular program loader, and block modules, which are 
loaded by the block loader, an extension of the program loader. The program loader reads 
one sector at a time from disk, and then moves this data one record at a time to the user 
job region in main storage. The block loader reads an entire track of data at a time directly 
into the user job region in main storage. You can take advantage of the faster block loader 
by using the BLK control statement in the system librarian to convert a load module phase 
from the standard load module format to block format (described in the system service 
programs user guide, UP-8841 (current version)). This may be done at any time before the 
job is executed and there is no need to specify in the macroinstructions loading the phase 
whether the load module phase is in the standard format or in block format. 

NOTE: 

The following problem may exist if when loading a blocked module you consistently get 
the 54 error code. If the total number of partition 1 and partition 2 extents is greater than 
14, then certain blocked modules start getting the 54 error code. The temporary solution is 
to copy your load file to a temporary file. Then, scratch and allocate the load file, and copy 
the temporary file to the load file. 

If the load file is $Y$LOD, you must IPL the system again from another SYSRES to scratch 
$Y$LOD from your original SYSRES. 

2.1.2. Relocation 

The loader can perform pos1t1ve or negative relocation on 8-bit, 16-bit, 24-bit, or 32-bit 
fields as specified by the relocation list dictionary (RLD) information in the text/RLD 
records of the load module. 

Because of the relocation register, user programs do not require relocation of address 
constants (A-cons) when the phase is located at the address at which it was linked. If an 
alternate load address is specified on LOAD or LOADR, however, the loader handles it as 
follows: 

• LOAD 

No relocation is performed. You must ensure that the phase being loaded is self
relocating. 

• LOADR 

Relocation is performed on all A-cons specified by the linker which refer to addresses 
in that same phase. A-cons which point inside another phase are not relocated 
because the loader has no way of knowing where that phase was loaded. 

• 

• 
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• The following examples illustrate when the loader performs relocation: 

User Program 
Macro Call Relocation 

LOAD phase-name No 
LOADR phase-name No 
FETCH phase-name No 
LOAD phase-name,altad No* 
LOADR phase-name,altad Yes 
FETCH phase-name,entpt No 

• 

• 
*Phase being loaded should be self-relocating. 

2-2a 
Update B 
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• 2.1 .3. Library Search Order 

• 

• 

The default order of search employed by the loader is: 

1. Load library file ($Y$LOD) 

2. Temporary job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

If the temporary job run library file ($Y$RUN) is specified on the EXEC job control card, the 
order of search is: 

1. Temporary job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

2. Load library file ($Y$LOD) 

If an alternate library is specified on the EXEC job control card, the order of search is: 

1. Alternate load library 

2. Load library file ($Y$1:0D) 

3. Temproary job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

To minimize search time, the loader always begins searching a library at the last root 
phase loaded from that library for that job. This means that it is generally more efficient to 
link modules together than to create a series of smaller, separately linked load modules. 

2.1 .4. Read Pointer for Repetitive Loads 

Another way to minimize search time is to reduce the need for a directory search. This can 
be done by using a read pointer for repetitive loads of a particular load module. When the 
disk address (DA) optional parameter is used with the LOAD, LOADR, or FETCH 
macroinstruction, the 8-byte EBCDIC phase name in the user program (possibly within the 
macro-generated code) is overwritten with a read pointer during the first execution of the 
macro. This read pointer contains the relative disk address of the phase being loaded. The 
next execution of the same macro call uses this read pointer to find the phase, instead of 
performing a directory search. 

With the DA option, only the first load of a module requires a directory search. All 
subsequent loads of the same module use the read pointer and do not have to repeat the 
directory search. In this case, the larger the directory, the more efficient the use of the 
read pointer. 

When using the DA option, you must be certain that the module is not being updated by 
another job at the same time that it is being loaded by your job; otherwise, an error will 
result. Remember, the DA option may be used only with the LOAD, LOADR, and FETCH 
macroinstructions, and should only be used for repetitive loads of the same module. It is 
not available for use with the LOADI macroinstruction. If you do not wish to add the DA 
capability to an assembled program, there is no need to reassemble. 
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2.1.5. Loader Error Processing 

When an error is detected by the loader, a binary error code is set up in register 0. If an 
error address was specified, the macro-generated code branches to that address. If no 
error address was specified (or if the call was a FETCH), the calling task is abnormally 
terminated. 

The 4-byte error code set up in register 0 has the following format 

Byte 0 

Bytes 1, 2 

Byte 3 

EBCDIC A, R, or L specifying whether the error occurred while 
loading from alternate, run, or load library, respectively. 

0 

Binary error code. For descriptions, refer to the system messages 
programmer/operator reference, UP-8076 (current version). 

2.1.6. Load a Program Phase (LOAD) 

Function: 

• 

The LOAD macroinstruction locates a program phase in a load library on disk, loads it 
into main storage, and transfers control to the calling program immediately following 
the LOAD macroinstruction. • 

After execution of this macroinstruction, register 0 contains the job-relative address 
at which the phase was loaded, and register 1 contains the entry-point address. This 
entry point address is determined at linkage edit time. If an alternate load address is 
provided (positional parameter 2), the load point address specified to the linkage editor 
is overridden and the phase is loaded at the specified address. This new override 
address is returned in register 0. 

This macroinstruction does not relocate address constants regardless of whether an 
alternate load address is specified (positional parameter 2). 

Format: 

LABEL t:.OPERATIONt:. OPERAND 

[symbol] LOAD { ~ ~; s e - name}[' {I( ~a) d - add r }] [' {~:;or -add r }] [ , R] [,DA] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

phase-name 

Specifies the name of the program phase to be loaded. This may be either the 1-
to 6-character user-assigned alias phase name or the 8-character linker-assigned 
phase name in the format nnnnnnpp where nnnnnn is the program name and pp 
is the phase number. • 
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Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the 8-character 
phase name. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

load-addr 

Specifies the symbolic address at which the phase is to be loaded. 

( 0) 

Specifies that register 0 has been preloaded with the load address. 

If omitted, the program phase will be loaded at the address specified by the linkage 
editor. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

error-addr 

( r) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine that is to be executed if a load 
error occurs. 

Specifies that the designated register (other than 0 or 1) contains the address of 
the error routine . 

If omitted, the calling task will be abnormally terminated if a load error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

R 

Specifies that only the system load library is to be searched for the phase. 

If omitted, a full search is to be performed. 

Positional Parameter 5: 

DA 

Specifies that the 8-byte phase name specified in positional parameter 1 will be 
overwritten with a read pointer during the first execution of this 
macroinstruction. This read pointer is used to find the phase on the second and 
all subsequent executions of this macroinstruction. 

This option is designed to reduce the search time for separately linked load 
modules which are loaded repeatedly. When using this option, you must ensure 
that there is no possibility of another job deleting or moving the load module you 
are trying to load. For example, if another job uses the librarian to pack the 
library, this may cause a load error in your job. If you can be sure this doesn't 
happen, you may be able to considerably reduce the load time for some modules, 
particularly in large libraries . 

If omitted, a search is performed on the phase name specified in positional parameter 
1 each time this macroinstruction is executed, and the 8-byte phase name is not 
overwritten. 
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2.1.7. Load a Program Phase and Relocate (LOADR) 

Function: 

The LOADR macroinstruction locates a program phase in a load library on disk, loads 
it into main storage, and transfers control to the calling program immediately 
following the LOADR macroinstruction. 

After execution of this macroinstruction, register 0 contains the job-relative address 
at which the phase was loaded, and register 1 contains the job-relative entry-point 
address. This entry point address is determined at linkage edit time. If an alternate 
load address is provided (positional parameter 2), the load point address specified to 
the linkage editor is overridden and the phase is loaded at the specified address. This 
new override address is returned in register 0. 

The format and operation of the macroinstruction is identical to the LOAD 
macroinstruction except that all address constants in the phase are relocated if an 
alternate load address is specified (positional parameter 2). 

This macroinstruction is used to load a phase at an address other than that at which 
it was linked. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol) LOA DR 

Positional Parameter 1: 

phase-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the name of the program phase to be loaded. This may be either the 1-
to 6-character user-assigned alias phase name or the 8-character linker-assigned 
phase name in the format nnnnnnpp where nnnnnn is the program name and pp 
is the phase number. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the 8-character 
phase name. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

load-addr 
Specifies the symbolic address at which the phase is to be loaded. 

( 0) 

Specifies that register 0 has been preloaded with the load address. 

If omitted, the program phase will be loaded at the address specified by the linkage 
editor. 

--------------------------------------·-··· 

• 

• 

• 
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Positional Parameter 3: 

error-addr 

( r) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine that is to be executed if a load 
error occurs. 

Specifies that the designated register (other than 0 or 1) contains the address of 
the error routine. 

If omitted, the calling task will be abnormally terminated if a load error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

R 

Specifies that only the system load library is to be searched for the phase. 

If omitted, a full search is to be performed. 

Positional Parameter 5: 

DA 

Specifies that the 8-byte phase name specified in positional parameter 1 will be 
overwritten with a read pointer during the first execution of this 
macroinstruction. This read pointer is used to find the phase on the second and 
all subsequent executions of this macroinstruction. 

This option is designed to reduce the search time for separately linked load 
modules which are loaded repeatedly. When using this option, you must ensure 
that there is no possibility of another job deleting or moving the load module you 
are trying to load. For example, if another job uses the librarian to pack the 
library, this may cause a load error in your job. If you can be sure this doesn't 
happen, you may be able to considerably reduce the load time for some modules, 
particularly in large libraries. 

If omitted, a search is performed on the phase name specified in positional parameter 
1 each time this macroinstruction is executed, and the 8-byte phase name is not 
overwritten. 

2.1.8. Locate a Program Phase Header (LOADI) 

Function: 

The LOADI macroinstruction locates the header record of a program phase and stores 
it in a workarea. 

You may then examine the information contained in the program phase header to 
determine if it is desirable to load the program phase. If the phase is to be loaded, you 
must use one of the other load instructions to load the program phase. 
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Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] LOADI 
{ 

p ha s e - name} • { w o r k - a r ea - a d d r} [· { w ~,~ k - a r ea - I en gt h }] 
(1) (0) • [' c ~;or - add r }]l , R] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

phase-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the name of the program phase to be loaded. This may be either the 1-
to 6-character user-assigned alias phase name of the 8-character linker-assigned 
phase name in the format nnnnnnpp where nnnnnn is the program name and pp 
is the phase number. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the 8-character 
phase name. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

wo r k - a re a - add r 

( e) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the area in main storage where the phase 
header is to be placed. 

Specifies that register 0 has been preloaded with the workarea address. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

work-area- length 

Specifies the number of bytes of the phase header that are to be placed in the 
workarea. 

If omitted, the value 1310 is assumed. This specifies that the portion of the phase 
header up to and including the phase load address and the phase length is to be 
placed in the workarea. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

error-addr 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine that is to be executed if a load 
error occurs. 

• 

• 

• 
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Specifies that the designated register (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with 
the address of the error routine. 

If omitted, the calling task will be abnormally terminated if a load error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 5: 

R 

Specifies that only the system load library is to be searched for the phase. 

If omitted, a full search is to be performed. 

2.1.8.1. Program Phase Header 

The format of the phase header is as follows: 

Bytes Contents 

0, 1 Systems use 

2 Phase number 

3, 4 System flags 

5-8 Phase load address (linker assigned) 

9-12 Phase length 

13-20 Phase name (linker assigned) 

21-23 Date (packed decimal - yymmdd) 

24-26 Time (packed decimal - hhmmss) 

27-30 Madu le length 

31-38 Alias phase name 

39-68 Comments 

2.1.9. Load a Program Phase and Branch (FETCH) 

Function: 

The FETCH macroinstruction locates a program phase in a load library on disk, loads it 
into main storage, and transfers control to the address specified in the phase transfer 
record, unless an alternate address has been specified (in positional parameter 2). 
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After execution of this macroinstruction, register 0 contains the job-relative address • 
at which the phase was loaded, and register 1 contains the job-relative entry point 
address. This entry point address is determined at linkage edit time. If an alternate 
entry point address is provided (positional parameter 2), the entry point address 
specified to the linkage editor is overridden and the phase is given control at the 
specified address. This new entry point address is returned in register 1. 

Format: 

LABEL l>OPERATIONL> OPERAND 

[symbol] FETCH 

Positional Parameter 1: 

phase-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the name of the program phase to be loaded. This may be either the 1-
to 6-character user-assigned alias phase name or the 8-character linker-assigned 
phase name in the format nnnnnnpp where nnnnnn is the program name and pp 
is the phase number. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the 8-character 
phase name. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

entry-point-name 

( 0) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the point in the program at which control is to 
be passed after a successful load. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the entry point address. 

If omitted, control will be passed to the address specified in the phase transfer record. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

R 

Specifies that only the system load library is to be searched for the phase. 

If omitted, a full search is to be performed. 

• 

• 
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• Positional Parameter 4: 

• 

• 

DA 

Specifies that the 8-byte phase name specified in positional parameter 1 will be 
overwritten with a read pointer during the first execution of this 
macroinstruction. This read pointer is used to find the phase on the second and 
all subsequent executions of this macroinstruction. 

This option is designed to reduce the search time for separately linked load 
modules which are loaded repeatedly. When using this option, you must ens·ure 
that there is no possibility of another job deleting or moving the load module you 
are trying to load. For example, if another job uses the librarian to pack the 
library, this may cause a load error in your job. If you can be sure this doesn't 
happen, you may be able to considerably reduce the load time for some modules, 
particularly in large libraries. 

If omitted, a search is performed on the phase name specified in positional parameter 
1 each time this macroinstruction is executed, and the 8-byte phase name is not 
overwritten. 

2.2. PROGRAM TERMINATION 

The program termination macroinstructions cause the system facilities assigned to a job or 
to a task to be relinquished for assignment to other jobs or to other tasks. When 
terminating a task, the EOJ, CANCEL, and DETACH macroinstructions will also clear all 
1/0 locks for the task. 

The following macroinstructions are available: 

• EOJ 

Causes normal job step termination. 

• CANCEL 

Causes abnormal job termination and prints out the job main storage. 

There are two other macroinstructions used for job and task termination: 

• DETACH 

Causes normal termination of a task. 

• DUMP 

Causes normal job step termination in addition to printing out the job main storage . 
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2.2.1. Normal Termination 

Normal program termination is requested by means of the EOJ or DUMP 
macroinstructions, the DUMP operator command, or the self-detaching of a primary task. 
This implies normal completion of the job step and continuation of the job. These functions 
will detach all subtasks, delink outstanding 1/0, and wait for all outstanding system 
functions to complete, prior to terminating the program and passing control to the next 
phase of job control. 

The termination of a job step which has open data files will cause an immediate 
cancellation of the job. 

The DUMP macroinstruction provides a printout of the contents of the job region if the 
appropriate I /OPTION job control statement is specified (for example, DUMP, JOBDUMP, 
SYSDUMP, or ABRDUMP). After printing the region, the DUMP transient overlays itself 
with the end-of-job step transient routine which provides normal job step termination. 

The DUMP console command sets the job step to execute its own DUMP macroinstruction. 

2.2.2. Abnormal Termination 

Abnormal job termination can be requested by you through the CANCEL macroinstruction, 
by the operator through the CANCEL command, or as a result of a system-detected error . 
The latter case includes: systems function errors with no error address specified, program 
exception errors without program check island code, and unrecoverable hardware errors. 

The cancel function detaches all subtasks, delinks all outstanding 1/0, and waits for all 
outstanding system functions to be completed. It provides a printout of the contents of the 
job region if the DUMP option was specified on the OPTION statement, and either there is 
a printer assigned to this job or there is a printer available. 

2.2.3. Printout 

Both the CANCEL and DUMP macroinstructions provide for a printout of the contents of 
the job main storage which will occur if a printer was assigned to the job using the DVC 
and LFD job control statements, or is available for assignment, and the DUMP, JOBDUMP, 
ABRDUMP, or SYSDUMP parameter was specified in the OPTION job control statement. 
Otherwise, both macroinstructions will execute normally; however, no printout will occur. 

2.2.4. End-of-Job Step (EOJ) 

Function: 

The EOJ macroinstruction causes normal job step termination. It terminates a primary 
task or a subtask. If an EOJ macroinstruction is issued from a primary task with active 
subtasks, all subtasks are terminated. If an EOJ macroinstruction is issued from a 
subtask, only the subtask and any subtasks it created are terminated. 

• 

• 

• 
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Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] EOJ 

There are no parameters for the EOJ macroinstruction. 

The EOJ macroinstruction is used to cause normal job step termination. It is usually 
invoked by the job step task after all attached subtasks have been detached and all 
data files have been closed. Job control is then loaded in the problem program area to 
prepare the next scheduled job step, or to terminate the job if it is the last job step of 
the job. 

The EOJ macroinstruction may be used to force subtask termination for the job step. 
If a subtask encounters a fatal (abnormal termination) error condition before the EOJ 
function receives control, the job may be canceled (depending on the existence and 
function of an abnormal termination island code routine). An EOJ macroinstruction 
executed by a subtask is treated as a request for the DETACH macroinstruction 
function. 

• Error Conditions: 

• 

The job will be canceled if errors that prevent normal termination are encountered by 
the EOJ routine. A hexadecimal error code is provided for display in the diagnostic 
storage dump produced by the CANCEL function. The error codes and their meaning 
are shown in the system messages programmer/operator reference, UP-8076 
(current version). 

2.2.5. Cancel a Job (CANCEL) 

Function: 

The CANCEL macroinstruction causes abnormal termination of a job. It terminates the 
current job step, prevents execution of any remaining job steps for that job, detaches 
all subtasks, delinks all outstanding I/Os, and waits for all outstanding system 
functions to complete. 

This macroinstruction also displays an abnormal termination message on the operator 
console indicating which job is being terminated and the error code defining the error. 
Unless NODUMP is entered as positional parameter 2, this macroinstruction provides 
a diagnostic storage dump of the job region similar to that produced by the DUMP 
macroinstruction . 

This macroinstruction also clears all locks for the task. 
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CANCEL [{~;•' -""}] [,NO DUMP I 

Positional Parameter 1: 

error-code 

2-14 

Specifies a 1- to 3-digit hexadecimal error code to be displayed on the system 
console and included in the diagnostic storage dump. 

(") 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the error code. 

If omitted, the error code is set to binary zero. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

NOD UMP 

• 

Specifies no dump regardless of the dump options specified in the OPTION job • 
control statement. 

The CANCEL macroinstruction is used to cause abnormal job termination when error 
conditions are encountered which prevent further processing. The abnormal job 
termination function may be requested by you through the CANCEL macroinstruction, 
by the operator through the CANCEL command, or as a result of a system-detected 
error. 

If an error occurs during the execution of a macroinstruction, control will be passed to 
the error routine if an error address was specified or, if none was specified, to the 
abnormal termination island code if it is present. The use of island code permits you 
to take additional action prior to terminating the task or job step which is in error. 

Error Conditions: 

A number of conditions may exist when the cancel routine is entered; however, the 
error code displayed in the diagnostic storage dump will always represent the original 
cause of entry to the abnormal termination function. 

A printout is produced if: 

• the DUMP, JOBDUMP, ABRDUMP, or SYSDUMP option was specified via job 
control; 

• the CANCEL macroinstruction does not specify NODUMP; and 

• a printer was assigned to the job or is available. • 
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During execution of a job, you may want to record the date and time that an event 
occurred, for example, the date a credit was posted to an accounts receivable record, the 
date and time a message was received from a remote communications terminal, or the 
date and time a job step was completed. You can do this by using the GETIME 
macroi nstruction. 

At times you may want to request an interrupt to your program after a specified interval. 
For example, you may wish to allow 30 seconds for a response from a terminal, and if no 
response if received within that time, branch to another subroutine or to another task. You 
can do this by using the SETIME macroinstruction. 

2.3.1. Date and Time Facilities 

2.3.1.1. Current Date 

The current date is placed in the systems information block by the operator during initial 
program load. The date is automatically advanced each day at midnight unless the 
supervisor was configured at system generation time not to update. In that case, the 
operator must change the date through a console command. This date is referred to herein 
as the system date to distinguish it from the job date . 

System Information Block 

system date 

There is a date for each job, which is stored in the preamble for the job. This is the date 
you get when you use the GETIME macroinstruction. Normally, the job date is the same as 
the system date. However, you can change it using the SET job control statement which 
changes the date for your own job and does not disturb the system date or the job dates 
for other jobs being processed. For example, if your application calls for statements to be 
produced on the fifteenth of each month but no processing was done that day because of 
a holiday or because of machine maintenance, you could change the job date in the 
preamble the next day from 16 to 15 so that the statements and other records produced 
will show the date the job was intended to be run. 

Job Preamble 

job date 
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2.3.1.2. Time of Day 

In addition to the current date, the GETIME macroinstruction gives you the time. The current 
time of day is maintained by a simulated day clock in the system information block. This day 
clock specifies the amount of time that elapsed since midnight. The clock can show a maximum 
of 99 hours and may be permitted to run past midnight if jobs were processing at that time. The 
time of day is automatically reset at midnight along with the date unless the supervisor was 
configured not to update. Otherwise, the operator must reset the clock each day. A common use 
of the clock is to record the time of day a job was run and to calculate the length oftime required 
to run it. The job log you receive with your listing shows the start and stop times for your job 
steps. The run time could be used to charge an account number, or to invoice your department 
for the computer time required to run your job. 

System Information Block 

day clock 

2.3.1.3. Get Current Date and Time (GETIME) 

Function: 

The GETIME macroinstruction obtains the calendar date and the current time of day from 
the simulated day clock function of the supervisor. The date is returned in register 0, and 
the time is returned in register 1 . 

Format: 

LABEL t:.OPERATIONC:. OPERAND 

[symbol] GET I ME [{~}] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

M 

s 

Specifies that the current time of day is to be expressed in milliseconds in binary 
representation. 

Specifies that the current time of day is to be expressed in packed decimal 
format. 

If omitted, the parameter S is assumed. 

• 

• 

• 
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The current calendar date is returned in register 0 expressed in packed decimal in the 
form: 

Oyymmdd+ 

where: 

yy =year 

mm= month 

dd = day 

The high order half byte is always zero, and the low order half byte is the sign, which 
is always positive. 

The current time of day is returned in register 1. If you write this macroinstruction 
with the S parameter or with no parameter, the time is expressed in packed decimal 
format in the form: 

Ohhmmss+ 

where: 

hh = hours 

mm= minutes 

ss = seconds 

The high order half byte is always zero, and the low order half byte is the sign, which 
is always positive. 

The following entries: 

10 16 
GETIME S 

or 

GETIME 

return the date and time in registers 0 and 1 in packed decimal format. You can then 
store the contents of these registers, and edit the fields for a printout of the date and 
exact time that an event occurred . 
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For example, let's assume you wish to print the date and exact time a job step is completed. 
The two subroutines shown in Figure 2-1 each get the date and time from the job 
preamble and the system information block, unpack and edit them into buffers, then print 
the contents of the buffers. 

10 16 

GETIME S 

ST RB, WS I 

ST RI , WS 2 

UNPK BUFFER+4(6) ,WSl(4) 

UNPK BUFFER+l2(6),WS2(4) 

01 BU F FE R+9 , X ' F B ' 

01 BUF FER+l7, X' FB' 

MVC BU F FER ( 2 ) , BUFF E RH 

MVI BUFFER+2,C'/' 

MVC BUFFER+3(2) ,BUFFER+6 

MVI BUFFER+5,C'/' 

MVC BUFFER+6(2) ,BUFFER+8 

MVI BUF FER+8, C' 

MVI BU F FE R+9 , C ' 

MVC BUFFER+IB(2),BUFFER+l2 

MVI BU F FE R+l 2, C ' . ' 

MVC BUFFER+l3(2),BUFFER+l4 

MVI BUFFER+l 5, C'. 

DMOUT PRINT.BUFFER 

EOJ 

GETIME 

ST B,SAVE 

ED DATMSK( 18), SAVE 

MVC BUFFER2(8) ,DATMSK+2 

ST I.SAVE 

ED T I MM SK ( 1 8 ) , SA V E 

MVC BUFFER2+18(8), TIMMSK+2 

DMOUT PRINT, BUFFER2 

Returns date in reg i st er B and ti me i n reg i st er 1. 

Stores date from reg i st er B to ws I. 
Stores time from reg i st er 1 to WS2. 

Unpacks date i n to BUFFER. 

Unpacks ti me i n to BUFFER. 

Changes contents 0 f right hand byte 0 f date fr om CI to FI. 

Changes contents 0 f right hand byte 0 f ti me fr om C3 to F 3 . 

Inserts slashes, spaces, and periods in date and time. 

Prints date and time from BUFFER. 

Terminates the job step. 

Returns date in RO and ti me in RI . 

Stores date i n full·word save . 

Unpacks and e d i ts date . 

Moves edited date to buffer. 

Stores time i n save . 

Unpacks and e d i ts ti me. 

Moves edited ti me to buffer. 

Prints date and ti me. 

29. SAVE OS 

38. BUFFER2 DC C LIS' 

Buffer initialized to blanks 

Date mask format; 99/99/99 

31. DATMSK DC X'48212020612020612020' Time mask format; 99.99.99 

32. T IMMSK DC X' 402128204820204B2020' 

Figure 2-1. Examples of GET/ME Macroinstruction 

Let's assume the GETIME macroinstruction was executed October 24, 1977 at 13 seconds 
after 9:30 AM. The job date from the preamble would be returned in register 0, and the 
time from the day clock in the SIB would be returned in register 1. The registers would 
contain: 

System -------~ 

Information I 
Block ..... ------......J 

Preamble job date day clock 

Register O I 07171 I 02 I 4c I Register 1 I 00 1931 01 I 3c I 

---------------------------------------··-· 

• 

• 

• 
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Following execution of line 18, BUFFER contains the date (year/mon/day) and the time 
(hours.min.sec): 

The date and time are printed: 

77 /10/24 09.30.13 

If the subroutine in lines 21 through 32 is executed with the same original contents of 
registers 0 and 1, BUFFER2 will contain the following after execution of line 27 

and will print the same date and time as the subroutine of lines 1 through 20 . 

If you write this macroinstruction using the M parameter, the date is expressed in 
packed decimal in register 0, but the time is expressed in milliseconds in binary 
representation in register 1. For example, if the following macroinstruction was 
executed at 10 seconds after midnight, September 26, 1979, registers 0 and 1 would 
contain: 

10 16 

GETIME M 

Register O I 01 I 90 ! s2 I 5c I Register 1 I 00 I 00 I 21 I 10 I 

2.3.2. Timer Interrupt Facilities 

The timer services module also enables you to request a scheduled timer interrupt in the 
requesting task. Using the SETIME macroinstruction you may request an interrupt after 
any time period greater than 1 millisecond. You may: 

• continue processing the task until the interrupt, then transfer control to the task's 
timer island code; 
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suspend processing the task until the interrupt, then continue with the next 
instruction; or 

• cancel a previous SETIME request. 

The time interval requested in the SETIME macroinstruction is added to the current time of 
day to calculate the time when the interrupt is scheduled to occur, and this SETIME 
expiration time is stored in the task control block. 

Task Control Block 

SETIME expiration time 

timer island code address 

If timer island code is to be executed, a STXIT macroinstruction must have been previously 
issued to link the island code to this task. If no timer island code is present, or if the 
interrupt request was canceled, the interrupt is ignored. There may only be one set of 
timer island code per task. 

If the task is to be suspended, the next available task in the switch list is executed. When 
the interrupt occurs, control is returned to the next instruction in the task immediately 
following the SETIME macroinstruction. 

2.3.2.1. Set Timer Interrupt (SETIME) 

Function: 

The SETIME macroinstruction requests a scheduled timer interrupt in the requesting 
task and continues executing the requesting task. When the specified time interval 
elapses, the task's timer island code (as specified by a STXIT macroinstruction) is 
executed. 

Note that, in this case, the STXIT macroinstruction must have been previously issued 
to set up timer island code for this task. There may be only one set of timer island 
code per task. 

If written with the WAIT parameter, this macroinstruction requests a timer interrupt 
and suspends execution of the requesting task until the timer interval elapses. At this 
time, the task resumes execution with the next instruction following the SETIME 
macroinstruction. 

• 

• 

• 
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This macroinstruction cancels any previous SETIME request. By using this 
macroinstruction with no parameters or with a time interval of zero, you can 
effectively eliminate any outstanding SETIME requests without having to set up a new 
one. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] SETI ME [r i me - inter v a I}] [ , WA IT] [· {!';}] 
( 1) Ii 

Positional Parameter 1: 

time- i nterva I 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the interval of time that must expire before the interrupt is generated. 
This interval is expressed either in seconds or milliseconds depending on the 
entry in positional parameter 3. The maximum value that may be entered as 
positional parameter 1 is 4095 10• To specify a value greater than 4095, enter (1) 
as positional parameter 1 and preload register 1 with the required time interval 
value. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the time interval value. 

If omitted, any previous SETIME request for this task is canceled, preventing the scheduled 
interrupt. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

WAIT 

Specifies that the problem program is to relinquish control until the specified 
time interval expires, at which time control is returned to the point immediately 
following the SETIME macroinstruction. 

If omitted, the requesting program retains program control. When the time interval 
expires, the timer island code is activated. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

M 

s 

Specifies that the time interval entered as positional parameter 1 is expressed in 
milliseconds. 

Specifies that the time interval entered as positional parameter 1 is expressed in 
seconds. 

If omitted, the parameter S is assumed. 
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If you omit the WAIT parameter, the task retains program control and continues processing 
at the instruction immediately following the SETIME macroinstruction. When the time 
interval elapses, the timer island code for this task is executed. For example, the 
instruction: 

or 

10 16 

SETIME 30, ,S 

next instruction 

SETIME 30 

next instruction 

• 

requests a timer interrupt in 30 seconds. The task continues processing until the 30- • 
second time interval elapses; then the timer island code is executed. 

If you want to specify an interval smaller than a second, the instruction: 

SET IME 200, ,M 

next instruction 

requests a timer interrupt in 200 milliseconds. The task continues processing until the 
200-millisecond time interval elapses; then the timer island code is executed. 

• 



• 

• 
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Figure 2-2 is an example of the use of the SETIME macroinstruction to request an 
interrupt in 25 seconds so that a time of 25 seconds can be placed on the computation 
that follows. 

10 16 

1. • TIMER EXAMPLE 
2 . 

3. 

LIMIT COMPUTE LOOP TO 25 SECONDS 

ESTABLISH TIMER ISLAND CODE TO HANDLE INTERRUPT 
4. 
5. 

6. 

STXIT IT,ILANDCOD,ICSAVE 
START TIMING INTERVAL 

SETI ME 25, ,S TWENTY FIVE SECONDS 
7. 

8. COMPUTE EQU 
9. 

START OF COMPUTE LOOP 

TEST TO SEE IF TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED 

72 

10. 

11 . 

1 2 . 

1 3 . 

14. 

1 5 . 

16. 

TM 

BO 
FLAGBYTE.TIMEFLAG 
TOO LONG 

TEST IF FLAG WAS SET BY ISLAND CODE 
BRANCH IF FLAG IS SET 

1 7 . • 

18 . 

c 
BNE 

X,Y 
COMPUTE 

}"·'"'';,, """ h"' 
TEST TO SEE IF COMPUTATION IS DONE 
LOOP BACK IF NOT 

NORMAL EXIT FROM COMPUTE LOOP 
STXIT IT DISABLES ISLAND CODE 

},.;i ""';"' 
19. ' ERROR IF COMPUTATION NOT DONE BEFORE TIME ELAPSES 
20. TOO LONG EQU 
2 1 . STXIT IT DISABLES ISLAND CODE 

PRINT ERROR MESSAGES, ETC 2 2 . • 

23. 

24. 

25. 
}··''' ,,;,, ,,,,;,, 

2 6 . • TIMER ISLAND CODE - ACTIVATED WHEN TIME ELAPSES 
27. I LANDCOD EQU 
28. 01 FLAGBYTE,TIMEFLAG SET FLAG 
29. EXIT IT 
3 0. • 

31. ICSAVE OS 
32. FLAGBYTE DC 
33. TIMEFLAG EQU 

18F 

X'00' 
X'01' 

WORK AREAS 
REGISTER SAVE AREA REQUIRED 
INITIALLY ZERO 
BIT= 1 WHEN TIME ELAPSES 

Figure 2-2. Example of SETfME Macroinstruction 

Line 4 links the timer island code (lines 27 to 29) which sets a flag when the time interval 
expires. Line 6 requests an interrupt in 25 seconds and the compute routine (lines 8 to 16) 
is entered. Line 18 is the normal exit which occurs if computation is completed before the 
time elapses. Lines 20 to 25 are the error routine which is executed if the time elapses 
before the computation is completed. 
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If you use the WAIT parameter, the task suspends processing and program control is 
transferred to the next available task. When the time interval elapses, program control is 
returned to the next instruction in the task immediately following the SETIME 
macroinstruction. For example, the instruction: 

10 16 

SET IM E 3 II, WA I T 

next instruct ion after interrupt 

requests a timer interrupt in 30 seconds. The task is suspended until the 30-second time 
interval elapses, then processing continues with the next instruction. This instruction 
could be used following a message to the console operator or a question to a user at a 
remote terminal allowing a period of time (in this case, 30 seconds) to reply or to enter 
additional data. 

2.3.2.4. Cancel a Previous Timer Interrupt Request 

To cancel a previous timer interrupt request, simply use the SETIME macroinstruction 
without parameters. For example: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

SETIME 31111, ,M 

next instruction 

SETI ME 

Line 1 requests activation of interval timer island code in 300 milliseconds. Line 6 cancels 
the request. 

2.4. PROGRAM LINKAGE 

A program may consist of several phases or routines produced by an assembler, compiler, 
or other language translator, and then combined by the linkage editor. Control can be 
passed from one routine to another within the program. This is referred to as direct 
linkage. Linkage can proceed through as many levels as necessary. During the execution 
of a job step, a routine (referred to as the calling program) passes control to another 
routine (the called program), which can in turn become the calling program passing control 
to a third routine (the called program), etc. This branch and linking process requires that 
the contents of certain registers be saved, then restored, so that control can be returned to 
the calling program. 

• 

• 

• 
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The following macroinstructions are used for direct linkage: 

• CALL/VCALL 

Calls a program module and gives it control. 

• ARGLST 

Generates an argument (parameter) list. 

• SAVE 

Saves the contents of specified registers. 

• RETURN 

Restores registers and returns control. 

The CALL and VCALL macroinstructions can also be used to pass parameters from the 
calling program to the called program. 

2.4.1. Linkage Register Conventions 

During the direct linkage process, certain registers are used for specific purposes to avoid 
conflicts in register use. These registers and their uses in the linkage procedure are: 

• Register 0 - Reserved for system use 

• Register 1 - Parameter or parameter list register 

Register 1 is used for passing parameters between linked programs (each parameter 
is four bytes long and is aligned on a word boundary). This register is loaded with the 
parameter to be passed, or, in the case of a parameter list, the address of the first 
parameter in the list. The last parameter in a parameter list has its sign bit set to 1. 

• Registers 2 through 12 - Free registers 

These registers are never used or referenced by the direct linkage macroinstructions. 

• Register 13 - Save area register 

• 

If a save area is provided for the called program by the calling program (for temporary 
register storage), the address of the save area, which must be aligned on a full-word 
boundary, is loaded in register 13 by the calling program. 

Register 14 - Return address register 

This register is loaded by the calling program with the address to which control 
should be returned following the execution of the called program. 
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• Register 15 - Entry point register 

This register is loaded by the calling program with the address of the entry point in 
the called program. This register can be used to provide initial addressability in the 
called program. 

2.4.2. Linkage Procedure 

The calling program establishes direct linkage with another program by means of the CALL 
or VCALL macroinstruction. If registers are used in the called program (other than 0, 1, 
and 15), the SAVE macroinstruction must be used to save their content. The RETURN 
macro is used to return control to the calling program. 

The calling program is responsible for the following: 

• Loading register 13 with the address of a 72-byte save area (if one is required by the 
called program). The save area must be aligned on a full-word boundary. 

• Loading the parameter register, if necessary. 

• Loading register 14 with the return address. 

• Loading register 15 with the entry point in the called program. 

The called program is responsible for the following: 

• Saving the content of all registers used by it, with the exception of registers 0, 1, and 
15 which are considered volatile. The contents of registers are saved in the area 
addressed by register 13. 

• Following its execution, the called program must reload the saved registers and 
transfer program control to the return address loaded in register 14 by the called 
program. 

You can have the CALL, VCALL, SAVE, and RETURN macroinstructions perform the 
linkage functions for you. Or, if you prefer, depending on how you code the parameters in 
the SAVE and RETURN macroinstructions, you can perform some of these functions 
yourself. 

If you use the SA parameters in the SAVE and RETURN macroinstructions, the macro 
establishes a save area and loads the address of the save area into register 13. If you do 
not use the SA parameters, you must establish the save area in the calling program and 
load the address of the save area into register 13 before issuing the CALL or VCALL 
macroinstruction. 

If you use the COVER and COVADR parameters in the SAVE macroinstruction, the macro 

• 

• 

loads the base register addresses. If you do not use the COVER and COVADR parameters, • 
you must perform your own base register loading. 
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A save area is established by one program (the calling program) for use by a second 
program (the called program). If the called program finds it necessary to use any of 
registers 2 through 14, thereby destroying their contents, the called program must store 
the original contents of these registers in the save area provided by the calling program 
before using them. The called program itself can be a calling program, and must provide a 
save area for its called program (the third program in the chain). Any number of programs 
can be chained together in this manner. It is not necessary to have a save area in the last 
program of a chain. 

Standard register save areas are used with the CALL, VCALL, SAVE, and RETURN 
macroinstructions. Note that this register save area is different from the save area used 
with island code linkage for register and PSW storage (described in 2.5). 

The format of the register save area is shown in Figure 2-3 and further explained in Table 
2-1. 

Word Byte Content 

1 0 RESERVED FOR SYSTEM USE 

2 4 SAVE AREA BACKWARD LINK ADDRESS 

3 8 SAVE AREA FORWARD LINK ADDRESS 

4 12 CALLING PROGRAM RETURN ADDRESS 

5 16 CALLED PROGRAM ENTRY POINT ADDRESS 

6 20 REGISTER 0 

7 24 REGISTER 1 

8 28 REGISTER 2 

9 32 REGISTER 3 

10 36 REGISTER 4 

11 40 REGISTER 5 

12 44 REGISTER 6 

13 48 REGISTER 7 

14 52 REGISTER 8 

15 56 REGISTER 9 

16 60 REGISTER 10 

17 64 REGISTER 11 

18 68 REGISTER 12 

NOTE: 

Each word in the save area is aligned on a full-word boundary. 

Figure 2-3. Register Save Area Format 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 to 8 

Reserved for system use. 
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If zero, indicates the first save area of a chain. Otherwise, this is the address of the save area used by the 
calling program which is located in the higher level program that called the calling program. For example, 
bytes 4-7 of SAVE B (a save area in program B for the use of program C) contains the address of SAVE A 
(a save area in program A for the use of program B). It is the responsibility of the calling program to store 
the backward link address in this field from register 13 before loading the current save area address in 
register 13. 

If zero, indicates the last save area in a chain. Otherwise. this is the address of the save area in the most 
recently called program. It is the responsibility of this called program to store the save area address in this 
field before calling a lower level program. 

The address in the calling program (as loaded in register 14) to which control is to be returned. This address 
must be stored in this field by the called program if that program intends to alter the contents of register 
14. 

The entry point address of the called program (as stored in register 15) to which control is to be transferred. 
This address must be moved to this field by the calling program. 

A storage area provided to contain the contents of registers 0 through 12. The called program determines 
the number of registers, if any, to be saved. 

2.4.4. Call a Program (CALL/VCALL) 

The CALL and VCALL macroinstructions pass control from a program to a specified entry 
point in another program. They are written in the calling program to establish linkage with 
a called program. CALL is used to establish a direct linkage with a program already in 
main storage. It loads an A-type address constant and branches. VCALL is used to 
establish a V-CON type linkage with a program not necessarily in main storage. It loads a 
V-type address constant and branches. No SVCs are generated by either macroinstruction. 

The CALL or VCALL entry point need not have a manually coded EXTRN. All other labels 
used on these calls, which appear outside the assembly, must have manually coded 
EXTRNs. 

You can use positional parameter 2 of the CALL or VCALL macroinstruction to pass 
parameters from the calling program to the called program. In this case, you can enter the 
parameters themselves, enclosed in parentheses; the macro expansion will generate a 
parameter list in the required format. Or, you can enter the address of a parameter list 
defined elsewhere in your program in the format required by the macro. 

Another convenient method is to use the ARGLST macroinstruction to generate this list for 
you. You then enter the symbolic address of the macro call as positional parameter 2 of 
the CALL or VCALL macroinstruction. 

• 

• 

• 
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Format: 

LABEL 1'.0PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] 
{

CALL } 
{ 

e n t r y - po i n t } [' { ( pa r am - 1 ....• pa r am - n ) }] 
VCA LL (15) list-address 

( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

entry-point 

( 15) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the entry point in the called program to which 
program control is to be given. 

Indicates that register 15 has been preloaded with the address of the called 
program. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

(param-1, ... ,param-n) 

Specifies one or more parameters to be passed to the called program. These 
parameters are written enclosed in parentheses, and are included in the CALL or 
VCALL macro expansion in the same sequence as entered on the call line. Each 
parameter is considered as one full word and is aligned on a full-word boundary. 
The three low order bytes of each generated word contain the address of a 
parameter. To mark the end of the parameter list, the sign bit of the last 
parameter in the list is set to 1. The address loaded in register 1, prior to control 
being transferred to the called program, is the address of the first parameter in 
the list. 

The parameter entries can represent actual values. However, for compatibility with 
higher-level languages, this parameter is usually used to pass address constants to 
the called program. 

I ist-address 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of a user-defined parameter list. You can define 
the list in the required format, or you can use the ARGLST macroinstruction to 
generate the list for you. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the parameter 
list. 

If omitted, no parameters are assumed . 
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TEST, (ADDRl ,ADDR2 ,ADDR3) 
TEST, TSTADR 
SINE, ( 1 ) 

( 1 5 ) ' ( 1 ) 

2.4.5. Generate an Argument List (ARGLST) 
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The ARGLST macroinstruction generates an argument list (list of parameters) in the format 
required by the CALL/VCALL macroinstruction. 

This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of executable 
code. 

Format: 

LABEL L'.:>OPERATIONL'.:> OPERAND 

symbol ARGLST param-1, ... ,param-n 

Positional Parameter 1: 

symbol 

Specifies the symbolic address of the generated parameter list. This name can be 
used in the CALL/VCALL macroinstruction to refer to the parameter list. 

param-1, ... ,param-n 

Example: 

Specifies one or more parameters to be included in the parameter list generated 
by this macro. 

TSTADR ARGLST ADDR1,ADDR2,ADDR3 

2.4.6. Save Register Contents (SAVE) 

The SAVE macroinstruction is written at the entry point of the called program. It saves the 
contents of the calling program registers, loads one or more base registers, establishes 
addressability, and sets the linking pointers of the save areas. All code is generated inline 
with no inner subroutine calls or SVCs. 

• 

• 

• 
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Format: 

LABEL L'>OPERATIONL'> OPERAND 

[symbol] SAVE [ ( r 1 , r 2 ) ] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

( r 1, r 2) 

Specifies that the registers designated in rl through r2 are to be saved in the 
calling program save area. The registers are always stored in their respective 
fields of the save area. For example, if register 2 is specified, it is stored in word 
8. All combinations of valid rl and r2 register addresses are acceptable. If rl > 
r2, the register addresses wrap around from 15 to 0. If register 13 is included 
within this range, it is ignored, However, if the SA keyword parameter is coded, 
the contents of register 13 are stored in the save area specified. 

If omitted, no registers are saved by this parameter . 

Positional Parameter 2: 

T 

Specifies that if the return and entry point registers (14 and 15) are not saved by 
positional parameter 1, these registers are to be stored in the calling program 
save area in words 4 and 5. 

If omitted, registers 14 and 15 are not saved by this parameter. 

Keyword Parameter COVER: 

The COVER and COVADR keyword parameters are used to establish addressability. 
The values specified by COVADR are loaded in the registers specified by COVER. 

COVER=r 
Specifies the register designated as base register for the called program. 

COVER=(rl, r2, ... , rn) 
Specifies the registers to be designated as base registers. A total of nine 
registers can be designated. 

If omitted, register 15 is assumed to be the base register . 
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Keyword Parameter COVADR: 

COVADR=base-addr 

Specifies the base address for the called program. If only one register is specified 
by the COVER keyword parameter, this base address is loaded in that register. If 
several registers are specified by the COVER keyword parameter, they are 
successively loaded with 4096 increments of COVADR. A USING statement is 
generated indicating the base address and all cover registers, regardless of 
whether this parameter is specified or omitted. 

If omitted, the base address is assumed to be the address of this SAVE 
macroinstruction, that is, the contents of the location counter at the time this 
macroinstruction is assembled. 

Keyword Parameter SA: 

SA=savearea-name 

Specifies the symbolic address of a 72-byte register save area. This address is 
loaded into register 13 after register 13 (which is assumed to contain the 
address of a previous save area if there is one) is stored in word 2 of the save 
area. This process provides linkage to a higher level save area if there is one. 

If omitted, register 13 is unaltered. 

Examples: 

10 16 

SUB SAVE (14,12),.COVER=l2 

SAVE ( 14, 12),, SA=SAVEAREA, COVER=l9 

SAVE (14,12),,COVADR=SUB2,SA=AREA 

2.4.7. Restore Registers and Return (RETURN) 

The RETURN macroinstruction is written at the exit point of the called program. It restores 
the contents of the calling program registers, branches back to the calling program, and 
reserves storage for the current save area. All code is generated inline with no inner 
subroutine calls or SVCs. 

Format: 

LABEL l:.OPERATIONl:. OPERAND 

[symbol] RETURN [(rl,r2)l [,T] ['SA={:avearea-name}] 

• 

• 

• 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

( r 1 , r 2 ) 

Specifies that the registers designated in r1 through r2 are to be restored from 
the calling program save area. The address of the save area is assumed to be in 
register 13. All combinations of valid r1 and r2 register addresses are acceptable. 
If r1 > r2, the register addresses wrap around from 15 to 0. If register 13 is 
included within this range, it is ignored. However, if the SA parameter is coded, 
register 13 is reloaded from word 2 of the save area before the registers are 
restored. 

If omitted, no registers are restored by this parameter. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

T 

Specifies that if the return and entry point registers (14 and 15) are not restored 
by positional parameter 1, these registers are to be restored from the calling 
program save area (words 4 and 5). 

If omitted, registers 14 and 1 5 are not saved by th is parameter. 

Keyword Parameter SA: 

The SA keyword parameter creates a 72-byte save area, or else it indicates that you 
have created the save area elsewhere in the routine. It reloads register 13 (from word 
2 of this program's save area) with the pointer to the calling program's save area. It 
generates a branch via register 14 as the last executable instruction. 

SA=savearea-name 

SA=* 

Specifies the symbolic address of a 72-byte register save area to be created by 
this macroinstruction. 

Specifies that you have defined a save area elsewhere in the routine. 

If omitted, a save area is not created by this macroinstruction, and register 13 is 
unaltered. 

Examples: 

10 16 

RETURN (14,12) 
RETURN (14,12),T,SA=* 
RETURN (14,12) .. SA=SAVEAREA 
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Your program may be interrupted at any time for a variety of reasons. Supervisor 
macroinstructions are available that let you handle four of these interrupts: 

1. Program Check - An operation in your program causes a program check interrupt, 
such as an addressing error, arithmetic overflow, or operation exception. 

2. Interval Timer - A time interval, which you specified using the SETIME 
macroinstruction (WAIT parameter omitted), elapses. 

3. Abnormal Termination - An error occurs that makes continuation of your program 
impossible. 

4. Operator Communication - The operator entered an unsolicited message at the 
system console or workstation. 

To handle these interrupts, you must write closed routines, called island code, and link 
these routines to tasks in your program. When one of these interrupts occurs, the 
supervisor stores the contents of the program status word (PSW) and general registers, 
and then transfers control to your island code routine. If you elect to resume processing 
the interrupted task, the supervisor uses this stored information to return control to the 
task at the point of interrupt. 

• 

The purpose of the program check, interval timer, and operator communication island code • 
routines is to handle program contingencies or to notify your program that the interrupt 
has occurred. In the case of abnormal termination, the function of your island code routine 
is to terminate either a task or a job step rather than the entire job (normal procedure for 
abnormal termination if there is no abnormal termination island code routine). 

The supervisor provides two macroinstructions that automatically generate the linkages 
between your island code routine and your program. The macroinstructions are: 

• STXIT 

Attach and detach your island code routine. 

• EXIT 

Exit from your island code routine. 

You must use the STXIT macroinstruction in your program to attach your island code 
routines to your tasks. You use the EXIT macroinstruction in your program check, interval 
timer, and operator communication island code routines to return control to the 
interrupted task. Do not use the EXIT macroinstruction in the abnormal termination island 
code routine. Instead, use: 

• a DETACH macroinstruction to detach the task; 

• a DUMP or EOJ macroinstruction to terminate the job step; or 

• a CANCEL macroinstruction to terminate the job. 

• 



• 
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2.5.1. Attaching Island Code to a Task (STXIT) 

You use the STXIT macroinstruction to attach island code routines to a task. An important 
point to remember is that STXIT only sets up the linkage, it does not call in the island code 
routine. Control passes to the island code routine only when the interrupt for which it was 
written occurs. 

There are two formats for the STXIT macroinstruction. One is for program check, abnormal 
termination, and interval timer island code routines; and one is for operator 
communication. 

2.5.1.1. Attaching Program Check, Abnormal Termination, and Interval Timer 
Island Code 

Function: 

This form of the STXIT macroinstruction establishes or terminates linkage between 
your task and the user island code routine specified by the parameters. If only 
parameter 1 is supplied, the previous linkage with the island code specified is 
terminated. 

If a program check or an abnormal termination condition occurs for which no linkage 
is provided, the task is terminated. If the task is a primary task, the entire job is 
terminated; if it is a subtask, only the subtask is terminated. 

If a timer interrupt occurs for which no linkage is provided, the interrupt is ignored. 

Format: 

The format for the STXIT macroinstruction when it is used for program check, 
abnormal termination, or interval timer island code linkage is: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] STXIT H:} [· 1;:: ,,.,.; ·· 1 · c:;·-· '"lJ 

Positional Parameter 1: 

PC 
Establishes linkage with the program check island code routine. 

AB 
Establishes linkage with the abnormal termination island code routine . 
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IT 

Establishes linkage with the interval timer island code routine. 

If only positional parameter 1 is specified, the previous linkage with the particular 
user island code routine is terminated; otherwise, a linkage is established. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

entry-point 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the entry point of the user island code routine 
that processes the interrupt. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the entry point. 

If positional parameters 2 and 3 are omitted, the previous linkage with the island code 
specified in positional parameter 1 is terminated. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

save-area 

(el 

Specifies the symbolic address of an 18-word save area for PSW and general 
register storage. This save area must be aligned on a full-word boundary. The 
format for the save area is: 

Byte 

o PSW save area 

8 
..-L.. register save area ,.J... 

68 T._ __ (-re-g-is-te-rs_0-_1-5) _ ___.T 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the save area. 

If positional parameters 2 and 3 are omitted, the previous linkage with the island code 
specified in positional parameter 1 is terminated. 

As you can see from the format, parameters 2 and 3 are indicated as being optional. They 
are shown this way only because these parameters are omitted when you use the STXIT 
macroinstruction to detach an island code routine (2.5.2). Remember, when attaching an 
island code routine, you must specify parameters 2 and 3; when you detach an island code 
routine, you must omit them. Examples of the STXIT macroinstruction for program check, 
abnormal termination, and interval timer are shown in 2.5.5, 2.5.6, and 2.5.7. 

• 

• 

• 
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2.5.1.2. Attaching Operator Communication Island Code 

Function: 

This form of the STXIT macroinstruction establishes or terminates linkage between 
your task and the operator communication island code specified by the parameters. If 
only parameter 1 is supplied, the previous linkage with the operator communication 
island code is terminated. 

If an unsolicit,ed console message interrupt occurs for which no linkage is provided, 
the interrupt is ignored and the operator is notified. 

Format: 

The format for the STXIT macroinstruction when it is used for unsolicited operator 
communication linkage is: 

LABEL L::.OPERATIONL::. OPERAND 

[symbol] STXIT 0 C [' {en t r y - po i n t , s av; ~; re a , ms g - a re a , I en gt h }] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

oc 
Establishes linkage with the operator communication island code routine. 

If only positional parameter 1 is specified, the previous linkage with the operator 
communication island code routine is terminated; otherwise, a linkage is established. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

entry-point 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the entry point of the operator communication 
user island code routine that processes the interrupt. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of a 4-word table 
containing parameters 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the following format: 

Byte 

0 save area address 

4 entry point address 

8 message area address , 

12 message area length 
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Positional Parameter 3: 

save-area 

Specifies the symbolic address of an 18-word save area for PSW and general 
register storage. This save area must be aligned on a full-word boundary. The 
format for the save area is: 

Byte 

0 PSW save area 

8 
,..... register save area ,...J.... 

68 T._ __ (r-e-gi-st-er_s_0_-_, 5_)_~T 

Positional Parameter 4: 

msg-area 

Specifies the symbolic address of an input area reserved for unsolicited 
messages from the operator. 

Positional Parameter 5: 

length 

Specifies the length (in bytes) of the message area. The size of the area can be 
from 1 to 60 bytes; any message exceeding the specified length is truncated, 
while any message smaller is left-justified and space-filled. 

2.5.2. Detaching Island Code from a Task (STXIT) 

Function: 

This form of the STXIT macroinstruction terminates linkage between your task and 
the user island code routine specified by the parameter. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] STXIT 

{m 

• 

• 

• 
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• Positional Parameter 1: 

PC 
Terminates linkage with the program check island code routine. 

AB 
Terminates linkage with the abnormal termination island code routine. 

IT 

Terminates linkage with the interval timer island code routine. 

oc 
Terminates linkage with the operator communication island code routine. 

The specific island code routine remains in the program, but it is not entered the next time 
that type of interrupt occurs. Later in the program, if you want to attach the island code 
routine again, use the STXIT macroinstruction with the same parameters or with other 
appropriate parameters. You may want to link another set of island code to the same task, 
in which case you would detach the old routine and attach the new. Remember, except for 
program check and interval timer island code in a multitasking environment, there can 
only be one current island code routine of one type in a job step, that is, one island code 
routine of one type currently linked to the task. 

• 2.5.3. Island Code Entrance 

• 

As we have described earlier, you attach your island code routine with the STXIT 
macroinstruction, specifying the type of island code routine, the routine's entry point, and 
a save area. When the event occurs for which your routine was written, the instruction 
being executed at that time completes, and the PSW and the general register contents are 
stored in the save area. Control is then transferred to your island code routine. If the last 
instruction in the routine is an EXIT macroinstruction, the supervisor uses the stored PSW 
and general register contents to return control to the interrupted task at the instruction 
following the point of interrupt. 

Program check, abnormal termination, and interval timer island code routines receive 
control under the task control block (TCB) of the task, or subtask, causing the interrupt. 
Operator communication island code routines receive control under the TCB of the primary 
task. When your island code routine is activated, the contents of the PSW and the register 
save area of the TCB are moved to the island code routine's save area. Your island code 
routine should not change entries in this save area. If it does, the state of the system and 
your program is different after the interrupt is processed than it was before the interrupt 
occurred. You may not be able to resume program execution or you may get erroneous 
results. Floating point registers are undisturbed from the time of interrupt; however, any 
changes made during island code routine execution are returned to the interrupted task . 
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For abnormal termination, interval timer, or operator communication island code 
processing, registers saved by the system in an island code save area should never be 
depended upon or changed by your job. Usually it makes no difference; however, if two or 
more interrupts for different types of island code are received at about the same time, an 
island code save area may not have your PSW and registers, but rather another island 
code's PSW and registers. These rules do not apply to the PC island code. It is always safe 
to look at the PC island code PSW and register save area. 

Your island code routines are given control by the task switcher even though the 
associated task is in a wait state. This override wait (e.g., wait for 1/0 synchronization, 
wait for interval timer, task pause, PAUSE console commands) is referred to as island code 
override and remains in effect during island code execution. 

For example, assume that you have written an island code routine to handle operator 
communications, your task has issued a wait for an 1/0 operation, and the operator enters 
an unsolicited message at the system console. The island code routine is entered 
immediately, regardless of whether the wait has been completed. When you exit from the 
island code routine, the island code override is removed; but if the 110 wait is still set, 
your program cannot return to the interrupted task until the 1/0 operation has completed. 

As you know, the purpose of an island code routine is to handle an interrupt immediately. 
Consequently, functions that cause a task to be put in a wait state (WAIT macroinstruction 
and certain data management imperative macroinstructions such as GET or PUT, TYIELD 
macroinstruction, SETIME macroinstruction) should not be placed in an island code 
routine. If they are, they can defeat the purpose of the island code routine; that is, they 
prevent an interrupt from being handled immediately. To illustrate this, assume that you 
included a wait in an island code routine and it was followed by an EXIT macroinstruction. 
Control would be immediately transferred to the interrupted task even though the wait in 
the island code was still set. If another interrupt occurred, control is not transferred from 
your task to your island code routine until the wait within the island code routine is 
completed. 

2.5.4. Island Code Exit (EXIT) 

At the close of your island code routine, you can: 

• use the EXIT macroinstruction to return control to the interrupted task; or 

• use the DETACH, EOJ, DUMP, or CANCEL macroinstruction to terminate the task. 

The normal procedure for program check, interval timer, and operator communication 
island code is to return control to the interrupted task. You do this by coding the EXIT 
macroinstruction as the last executable instruction of the island code routine. 

• 

• 

• 
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2.5.4.1. Exiting from Program Check and Operator Communication Island Code 

Function: 

This format of the EXIT macroinstruction is used for program check and operator 
communications island code. The macroinstruction terminates the user island code 
routine, restores the contents of the registers and the PSW, and returns program 
control to the point immediately following the interrupt. This macroinstruction must 
be the last executable instruction within the island code routine. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] EXIT 

Positional Parameter 1: 

PC 
Specifies that exit is from the program check island code routine. 

oc 
Specifies that exit is from the operator communications island code routine. 

2.5.4.2. Exiting from Interval Timer Island Code 

Function: 

This format of the EXIT macroinstruction is used for interval timer island code. The 
macroinstruction terminates the user island code routine, restores the contents of the 
registers and the PSW, and returns program control to the point immediately 
following the interrupt. If positional parameter 2 is specified, the interval timer is set 
to the specified value before program control is returned to the task. When the 
specified time interval elapses, the timer island code is again executed. This 
macroinstruction must be the last executable instruction within the island code 
routine. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] EXIT 

Positional Parameter 1: 

IT 

Specifies that exit is from the interval timer island code routine. 
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Positional Parameter 2: 

t i mer - inter v a I 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the interval of time that must expire beofre the timer island code is 
again activated. This interval is expressed either in seconds or milliseconds, 
depending on the entry in positional parameter 3. The maximum value that may 
be entered as positional parameter 1 is 4095 10. To specify a value greater than 
409510, enter (1) as positional parameter 1 and preload register 1 with the 
required time interval value. 

The effect of this parameter is the same as if you had issued your own SETIME 
macroinstruction immediately before the EXIT. If you had done that, however, an 
interrupt occurring between the SETIME and EXIT macroinstructions could 
possibly take control away from you long enough for your SETIME to expire and 
cause an error (referenced island code in busy state). To avoid this possibility, 
you should only reset the interval timer either when the EXIT macroinstruction is 
issued or by a SETIME macroinstruction issued outside the timer island code. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the time interval value. 

If omitted, the interval timer is reset by this macroinstruction. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

M 

s 

Specifies that the time interval entered as positional parameter 2 is expressed in 
milliseconds. 

Specifies that the time interval entered as positional parameter 2 is expressed in 
seconds. 

If omitted, parameter S is assumed. 

2.5.4.3. Exiting from Abnormal Termination Island Code 

You do not have the option to return to the interrupted task from abnormal termination 
island code. However, you do have a choice of four macroinstructions. You may use the 
DETACH, EOJ, DUMP, or CANCEL macroinstruction. The use of these macroinstructions to 
terminate abnormal termination island code is described in 2.5.6. 

2.5.5. Program Check 

• 

• 

Your program check island code routine receives control as the result of a hardware 
program check interrupt. The island code routine gains control at the entry point specified 
in the STXIT macroinstruction in your program that linked the island code to the task. At 
this time, the least significant eight bits of register 0 contain an error code and register 1 • 
contains the address of the event control block (ECB) of the task causing the interrupt. A 
value of zero in register 1 indicates a primary task, otherwise it is the address of the ECB 
of a subtask. All other registers are as they were when the task was interrupted. 



• 
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The program check error code returned in register 0 does not necessarily indicate an error 
condition since occurrences such as arithmetic overflow can cause the interrupt. These 
codes, which range from hexadecimal 01 to OF, are listed and described in the system 
messages programmer /operator reference, UP-8076 (current version). 

Program check island code enables you to take some corrective action so that a program 
check interrupt does not cause abnormal termination of the job step. You can take 
whatever action is necessary to correct the situation, then return to the interrupted task by 
executing the EXIT macroinstruction. 

If a program check interrupt is caused by a task for which there is no program check 
island code routine, or the island code routine was detached using a STXIT 
macroi nstruction with only the first parameter, the task enters abnormal termination 
island code with an error code of hexadecimal 20. If there is no abnormal termination 
island code to handle the situation, the task is abnormally terminated. When the task is a 
primary task, the entire job is terminated; when it is a subtask, only the subtask is 
terminated. 

Let us look at how you would use the STXIT macroinstruction with symbolic addresses. 
Figure 2-4 illustrates this. 

10 16 

1 . LR R 3, R 7 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. MH R3, TRAJ 
6. PCOVFL STXIT PC,AROVFL,PCl 
7. ST R3,MAXTRAJ 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 . L R6,MAXWGT 

57. AROV FL c 
Rl, TESTA l 58. 

59. i s I and code routine 
60. 
6 1 . EXIT PC 
62. PCl DS 18F 

Figure 2-4. Example of Program Check Island Code Linkage Using Symbolic Addresses 
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In this example, we've coded a program check STXIT in line 6. The entry point address is • 
AROVFL and the save area address is PC1. The STXIT macroinstruction is not part of the 
island code routine, nor does it call the island code routine. It only attaches the island 
code routine to the task. The island code routine is coded in lines 57 through 61. You 
should place the island code routine in the nonexecutable portion of your program. 
Nothing, however, prevents you from coding it inline in your program. If you do this, you 
must unconditionally branch around the island code routine. The reason for this is that 
you want the island code routine executed only when a program check interrupt occurs, 
not every time it is encountered in the main line of your program. Line 62 reserves the 
main storage save area needed by the island code routine. 

From the format, you can see that you can also code STXIT using register addresses 
instead of symbolic addresses. Let's take a look at the same program using the alternate 
method of coding STXIT, as shown in Figure 2-5. 

10 16 
1 . LR R3,R7 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. MH R3,TRAJ 
6. LA Rl,AROVFL 
7. LA R0,PC1 
8. PCOVFL STXIT PC, ( 1) , ( 0) 
9. ST R3,MAXTRAJ 
10. 
11 . 
1 2 . 
13 . R6,MAXWGT 

59. AROVFL c 
RI, TESTA l 60. 

61. is I and code routine 
62. 
63. EXIT PC 
64. PCl OS 18F 

Figure 2-5. Example of Program Check Island Code Linkage Using Register Addresses 

Except for three lines of coding, the programs are identical. In order to use register 
addresses in the STXIT macroinstruction, you must preload them. Register 1 must be 
preloaded with the entry point address (line 6) and register 0 with the save area address 
(line 7). When you code the STXIT macroinstruction in line 8, you simply write the register 
numbers as shown in the format. 

• 

• 



• 
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When the STXIT macroinstruction is encountered, the supervisor takes the addresses in 
registers 0 and 1 and stores them in a control table. These entries in the control table are 
referenced when the interrupt occurs and the island code routine is needed. Once the 
addresses in the registers are stored, these registers are freed. It is advisable to code the 
load address instructions immediately preceding the STXIT macroinstruction because these 
registers are frequently used by the system and their contents are dynamic. Other than 
the exceptions just noted, the points brought out in the previous example about island 
code routine placement and reserving main storage still apply. 

2.5.6. Abnormal Termination 

Abnormal termination island code is similar to program check island code in that an 
interrupt can occur at any time during the execution of the task; however, the action to be 
taken differs radically. Your program check island code routine must return control to the 
interrupted task; your abnormal termination island code routine cannot. 

Abnormal termination island code receives control when a task enters cancel processing. 
The cancel can be either intentional (execution of a CANCEL macroinstruction) or 
unintentional, as with a system-imposed cancellation due to a software detected error. 
This permits you to intervene to prevent the abnormal termination of a job. For example, 
the operating system can abnormally terminate a job because of a physical IOCS error. 
Instead, you may prefer to terminate the job step in error, but process the next job step of 
the job. Or, in the case of a subtask causing the abnormal termination interrupt, you may 
want to detach only the subtask in error and continue processing the remaining active 
subtasks or the primary task. 

Your abnormal termination island code gains control at the entry point specified in the 
STXIT macroinstruction that linked the island code routine to the job step. At this time, the 
least significant 12 bits of register 0 contain an error code, and register 1 contains the 
address of the ECB of the task causing the cancellation. A value of 0 in register 1 
indicates a primary task; otherwise, it is the address of the ECB of a subtask. 

The error codes that may cause cancellation are listed and described in the system 
messages programmer/operator reference, UP-8076 (current version). Because you cannot 
return to the interrupted task, you cannot use the EXIT macroinstruction to exit from 
abnormal termination island code. Instead, you may use any of the following 
macroinstructions to terminate the task: 

• DETACH 

Terminate the task or subtask normally. 

• EOJ 

Terminate the job step normally. 

• DUMP 

Print out the job region contents and terminate the job step normally. 
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• CANCEL 

Print out the job region contents and terminate the job abnormally. 

The EOJ macroinstruction is described in 2.2.4, CANCEL in 2.2.5, DUMP in 7.1.2, and 
DETACH in 5.3.3. 

If an abnormal termination interrupt is caused by a task for which there is no abnormal 
termination island code routine, or the island code routine was detached, the task is 
abnormally terminated. If the task is a primary task, the entire job is terminated; if it is a 
subtask, only the subtask is terminated. 

If a program check interrupt is caused by a task for which there is no program check 
island code routine, or the island code routine was detached, the task enters the abnormal 
termination island code routine with an error code of hexadecimal 20. If there is no 
abnormal termination island code routine or the island code routine was detached, the job 
is abnormally terminated. 

Figure 2-6 is an example of how you use the STXIT macroinstruction to attach the 
abnormal termination island code routine to your task. Note that in this case we have 
chosen to use the DUMP macroinstruction to exit from the island code routine . 

• 

10 16 
1 . LR R4,R6 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5. STXIT AB,ABENTRY,ABSAVE 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. RDREC GET DATAFIL,PARNAM 

40. ABENTRY c R0,TESTCODE 

} 42. 
43. island code routine 

44. DUMP 369 
45. ABSAVE OS 18F 

Figure 2-6. Example of Abnormal Termination Island Code Linkage Using Symbolic Addresses 

In this example, we've coded an abnormal termination STXIT macroinstruction in line 5. 
The entry point address is ABENTRY and the save area address is ABSAVE. As we 
mentioned earlier, the STXIT macroinstruction is not part of the island code routine. The 
island code routine, which is coded in lines 40 through 44, is executed only when an 
abnormal termination interrupt occurs. Line 45 reserves the main storage save area 
needed by the island code routine. 

• 

• 

• 
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2.5.7. Interval Timer 

Your interval timer island code routine receives control as the result of a timer interrupt 
requested by a SETIME macroinstruction in your program written without the WAIT 
parameter. 

When the time interval specified in the SETIME macroinstruction elapses, your interval 
timer island code routine gains control at the entry point specified in the STXIT 
macroinstruction that linked the island code routine to the task. At this time, register 0 is 
cleared to 0, and register 1 contains the address of the ECB of the task for which the time 
interval elapsed. A value of 0 in register 1 indicates a primary task; otherwise, it is the 
address of the ECB of a subtask. All other registers are as they were when the task was 
interrupted. 

To exit from your interval timer island code routine, use the EXIT macroinstruction to 
return to the interrupted task. 

Remember, there must be a SETIME macroinstruction without the WAIT parameter to 
request an interval timer interrupt, and a STXIT macroinstruction in the same task to 
attach the task to the island code routine that handles the interrupt. If an interval timer 
interrupt occurs in a task for which there is no interval timer island code routine, or the 
interval timer island code routine was detached, the interrupt is ignored. 

Figure 2-7 is an example of the use of the SETIME, STXIT, and EXIT macroinstructions 
with an interval timer island code routine. 

10 16 
1. * TIMER EXAMPLE 
2. 

3. 

LIMIT COMPUTE LOOP TO 25 SECONDS 

ESTABLISH TIMER ISLAND CODE TO HANDLE INTERRUPT 
4. 

5 . 
STXIT IT,ILANDCOD,ICSAVE 

START TIMING INTERVAL 
6. SETI ME 25, ,S TWENTY FIVE SECONDS 
7. START OF COMPUTE LOOP 
8. COMPUTE EQU, 
9. 

10. 
11 . 

1 2 . 
1 3 . 

14. 

1 5 . 

16. 

TM 
BO 

c 
BNE 

TEST TO SEE IF TIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED 
FLAGBYTE,TIMEFLAG 
TOO LONG 

X,Y 
COMPUTE 

TEST IF FLAG WAS SET BY ISLAND CODE 
BRANCH IF FLAG IS SET 

}"·•' t";" '""' ,, " 

TEST TO SEE IF COMPUTATION IS DONE 
LOOP BACK IF NOT 

1 7 . * 

18. STXIT IT 
NORMAL EXIT FROM COMPUTE LOOP 

DETACH ISLAND CODE 

} .. ;t ,,,,;,. 

Figure 2-7. Example of Interval Timer Island Code Linkage Using Symbolic Addresses (Part 1 of 2) 
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19. ' ERROR IF COMPUTATION NOT DONE BEFORE TIME ELAPSES 
20. TOOLONG EQU 
2 1 . STXIT IT DETACH ISLAND CODE 

PRINT ERROR MESSAGES, ETO 2 2 . • 

23. 

24. 
25. 
2 6. • 

27. I LANDCOD EQU 
28. 01 

}""' ,,;,, .,,,;,. 
TIMER ISLAND CODE - ACTIVATED WHEN TIME ELAPSES 

FLAGBYTE, TIMEFLAG SET FLAG 
29. EXIT IT 
30. • 

31. ICSAVE DS 
32. FLAGBYTE DC 
33. TIMEFLAG EQU 

18F 
x '110. 

X'01' 

WORK AREAS 
REGISTER SAVE AREA REQUIRED 
INITIALLY ZERO 
BIT= 1 WHEN TIME ELAPSES 

Figure 2-7. Example of Interval Timer Island Code Linkage Using Symbolic Addresses (Part 2 of 2) 

In this example, the SETIME macroinstruction (line 6) requests a timer interrupt in 25 

• 

seconds so that a time limit of 25 seconds can be placed on the computation {lines 8 to • 
16) that follows. The STXIT macroinstruction (line 4) attaches the interval timer island 
code routine (lines 27 to 29) to the task. The routine sets a flag when the time interval 
expires. The STXIT macroinstruction is used again (lines 18 and 21) to detach the island 
code routine. The EXIT macroinstruction (line 29) returns control from the island code 
routine to the interrupted task. Line 18 is the normal exit from the compute loop, which 
occurs if computation is completed before the timer elapses. Lines 20 and 25 are the error 
routine which is executed if the time elapses before the computation is completed. Line 31 
defines the save area needed when the interrupt occurs. 

2.5.8. Operator Communication 

Your operator communication island code routine receives control when the operator 
enters an unsolicited message at the system console or workstation. He does this by 
typing the job number and a zero, followed by the message text. For additional details of 
the operating procedure at the system console or workstation, refer to the appropriate 
operations handbook for your system. 

The use of operator communication island code routines permits the operator to enter a 
message for the attention of your program at any time during the execution of a job step 
without being prompted by your program. He could enter one of several predefined 
messages to acknowledge an event or a condition external to your program, for example, 
an infrequent request for statistics at the end of a particular job step. 

• 



• 
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Update B 

The island code routine gains control at the entry point specified in the STXIT 
macroinstruction that linked the island code routine to the job step. At this time, register 0 
contains the length (including the character under the cursor) of the message entered by t 
the operator. Register 1 contains either a 0, indicating that the operator communication 
was initiated at the console, or a negative sign (-), indicating that the operator 
communication was initiated at the workstation. (Register 1 would not contain an ECB i 
address because operator communication island code routines always execute under the T 
primary task TCB.) 

To exit from the operator communication island code, use the EXIT macroinstruction to 
return to the interrupted task. 

If the operator attempts to enter an unsolicited message for a job step for which there is 
no operator communication island code routine, or the island code routine has been 
detached, the message is rejected. 

Figure 2-8 is an example of the use of the STXIT and EXIT macroinstructions for operator 
communication island code routine using symbolic addresses. The general operation is 
similar to that described for program check. However, you will note that, in addition to the 
entry point and save area, the STXIT macroinstruction also specifies a message area and 
message length. 

Following the format, the STXIT macroinstruction in line 21 specifies that it is attaching an 
operator communication island code routine (QC). The island code routine's entry point is 
SYSCON, the save area address is OC1, and the message from the system console is 
stored in a reserved 60-byte area whose address is OPRMSG. 

1 . 

2 1 . 

75. SYSCON 

89. 

90. OCl 
91. OPRMSG 

1 0 16 
LR R3,R7 

STXIT OC,SYSCON,OCl,OPRMSG,60 

LR 

EXIT 
DS 
DS 

R5,0PRMSG+3 l 
island code routine 

oc 
18 F 

1 5 F 

Figure 2-8. Example of Operator Communication Island Code Linkage Using Symbolic Addresses 
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Figure 2-9 is an example of how your program would look if you elect to use register • 
addresses instead of symbolic addresses. The load address instruction in line 21 places 
the address of a 16-byte area, called OCSETUP, into register 1. The format of this area is: 

Byte 

0 save area address 

4 entry point address 

8 message area address 

12 message area length 

What we have done is taken the last four parameters of the STXIT QC format and 
converted them to a short table. This short table is referenced as the (1) parameter in line 
22. Line 93 reserves the main storage area for this table. Note that in the table the save 
area address is the first field and the entry point address is the second field. Do not 
confuse this with how these parameters are listed in the STXIT macroinstruction if you are 
using symbolic addresses. Remember also that the time the operator communication 
interrupt occurs, this 16-byte field (OCSETUP) must contain the appropriate addresses and 
message area length. 

1 . 

21. 
22. 

75. SYSCON 

90. 

10 16 
LR R3,R7 

LA Rl,OCSETUP 
STXIT OC,(l) 

LR R5,0PRMSG+3 I 
oc EXIT 

91. OCl DS 18F 
92. OPRMSG DS 15F 
93. OCSETUP DS 16F 

island code routine 

Figure 2-9. Example of Operator Communication Island Code Linkage Using Register Addresses 

• 
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In a multitasking environment, you can specify discrete program check and interval timer 
island code routines using a separate STXIT macroinstruction in each task to link the task 
to its island code routine. 

Figure 2-10 depicts a job step with three tasks (the primary task and two subtasks). The 
STXIT macroinstruction in each task specifies a separate island code routine and a 
separate save area. Note that, upon exit, control returns to the interrupted task at the point 
of interrupt. 

PRIMARY TASK 
ISLAND CODE ROUTINE 

PRIMTASK. 

STXIT PC.ICR,SAVE. 

INTERRUPT ICR 

SAVE OS 18F RETURN EXIT PC 

SUBTASK 1 
ISLAND CODE ROUTINE 

SUBTASK1 . 

STXIT PC,ICRl ,SAVEA 

INTERRUPT ICR1 

RETURN EXIT PC 
SA VEA DS 18F 

ISLAND CODE ROUTINE 

SUBTASK2 . 

STXIT PC,ICR2,SAVEB 

INTERRUPT ICR2 

SAVEB OS 18F 
RETURN EXIT PC 

Figure 2-10. Example of Discrete Program Check Island Code for Each Task in a Job Step 
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You can also use a common program check island code routine or a common interval 
timer island code routine for all the tasks within a job step. In this case, you use a 
separate STXIT macroinstruction for each task to link the task to the common island code 
routine, specifying the same entry point but with a different save area for each task. When 
you use a common island code routine, the island code routine must be reentrant, that is, 
it can't make any changes to itself or to its common parts. 

Remember, this common island code routine can be entered from any of its associated 
tasks and program control returns to the interrupted task via the EXIT macroinstruction. 
Also, make sure you don't disturb the affected save area because the task environment 
must be restored so that control can be returned to the interrupted task. 

Figure 2-11 shows how all the tasks in a job step (in this case, a primary task and two 
subtasks) could use a common island code routine. The STXIT macroinstruction in each 
task specifies the same entry point; however, each STXIT specifies a separate save area. 
When a program check interrupt occurs in any of the tasks, control is transferred to the 
one island code routine. Upon exit, control returns to the interrupted task at the point of 
interrupt. 

PRIMARY TASK 

PRIMTASK. 

STXIT PC,ICR,SAVE 

INTERRUPT 

RETURN 

SAVE DS 18F 

SUBTASK 1 
ISLAND CODE ROUTINE 

SUBTASK1 . 

STXIT PC,ICR,SAVEA 
ICR 

INTERRUPT 

RETURN 

EXIT PC 

SA VEA DS 18F 

SUBTASK 2 

SUBTASK2 . 

STXIT PC,ICR,SAVEB 

INTERRUPT 

RETURN 

SAVEB DS 18F 

Figure 2-11. Example of Common Program Check Island Code for All Tasks in a Job Step 

• 

• 

• 
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• There can be only one abnormal termination island code routine current in a job step at 
any one time. You can use a STXIT macroinstruction in any task to attach the island code 
routine. The abnormal termination island code routine is associated with the job preamble; 
however, it may be entered from any task in the job step. 

• 

• 

If several tasks in a job step are each causing an abnormal termination interrupt, these 
cancellation requests are queued for entry into the one abnormal termination island code 
routine for the job step. 

You can have several abnormal termination island code routines in a job step (for example, 
one for each overlay), but only the routine linked by the current STXIT macroinstruction is 
effective when an interrupt occurs. In this case, each succeeding STXIT macroinstruction 
supersedes the previous one, and you do not have to issue a STXIT macroinstruction to 
detach each previous island code routine. 

2.5.9.3. Operator Communication with Multitasking 

There can be only one operator communication island code routine current in a job step at 
one time. You can use a STXIT macroinstruction in any task to attach the island code 
routine. The operator communication island code routine is associated with the primary 
TCB; however, it may be entered at any time, regardless of which task is processing at the 
time the operator enters the job number and a zero at the system console to cause an 
operator communication interrupt . 

Multiple activations of an operator communication island code routine are not possible. If 
the island code routine is executing, it must exit before it can be reentered. If the island 
code routine is handling an operator communication interrupt when the operator attempts 
to enter another unsolicited message for the same job step, the later unsolicited message 
is rejected. 

As is the case with an abnormal termination island code routine, you can have several 
operator communication island code routines in a job step, but only the code linked by the 
current STXIT macroinstruction is effective when an interrupt occurs. 

2.6. SYSTEM INFORMATION CONTROL 

Each problem program is assigned a variable-length storage area within the program 
region which is known as the job prologue and contains the job preamble and task control 
blocks. You can retrieve or read information from the job prologue only through the 
supervisor. In addition, you can establish, change, or cancel information only within the 
12-byte communication region of the job preamble. You cannot alter any other part of the 
contents of these critical storage areas. The communication region is most commonly used 
to pass information from one job step to the next; 12 bytes of data can be stored by one 
job step and retrieved by subsequent job steps associated with the same job. The user 
program switch indicator (UPSI) can be retrieved using the GETCOM macroinstruction or 
set using the PUTCOM macroinstruction. The UPSI is the last byte in the 12-byte 
communication region in the job preamble and is tested by a subsequent SKIP job control 
statement. The job control user guide, UP-8065 (current version) contains a description of 
the UPSI bit values, how to set and change the bits, and how to use the UPSI to branch 
around JCL statements. 
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The following macroinstructions are provided to assist you in accessing these restricted 
storage areas: 

• GETCOM 

Retrieves the contents of the 12-byte communication region from within the job 
preamble. 

• PUTCOM 

Writes a 12-byte character string into the communication region within the job 
preamble. 

• GETINF 

Retrieves information from the SIB, PUBs, TCBs, or preamble. 

2.6.1. Get Data from Communication Region (GETCOM) 

Function: 

The GETCOM macroinstruction retrieves the contents of the 12-byte communication 

• 

region from within the job preamble and stores it in an area specified in positional • 
parameter 1: 

Format: 

LABEL .60PERATION.6 

[symbol] GETCOM 

Positional Parameter 1: 

to-addr 

OPERAND 

{
to-addr} 
( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of a 12-byte area in main storage to which the 
contents of the communication region is to be moved. 

( 1 ) 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the area in main 
storage. 

• 
---------------------------------------···----------
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2.6.2. Put Data into Communication Region (PUTCOM) 

Function: 

The PUT COM macro instruction moves the contents of a 12-byte area in ma in storage 
specified in positional parameter 1 to the communication region within the job 
preamble. 

Format: 

LABEL LOPERATIONL 

[symbol] PUT COM 

Positional Parameter 1: 

from-addr 

OPERAND 

{
from-addr} 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of a 12-byte area in main storage containing the 
data characters to be moved into the communication region within the job 
preamble. 

( 1 ) 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the area in main 
storage. 

2.6.3. Get Data from System Control Tables (GETINF) 

Function: 

The GETINF macroinstruction retrieves data from the task control block (TCB), systems 
information block (SIB), physical unit block (PUB), or the job preamble and stores it in 
a workarea in main storage specified in positional parameter 2. 

NOTE: 

If you use the GET/NF macroinstruction in your program, you must reassemble your 
program upon every major release of the system software. 

Format: 

LABEL LOPERATIONL OPERAND 

GET INF 

{

TCB}'{work-area},number-of-bytes,displacement 
SIB ( 1) 

PRE 

PUB 

[symbol] 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

TCB 

SIB 

PRE 

PUB 

Specifies that the data requested is from the job task control block. 

Specifies that the data requested is from the systems information block. 

Specifies that the data requested is from the job preamble. 

Specifies that the data requested is from the physical unit block. In this case, 
register 1 must be preloaded with the address of the PUB or with the identifying 
number of the PUB. The PUB identifying number is its position within the PUBs 
specified at SYSGEN. That is, the first PUB is 0, the second PUB is 1, and so on. 
Positional parameter 2 must specify work-area, not (1 ). 

Positional Parameter 2: 

work-area 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the workarea in the problem program to which 
the data is to be moved. This area must be large enough to contain the data 
requested. 

If positional parameter 1 is TCB, SIB, or PRE, indicates that register 1 has been 
preloaded with the address of the workarea. 

Not valid if positional parameter 1 is PUB because register 1 already contains the 
address of the PUB or' the identifying number of the PUB. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

number-of-bytes 
Specifies the number of bytes of data requested. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

displacement 
Specifies the displacement, that is, the number of bytes from the beginning of 
the table to the beginning of the data requested. 

• 

• 

• 
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2-56a 
Update D 

The GETLDA macroinstruction allows you to read data from the local data area 
(LOA) (set up by job control or OS/3 interactive (OS/31) LOGON processing) into 
the user supplied buffer. 

Format: 

LABEL .c.OPERATIONt. OPERAND 

[symbol] GETLDA 
{

address}[,disp][,length] 
( 1) 

Positional Parameter 1 : 

address 

(1) 

Specifies the address in the user program to which the data is transferred. 

Indicates register 1 is preloaded with the address of an 8-byte parameter area 
as follows: · -

Bytes 0 - 3 - address of user buffer 
Bytes 4 - 5 - displacement into LOA 
Bytes 6 - 7 - length of transfer 

Positional Parameter 2: 

disp 
Specifies the local data area displacement after data transfer. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

length 
Specifies the number of bytes to be transferred. The maximum is 256 bytes. 
The default is 1 . 



t 
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2.6.5. Move Data to LOA (PUTLDA) 

Function: 

2-56b 
Update D 

The PUTLDA macroinstruction allows you to transfer data to LOA from the user 
supplied buffer. 

Format: 

LABEL .6.0PERATION.6 

[symbol] PUTLDA 

Positional Parameter 1 : 

address 

OPERAND 

{
address}[,disp][,length] 
( 1) 

Specifies the address in the user program from which the data is transferred. 

( 1) 

Indicates that register 1 is preloaded with the address of an 8-byte parameter A 
area as follows: 9 

Bytes 0 - 3 - address of user buffer 
Bytes 4 - 5 == displacement into LOA 
Bytes 6 - 7 = length of transfer 

Positional Parameter 2: 

disp 
Specifies the LOA displacement for data transfer. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

length 
Specifies the number of bytes to be transferred. The maximum is 256 bytes 
The default is 1 . 

• 
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Update A 

The control stream reader allows you to access data that was entered into the system with 
the job control stream. This provides a convenient method to handle small quantities of 
input that would normally have been handled as a card or diskette file. Because the data is 
embedded within the job control stream, there is no need to define a card or diskette file, 
nor is a device assignment set required for the card reader or diskette subsystems. 

This embedded data might consist of transactions or changes to be processed against a 
master file, source code or control statements to be processed by a utility routine, or it 
might consist of PARAM job control statements to introduce parameters that can be used 
during program execution. Refer to the job control user guide, UP-8065 (current version) 
for a description of statements within embedded data. 

When job control reads the job stream, it stores the embedded data in compressed form in 
the job run library file. During the execution of the job step, this file is read into main 
storage and may be accessed by GETCS macroinstructions in your program. The requested 
records are expanded to their original form and stored in an input area you specify. 

You can retrieve one or more records at a time from your embedded data file, and you can 
retrieve records from more than one set of embedded data belonging to the same job step. 
Images are read sequentially from the start of the entire data file. However, you can alter 
the sequence or reread data by using the SETCS macroinstruction. 

Except for PARAM statements, each retrieved record is an exact image of the source 
statement, which may be from 1 to 128 bytes. Thus, you can read 80-byte images from 
punched cards or 128-byte images from diskette. 

NOTE: 

Although PARAM and other job control statements may be handled as part of an 
embedded data set, they must still observe the job control statement conventions. 
Remember that job control statement information cannot extend past character position 
71, and that position 72 is used to indicate continuation of a statement . 
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Embedded data is delimited by a pair of/$ (start-of-data) and /* (end-of.-data) staterne1-r,s 
They must follow the EXEC statement in the control stream or, if used, any PAR/-\f: 
statements. Note that PARAM statements are considered to be a part of the data .;et the . 
follows. For example: 

//EXEC 
//PARAM 
//PARAM 
/$ 

Data 
Set 
1 

I• 

//PARAM 
/$ 

Data 
Set 
2 

I• 

/$ 
Data 
Set 
3 

I• 

/$ 

Data /$ 

Set 
(Embedded/$ image) 

4 

/* (Embedded ;• image) 

/* (Real /* image) 

2.7.2. Reading Embedded Data 

If you are reading one record at a time from this embedded data file, the first GETCS 
macroinstruction executed retrieves the first PARAM statement of data set 1, the second 
retrieves the second PARAM statement, the third retrieves the /$ statement, the fourth 
retrieves the first data card, etc. 

• 

• 

• 
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Following the successful execution of a GETCS macroinstruction, program control is 
returned to the issuing program at the point immediately following the GETCS 
macroinstruction. Registers 0 and 1 will contain: 

RO - The binary count of records retrieved. 

0 16 if a /* that terminates a data set is the first image in the input area. 

OOFFFFFF16 when all embedded data images have been read. 

80000nnn if an error occurred while processing GETCS. (nnn is the error 
code; refer to the system messages manual, UP-8076 (current version), for a 
list of possible error codes). 

R1 The reread pointer (2.7.4). When passed to the SETCS macroinstruction 
(2.7.5), it allows you to reread embedded data at this pointer. 

If two or more records are requested by a single GETCS macroinstruction, the first 
occurrence of a real /* image terminates the control stream reader function. The /* is not 
returned until the next GETCS macroinstruction call, at which time register 0 is set to zero 
and register 1 contains the reread pointer. On subsequent GETCS macroinstruction calls, 
the /* image is always returned; however, control is not returned to the error address 
specified because it is not an error . 

Because control streams may themselves be embedded data, the GETCS macroinstruction 
indicates the end of a data set by signaling which end-of-data (/*) image actually 
terminates the data set. This is referred to as a real /* image as opposed to an embedded 
/* image. An embedded /* image is treated like any other image. 

2.7.3. Get File from Control Stream (GETCS) 

Function: 

The GETCS macroinstruction retrieves embedded data images and control statements 
that were entered in the system through the job control stream. You can retrieve one 
or more data images at a time from your embedded data file. The images may be from 
1 to 128 bytes in length and may be obtained from more than one set of embedded 
data belonging to the same job step. Except for PARAM statements, each retrieved 
record is an exact image of the source statement. PARAM statements appear 
according to standard JCL conventions. 

Images are read sequentially from the start of the entire data file. You can alter the 
sequence or reread data by using the SETCS macroinstruction . 
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Format: 

LABEL L'.OPERATIONL'. OPERAND 

[symbol] GETCS 

Positional Parameter 1: 

input-area 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an input area in main storage that is to receive 
the record or records. When more than one record is requested at a time, as 
each record is retrieved from the control stream, it is stored in contiguous byte 
locations beginning with this address. This area must be large enough to contain 
the retrieved records. The record image size is specified in positional parameter 
4. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the main storage 
input area. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

number-of-records 

( 0) 

Specifies the number of records requested. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the number of records 
requested. 

If omitted, one record is assumed. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

error-addr 

( r ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to be executed if an error 
occurs. 

Indicates that register r (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with the address 
of the error routine. 

If omitted, the calling task is abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

• 

• 

• 
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Positional Parameter 4: 

n 

Specifies the size of the data images to be retrieved. To retrieve the entire 
record, make sure this value equals the data stream record size. 

If images smaller than n were originally written, the returned image will be left
justified and the remainder of the input area filled to the right with spaces. If 
images larger than n were originally written, only the number of bytes specified 
in this parameter will be returned and the remaining bytes in the data stream 
record will be ignored. 

If omitted, 80-byte images are retrieved. If smaller images were originally written, the 
returned image will be left-justified and space-filled to the right. If larger images were 
originally written, only the first 80 bytes will be returned. 

2.7.4. Rereading Embedded Data 

Following execution of a GETCS macroinstruction, register 1 contains a full-word reread 
pointer consisting of the data set number, record displacement, and block number for the 
first record of the data just retrieved. If you intend to reread data, store this pointer in 
main storage and use the address of the pointer as parameter 1 of a SETCS 
macroinstruction. A succeeding GETCS macroinstruction will read the same data into your 
embedded data input area. 

The pointer is advanced for every GETCS issued. If one image is requested, the pointer will 
point to the location in the data file of the record just returned. If more than one image is 
requested (parameter 2 of the GETCS macroinstruction), the pointer will point to the 
location in the data file of the first record of the group of records just returned. For 
example, if an execution of a GETCS macroinstruction has just returned five images, the 
reread pointer would point to the first image in the data file, not the fifth. 

2.7.5. Reset Control Stream Reader (SETCS) 

Function: 

The SETCS macroinstruction alters the sequence in which a subsequent GETCS 
macroinstruction retrieves embedded data images from the job control stream. To do 
this, you may back up the GETCS pointer, skip backward or forward to the start of any 
embedded data set, or resume sequentia I reading of the data file at the beginning of 
the next data set. 

Format: 

LABEL .60PERATION.6 OPERAND 

S ETCS 

{

po i n t e r } [· {'.'.'~ .. ,.,,}] [· { e r r o r - add r }] 
data-set-no ti (r) 

( 1 ) 

NEXT 

[symbol] 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

pointer 

Specifies the symbolic address of a full word embedded data file pointer provided 
by a previous GETCS macroinstruction. 

Upon successful completion of a GETCS macroinstruction, control is returned to 
the program at the point immediately following the GETCS macroinstruction, and 
register 1 contains a pointer to the last set of data images read from the 
embedded data file in the run library. When passed to the SETCS 
macroinstruction, it allows embedded data to be reread starting at the pointer. 
Note that the pointer points to the first data image. 

data-set-no 

( 1 ) 

NEXT 

The number of the embedded data set from which subsequent GETCS 
macroinstructions are to retrieve data images. Data sets are numbered 
sequentially starting with 1. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with either the 4-byte GETCS 
pointer itself or with a data set number. 

Indicates that subsequent GETCS macroinstructions are to retrieve data images 
starting at the beginning of the next data set. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

R 

s 

Specifies that the entry in positional parameter 1 is the address of the reread 
pointer provided by a previous GETCS macroinstruction. 

Specifies that the entry in positional parameter 1 is a data set number. 

If omitted, the parameter S is assumed. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

error-addr 

( r) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to be executed if an error 
occurs. 

Indicates that register r (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with the address 
of the error routine. 

If omitted, the calling task is abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

• 

• 

• 
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The job control stream embeddec;f data reader operates as a transient within the supervisor 
and is called by the GETCS macroinstruction. The transient is not replaced in main storage 
unless absolutely necessary. It can recognize whether or not the same user is recalling it. 
If so, there is no need to reread the embedded data file from disk unless the final record of 
the data file block was returned for the previous call. This reduces disk accesses while 
reading the embedded data . 
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3. Disk and Diskette 
Space Management 

Space management comprises a set of routines that provide an efficient and completely 
automatic disk and diskette space accounting capability. Job control, by using these 
routines, can: 

• allocate space to a new disk (format label) or diskette (format or data set label) file 
with the EXT job control statement; 

• extend a disk or diskette format label file with the EXT job control statement; 

• scratch a disk or diskette file with the SCR statement; and 

• rename a disk or diskette (format label only) file using the REN statement. 

More information on these capabilities can be found in the current version of the job 
control user guide, UP-8065. 

In addition to these functions, space management provides you with the OBTAIN 
macroinstruction for the retrieval of volume and file information from a disk or diskette 
volume. For disk and format label diskette volumes, this information is contained in the 
volume table of contents (VTOC), a permanently allocated, unmovable file that exists on 
every volume. The VTOC is addressed by the standard volume label and is created by the 
volume initialization program. The VTOC file comprises a control block, or set of control 
blocks, for each file on the volume and for all unused space on the volume. Refer to the 
consolidated data management concepts and facilities, UP-8825 (current version) for the 
formats and description of the VTOC and disk/diskette format file labels. 

For data set label diskette volumes, volume and file information is contained in the index 
track . 
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3.2. ACCESS DISK/DISKETTE FORMAT LABEL FILE VTOC USER BLOCK (OBTAIN) 

Function: 

The OBTAIN macroinstruction allows you to access any user block in the VTOC. You 
must first construct the parameter list which specifies the file, the particular area of 
the VTOC that is of interest to you, and the address of a buffer in main storage where 
you want the retrieval data stored. 

Format: 

LABEL L':.OPERATIONL':. OPERAND 

[symbol] OBTAIN 
{ 

p a r am - I i s t } [· { e r r o r - a d d r }] [· { v o I - s e q - n o }] 
( 1 ) ( r ) ;I 

[,FCBCORE] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

param-1 ist 

Specifies the symbolic address of a parameter list containing the following: 

Bytes 0-7 
An 8-byte file name (as listed on the LFD job control card). 

Byte 8 

NOTE: 

Function code of the requested service for the disk pack containing the 
volume sequence number specified by positional parameter 3: 

Code 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 

Interpretation 

VOL1 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 1 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 2 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 3 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 4 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 5 address in form Occchhrr 
Format 6 address in form Occchhrr 
Contents of VOL 1 label 
Contents of format 1 label 
Contents of format 2 label 
Contents of format 3 label 
Contents of format 4 label 
Contents of format 5 label 
Contents of format 6 label 
Contents of format 1-6 label record at the disk address 
that is in the first word of the buffer in the form Occchhrr 

Addresses in the form Occchhrr are in discontinuous binary, where ccc is 
the cylinder number, hh is the head number, and rr is the record number. 

• 

• 

• 
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Buffer address of the storage area into which the addresses or label 
contents requested through byte 8 are loaded. For codes 00 through 06, 
the first word of the buffer contains the disk address of the label record. 
For code 87, you must store the disk address (in the form Occchhrr) of 
the label desired in bytes 0 through 3 of this buffer area. 

Bytes 12-15 
Symbolic address of the FCB in main storage. This field is required only 
if positional parameter 4 is specified. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the parameter 
list. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

error-addr 

( r) 

Specifies the symbolic address to which control is transferred if an error is 
encountered. 

Indicates that a register (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with the error 
address . 

If omitted, the calling task will be abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

vol -seq-no 

Specifies the volume number of a multivolume file from which you retrieve the 
VTOC information. 

If omitted, a value of 1 is assumed. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

FCBCORE 
Specifies that the FCB 1s in main storage. The address of the FCB is contained 
within bytes 12-15 of the parameter list whose address is specified by positional 
parameter 1. 

If omitted, space management reads the FCB from disk, using the 8-byte file name 
contained in the parameter list. 

Examples: 

10 16 

OBTAIN (1), (4) ,2 

OBTAIN RECOVERl,ERRRTN 
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3.3. OBTAIN DISKETTE DATA SET LABEL INFORMATION (OBTAIN) 

Function: 

The OBTAIN macroinstruction retrieves the volume label or any file label on the index 
track. After ensuring that the request is valid, the obtain routine locates the requested 
label and returns it in a buffer area in main storage. You must construct a parameter 
list which specifies the type of label requested and gives the address of your buffer. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] OBTAIN 
{

pa ram - I i st} [· { e r r or - add r }] [· {.~,o I - seq - no}] 
( 1 l ( r l It 

[,FCBCORE] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

param-list 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of a parameter list containing the following: 

Bytes 0-7 
An 8-byte file name (as listed on the LFD job control card). 

Byte 8 
Function code specifying the type of label requested. 

Code Interpretation 

80 Contents of index track label 7 
81 Contents of index track label for the file name specified in 

bytes 0-7 

Bytes 9-11 
Buffer address of the storage area into which the label contents are to 
be loaded. This buffer must be at least 128 bytes. 

Bytes 12-15 
Symbolic address of the FCB in main storag.e. This field is required only 
if positional parameter 4 is specified. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the parameter 
list. 

• 

• 

• 
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• Positional Parameter 2: 

• 

• 

error-addr 

( r ) 

Specifies the symbolic address to which control is transferred if an error is 
encountered. 

Indicates that a register (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with the error 
address. 

If omitted, the calling task will be abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

vol-seq-no 

Specifies the volume number of a multivolume file. 

If omitted, a value of 1 is assumed. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

FCBCORE 

Specifies that the FCB is in main storage. The address of the FCB is contained 
within bytes 12-15 of the parameter list whose address is specified by positional 
parameter 1. 

If omitted, space management reads the FCB from disk, using the 8-byte file name 
contained in the parameter list. 

3.4. SPACE MANAGEMENT ERROR CODES 

Errors that occur during processing of the OBTAIN macroinstruction cause a transient routine 
to be called into main storage. This error transient overlay routine places an appropriate error 
code into register 0, depending upon the type of error. If the error is not catastrophic (one that 
necessitates termination of your program), control is then switched to your error-handling 
routine (through the error-addr parameter of your macroinstructions). If you do not include an 
error handling routine in your program, your task is terminated and control is returned to the 
supervisor. 

The system messages programmer reference, UP-8076 (current version) contains a list of 
space management error codes and their interpretation . 



---------------
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Update A 

4. System Access Technique 
Macroinstructions 

4.1. GENERAL 

OS/3 includes several data management packages that allow you to process a wide 
variety of file types in several different ways. System access technique (SAT) is a 
specialized block level device handler that provides great efficiency in handling disk and 
tape files. 

This section provides you with a brief functional description of SAT operation techniques, 
and an explanation of the interface that is available to modify the SAT operation or to 
construct your own handler modules. 

Whenever disk file is used in the following discussion, it refers to both disk and format 
label diskette files. A format label diskette file is treated exactly the same as any other disk 
file. 

SAT techniques and macroinstructions that define and control disk files are described in 
4.2; SAT techniques and macroinstructions that define and control tape files are described 
in 4.5. 

4.2. DISK SAT FILE ORGANIZATION AND ADDRESSING METHODS 

SAT files may be segmented into logical parts called partitions, with each partition having 
distinct physical and logical characteristics. Each partition is defined by a PCA 
macroinstruction, which generates a partition control appendage to the DTF file table. Up 
to seven partitions may be defined within a single file. 

4.2.1. PCA Table Entries Used in Addressing 

The addressing of physical blocks being accessed from a part1t1on is controlled by two 
entries in the partition control appendage (PCA) table in main storage. A PCA table (Figure 
4-1) is created for each partition processed and is used as a reference by the program. 
The two entries in the PCA table that affect addressing are: 

• Current ID 

• End of data ID 

The current ID is the starting address of the logical partition or the address of the current 
block being processed. 

The end of data ID is the last logical block of the partition. 

t 
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When you open your file with the OPEN macroinstruction, the current ID and end of data 
ID for each partition in the file referenced are initialized to the start and end of that • 
partition. When sequential processing (SEQ keyword parameter) is performed, successful 
compietion of the GET and PUT macroinstructions results in the current ID being 
incremented to the next physical block of the partition. This incrementation, which occurs 
after the wait, continues until the end of data ID is encountered; this indicates that all 
blocks in a file have been processed. 

Provisions are also made to allow you to access blocks in other than sequential method. 
The current ID is the same address as the label of your PCA (partition). This is a 4-byte 
field containing a right-justified hexadecimal number representing the block to be 
referenced relative to the first block of the partition. 

When first initialized, this field contains a 1 corresponding to the first block of the 
partition. If you wish to access a particular individual block, you must load the relative 
block number into the PCA address; this causes the current ID to reflect the block you 
want to access. 

BYTE 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 

0 current ID 

4 max relative block 

8 logical blocks/track 

12 PCAID EODID 

16 1/0 count IOA REA/address 

20 block size reserved sectors/block 

24 lace factor/key length unit of store 

28 DTF address 

32 PCA flags EOD address 

PCA FLAGS 

Bit Bit 
0 Format write 4 Verify required/initial allocation 
1 Interlace 5 No extension permitted 
2 SEQ= YES 6 Interlace adjust/keyed data 
3 Write verify 7 LBLK specified 

Figure 4-1. Partition Control Appendage (PCAJ Table Format 

• 

• 
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When searching by key (READE and READH macroinstructions), you must know the 
relative address of at least one block on the track you want to search. Once again, when 
you open the file, the current ID and end of data ID of the partition are initialized. 
However, you must initialize the current ID to the relative block address of a block on the 
track you want to search. Next, you place the key for which you want a match (or match 
and higher) into the first key length bytes of the 110 buffer area. When you issue the 
READE or READH macroinstruction, a search of the track begins. A successful search 
results in the current ID field being loaded with the address of the block retrieved by the 
match. If the SEQ keyword parameter was specified in the PCA macroinstruction, the 
address contained in the current ID field will be the block just read plus 1. 

When using the SEEK macroinstruction, there is no updating of the PCA table entries. In 
this case, after the file is opened, place the relative block number of any block on the track 
you want to access into the current ID field of the PCA. 

4.2.2. Block Addressing by Key 

Blocks are addressed either by key or relative ID. You create a partition using keyed data 
blocks (Figure 4-2) by specifying the KEYLEN keyword parameter of the PCA declarative 
macroinstruction. The key is placed in the first part of the 1/0 buffer area and is left
justified; when the PUT macroinstruction is issued, the block is then written from the 1/0 
area and to disk by PIOCS. To read data blocks by key, place the key ID into the first key 
length area of 1/0 buffer area. The instruction to read allows you two options. First, you 
can access a specific block by using the READE macroinstruction, which searches for a 
matching (equal) key; this block is then read into the 1/0 area for you to process. You can 
use the READH macroinstruction where the key is placed in the first part of the 1/0 buffer 
area. As the block with the matching key or higher is located, that block is read into the 
1/0 buffer area. 

4.2.3. Block Addressing by Relative Block Number 

When you address by relative block number, the current ID field of the PCA will contain 
the relative block number of the current block being referenced. (The first block of each 
partition is relative block 1, the second is 2, etc.) Load the relative block number of the 
block you want to access, then issue a GET macroinstruction to read the block or a PUT 
macroinstruction to write the block . 

Figure 4-2. Record Formats for Disk Devices (Part 1 of 2) 
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LEGEND: 

C = Count field length (8 bytes). Count field is used only by data management. 
K = Key field length (3-255 bytes) 
D = Data field length 
B = Block length (< track length and cannot span track boundaries) 

Figure 4-2. Record Formats for Disk Devices (Part 2 of 2) 

4.2.4. Disk Space Control 

Space required for new files is allocated and scratched using the standard disk space 
management routines. Requests for temporary disk space are handled through job control; 
space allocated in this manner is released at the end of job step. 

Allocation of disk space to your partitions is on a serial basis; first, the partition 1 space 
requirements are filled from the first available tracks of the extents, then the other 
partitions are satisfied in sequence. 

Specify the initial space allocation to a partition using the SIZE keyword parameter of the 
PCA macroinstruction. This is represented as a percentage value of the overall file. 

To calculate the SIZE entry, use the following formula: 

BLKSIZE x Percentage 
SIZE = Total 

For example, if you have a file requiring three partitions, as follows: 

Partition 1 

Block size is 1024 bytes. Approximately 40% of the blocks in the file are this size. 

Partition 2 

Block size is 256 bytes. Approximately 50% of the blocks in the file are this size. 

Partition 3 

Block size is 768 bytes. Approximately 10% of the blocks in the file are this size . 

NOTE: 

Block size is specified for each partition by the BLKSIZE keyword parameter in the 
PCA macroinstruction. 

• 

• 

• 
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Divide the result of each BLKSIZE times the percentage value by the total for all the 
partitions. If necessary, round the results so that the total for all partitions does not exceed 
100 percent. Use this value as the specification for the SIZE keyword parameter in the 
PCA macroinstruction for the partition. 

Partition No. BLKSIZE Percentage Result SIZE 

1024 40 40960 67 

2 256 50 12800 21 

3 768 10 7680 12 

Total 61440 100 

If all the blocks in your file are of equal size and each partition will contain the same 
number of words, you would simply use the percentage of the overall file with the SIZE 
keyword entry. For example, if your file consisted of three partitions, each containing the 
same number of blocks of the same size, the entry in the PCA macroinstruction for each 
partition of the file would be SIZE=33. 

Dynamic allocation is given as a unit of store (UOS keyword parameter). The unit of store 
is a percentage of secondary allocation and cannot exceed 100 percent. The total of 
secondary allocation is given by an EXT job control statement. If you do not use the SIZE 
keyword parameter to specify initial space allocation, the initial allocation to the partition 
is equal to the percentage specified in the UOS keyword parameter. When the UOS 
keyword parameter is not specified, no extension to your file can be made. When you do 
not specify either the SIZE or UOS keyword parameter, an amount of disk space equal to 1 
percent of your files is allocated to the partition. 

Once the file is established and you have specified a UOS, the partition can be extended 
by this percentage. This occurs each time your PUT macroinstruction references. a block 
beyond the current maximum block address for the partition. If the new allocation cannot 
satisfy the current PUT macroinstruction demands, an error will be indicated. However, 
partitions will not be extended beyond the volume on which the file resides. 

4.2.5. Record Interlace 

Record interlace is a technique available to you that reduces the effects of rotational delay 
when processing partitioned files, accessed sequentially. The interlace function is optional 
and, when specified, is completely controlled by SAT. 

During file creation, the interlace function automatically arranges the physical records 
(blocks) in the file so that several blocks can be accessed during one disk rotation and, at 
the same time, provides the necessary interval between block accesses (time frame). This 
time frame is based on a lace factor specified in the LACE keyword parameter when you 
define a partition by using the PCA macroinstruction. When the file is opened by the OPEN 
macroinstruction, this lace factor is applied to the performance of the particular device 
type being used. 
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The lace factor determines the spacing of sequential blocks on the track; a lace factor of 4 
results in the next logical block occurring at a minimum interval of 4 blocks. Calculation of 
the lace factor is described in 4.2.5.2. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates some of the factors involved in accomplishing interlace: 

• Number of physical blocks on each track 

• 1/0 time (time required to input or output a block) 

• Sector time (average interval available to each block) 

• Time frame (time between block accesses) 

Physical Block Number 

Logical Block Number 

Logical Blocks Read 
or Written during First 
Disk Revolution 

1/0 
Time 
~ 

Q 

2 3 

6 4 

4 

9 

Sector 
Time 
~ 

-------Time Frame 

Track 

5 

2 

0 

6 

7 

Figure 4-3. Definition of Interlace Variables 

4.2.5.1. Interlace Operation 

7 8 9 

5 10 3 

10 

8 

Figure 4-4 illustrates the advantage of interlace accessing. For example, assume that a file 
contains ten 1024-byte blocks per track and the disk subsystem being used has a 
rotational speed of 21.4 ms per revolution. If the blocks were stored sequentially on the 
track in contiguous locations, it would require ten revolutions to sequentially access all ten 
blocks, or a total of 214 ms (exclusive of head positioning and latency for initial access). 
However, using an interlace factor of 4, all ten blocks could be accessed in 81 .32 ms 
because the last block would be retrieved before completion of the fourth disk revolution. 
This performance can be obtained only if your required time between block accesses is not 
more than the actual time frame. 

• 

• 

• 
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With Interlace 
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Successful interlace operation requires that the 1/0 orders must be issued within a 
specific time frame. The lace factor, therefore, determines how blocks are to be spaced on 
the track to ensure that the actual time frame (which includes both user and SAT 
overhead) is equal to or greater than your estimate of required time between block 
accesses. 

A lace factor of 4 means that the blocks will be spaced in sufficient intervals (every fourth 
block) to produce an actual time frame that is equal to or greater than the estimated 
required time frame. 

To calculate the lace factor, use the formula described in 4.2.5.2. Although the formula is 
based on the use of a typical disk subsystem, all lace factor calculations must be 
performed by using this formula, regardless of the actual disk subsystem being used. 
When the file is opened by the OPEN macroinstruction, the specified lace factor will be 
applied to the performance of the particular disk subsystem being accessed. If necessary, 
SAT will adjust the lace factor to the capacity and speed of the specific device so that a 
similar time frame will be maintained for interlaced files processed on all supported disk 
subsystems . 
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The lace factor is calculated in two steps by using the following formula: 

1. BLKSIZE . 
256 

x .535 = Calculated Sector Time 

2. Required Time Frame 
Calculated Sector Time + 1 (rounded high) = Lace Factor 

4-8 

For example, if you are using a block size of 1024 bytes, first calculate the sector time in 
milliseconds: 

1 
· 1024 

x .535 = 2.14 ms 
256 

Then, calculate the lace factor using an estimate of the processing time required between 
block accesses. For this example, let us use a required time frame estimate of 7.48 ms: 

2. 7.48 
2_ 14 = 3.49 + 1 = 4.49 rounded to 4 

The result is a lace factor of 4. In the PCA macroinstruction statement for this partition, 
enter the keyword parameter LACE=4. 

NOTE: 

When the time frame exceeds 21.4 ms, it should be divided by 21.4 and the remainder 
should be used as the time frame in the foregoing calculation. 

4.2.6. Accessing Multiple Blocks 

When you are engaged in sequential processing (SEQ=YES specified in PCA 
macroinstruction), you can read or write more than one block with each SAT imperative 
macroinstruction that is issued. This is done by specifying the number of blocks you wish to 
access together by using the LBLK keyword parameter of the PCA macroinstruction. However, 
when you use multiple buffer accessing, be certain that your 110 buffer area has enough 
contiguous space to contain the blocks. Also, if you are creating the partition by using the 
format write option (FORMAT=NO), an additional 8-byte area, used to construct the count field, 
must immediately precede the first buffer area. During input operations, fewer than the 
requested number of blocks may be read if the end of data ID is encountered. The 1/0 count field 
(bytes 44 and 45) of the DTF (Figure 4-5) will contain the number of buffers not acted upon . 

• 

• 

• 
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1/0 error count transmission byte 

next CAW 

residual byte count reserved 

CCW address 

PIOCB address 

sense byte 0 se:ise byte 1 sense byte 2 

sense byte 4 sense byte 5 device status 

filename 

module flags number of vols 

current PCA address 

3 

control 2 

sense byte 3 

channel status 

current vol no. 

1/0 count DTF type code 

DTF type code (cont) function code error flags 

IOCS module address 

err msg code error exit address 

command code current 1/0 address 

current block size reserved sectors/block 

reserved current head reserved 

current cylinder current sector reserved 

address of extent storage 

PCA count allocation incr share flags ext table entries available 

tracks per cylinder 

file low head file high head 

PCA ID 1 address of PCA 1 

PCA ID 7 address of PCA 7 (if present) 

Figure 4-5. Define the File (DTFJ Table Format (Part 1 of 2) 
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MODULE FLAGS 

Bit 0 Open Byte 1 
1 Wait required 

2 WAIT= YES 

3 Sector type disk 
4 F2 active 

5 No extension made 

6 FCB not found 

7 Multiple 1/0 permitted 

Bit 0 Search wait required Byte 2 

1 Cylinder alignment 

2 Format entered by extend 

3 Reserved 
4 Library lock required 

5 FCB in core 

6 Single mount 
7 Unassigned space available 

4-10 
Update B 

ERROR FLAGS 

Bit 0 Access to last record on track 
1 Invalid ID 
2 Invalid PCA 
3 Hardware error 
4 Reserved 
5 Reserved 
6 Reserved 
7 Reserved 

Bit 0 1/0 complete 
1 Unrecoverable error 
2 Unique unit error 
3 No record found 
4 Unit exception 
5 Reserved 
6 End of track 
7 End of cylinder 

Figure 4-5. Define the File (DTFJ Table Format (Part 2 of 2) 

Normally, SAT makes a single reference to the physical input/output control system 
(PIOCS) for the number of blocks requested. If an end-of-track condition is encountered for 
any block other than the last block of the request, SAT makes an additional reference to 
PIOCS to access the next track. For interlaced files, SAT makes one reference to PIOCS for 
each block requested. If an end-of-block condition is encountered on the last, or only, block 
requested, an information bit will be set in the error status field (byte 50, bit 0, of the DTF) 
to indicate the last block on that track has been accessed. 

The LBLK keyword parameter specifies the number of blocks required, within a range from 
1 to 255; however, the total size of the buffer cannot exceed 32, 767 bytes. 

4.3. DISK SAT FILE INTERFACE 

Interface with SAT files is through declarative and imperative macroinstructions. The 
DTFPF declarative macroinstruction is used to define your overall file structure, while a 
separate PCA declarative macroinstruction is required to define each of the partitions 
which make up a particular file. 

The imperative macroinstructions allow you to control file act1v1ty; the set of imperative 
macroinstructions varies slightly, depending upon the type of accessing you specify. The 
following subsections describe these interfaces in detail. 

4.3.1. Define a New File (DTFPF) 

When organizing your partitioned file, you must assign a unique name (filename) to the 
file and describe certain operating characteristics as well as physical characteristics of 
your file. This is accomplished by the define the file partitioned file (DTFPF) 
macroinstruction which creates a table in main storage (Figure 4-5) that can be referenced 
by the system. 

• 

• 

• 
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This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of executable 
code. 

Format: 

LABEL .6.0PERATION.6 

filename DTF PF 

OPERAND 

PCAl=partition-name 

[,CAJ~, .. t; t;" _ ,J 
[ACCESS~{~~~:}] 
[ , AL IN E=YE S] 

[, ERROR=symbo I] 

[, EXTENTS=n] 

[ ,FCB=YES] 

[ , L I BU P=YE S] 

[,WA I T=YES] 

• The DTFPF macroinstruction provides up to six operating/physical characteristic 
specifications and allows you to name from 1 to 7 file partitions. In its most abbreviated 
form, the DTFPF macroinstruction contains only the required partition names (one for each 
PCA macroinstruction) supplied by using the PCA1 through PCA7 keyword parameters. For 
file operation, these keywords must be specified in sequence with no intervening 
keywords missing. The remaining six keyword parameters, when not specifically listed in 
your DTFPF macroinstruction, assume a predetermined value or condition (default). These 
keyword parameter defaults are as follows: 

Keyword 

ALINE 

ERROR 

EXTENTS 

FCB 

LIBUP or 
ACCESS 

• WAIT 

Default 

PCAs start on track boundaries. 

Program will terminate when a major file error occurs. 

No extent table will be generated with the DTFPF macroinstruction. 

The file control block (FCB), which controls file 1/0, is placed into the 
transient area of main storage during the open operations. 

The file being accessed cannot be written into. This is a read-only lock 
for the file. 

You must issue a WAITF macroinstruction after each 1/0 operation 
(GET, PUT, READE, or READH). 
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The default values and characteristics applied to your file partition represent the most • 
common usage. However, you have the option of specifying your own parameters for these 
keywords. This enables tailoring the file to suit your own particular needs. For example, 
you may want to use your own error routine to handle file errors. The following options 
are available: 

• When creating a file, you can have your PCAs start and end on cylinder boundaries by 
specifying ALINE=YES in your DTFPF macroinstruction. 

• When you want the program to branch to your own error routine when a file error 
occurs, provide the address (symbol) of the error routine by specifying 
ERROR=symbolic address. 

• An extent table can be generated for you if you specify the EXTENTS keyword 
parameter. When your DTFPF macroinstruction references one of the standard system 
library files ($Y$LQD, $Y$SRC, $Y$MAC, $Y$0BJ, or $Y$JCS), you must use the 
EXTENTS keyword parameter to specify the number of extent entries you want to be 
allocated. The number of extents required is calculated by added the number of 
extents allocated (to the file) to the number of partitions in the file. 

When standard system libraries are being accessed, 19 extents are recommended to 
be specified as EXTENTS=1 9. 

• File control blocks (FCBs) are used to make information available about a file or • 
partition to the system. Normally, the FCB is placed in the transient area when the 
OPEN macroinstruction is issued. However, you may place an FCB in the 1/0 area 
specified in the PCA macroinstruction for the first or only partition of the file. This 
area address is specified by the I OAR EA 1 keyword parameter of the PCA 
macroinstruction. 

• There are several ways to request a specific type of filelock. If you use LIBUP=YES, 
when the file is opened, it is reserved for exclusive use of the job step until it is 
closed. No access by any other task will be permitted. 

You can request the same type of filelock using the ACCESS=EXC keyword parameter 
entry instead of LIBUP=YES. The ACCESS parameter provides an expanded filelock 
capability with more options available .. 

• Normally, you must issue a WAITF macroinstruction after each 1/0 function to assure 
completion of the input or output operation and to set particular status bytes in the 
DTFPF reference table. However, you can have SAT initiate this waiting period by 
specifying WAIT=YES. When specifying the WAIT keyword parameter, you don't have 
to use the WAITF macroinstruction. 

4.3.1.1. Filelocks 

The use of filelocks enables you to restrict access to your files. A filelock is applied when a • 
file is opened and remains in effect until it is closed. You can choose the specific type of 
restriction you want for a file during the execution of your job step. For example, you may 
want exclusive use of the file, or you may want to permit other tasks to read but not write. 
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The files that may be locked and the type of filelock processing performed are determined 
by a combination of system generation, job control, and SAT options. The FILELOCK 
parameter at system generation (refer to the system installation user guide, UP-8839 
(current version)) specifies the type of filelocks available and the types of files affected. The 
LIBUP or ACCESS parameter in your DTFPF macroinstruction specifies the type of lock you 
want to be applied to that file. The LBL job control statement assigns a lock ID to your user 
file (refer to the job control user guide, UP-8065 (current version)), and the ACCESS 
parameter in the DD job control statement at run time adds or changes the ACCESS 
parameter in the DTFPF. 

For SAT disk files, if the LIBUP or ACCESS DTF keyword parameters are not used, the file 
is locked as read only. Therefore, any attempt to output to the file results in a OM 14 error 
message (invalid imperative macro/macro sequence issued). To avoid this situation and to 
prevent reassembling the DTF, you can place a I /DD ACCESS=EXC job control statement 
anywhere between the DVC and LFD statements for the file in question. This statement, at 
open time, causes the file to be marked as exclusively dedicated to the requesting DTF and 
thereby removes any restrictions as to the type of operation you can perform while 
preventing concurrent use of the file by other jobs. 

4.3.1 .2. Shared Filelock Capability 

The ACCESS parameter provides a greater filelock capability than the LIBUP parameter. 
They should not be used together. If both appear in the same DTFPF, the ACCESS 
parameter supersedes LIBUP. The ACCESS options can only be used if FILELOCK=SHARE 
was specified at system generation. The filelock options available with ACCESS are: 

ACCESS=EXC 

Requests exclusive use of the file. You may read, update, and extend the file. No 
access is permitted by any other task. This type of filelock is the same as that 
requested by the LIBUP=YES parameter entry. 

ACCESS= EX CR 

Requests exclusive-read use of the file. You may read, update, and extend the file. 
Other tasks may also read the file, but may not write. 

ACCESS=SRDO 

Requests shared-read-only access to the file. You intend only to read the file. Other 
tasks may also read the file. No writing is permitted. This type of filelock is the same 
as the default of LIBUP. 

ACCESS=SRD 

Requests shared-read access to the file. You intend to read the file. Other tasks may 
read, update, or extend the file . 
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4.3.2. Defining a Partition (PCA) 

Once your file is defined and each file partition is listed by using the PCA1 through PCA7 
keyword parameters of the DTFPF macroinstruction, the characteristics of each partition 
appendage must be described. This is done by using the partition control appendage (PCA) 
macroi nstruction. 

This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of executable 
code. 

Format: 

LABEL liOPERATIONli OPERAND 

partition- PCA BLKSIZE=n 

name , IOAREAl=symbo I 

[, EODADDR=symbo I] 

[, FORMAT=NO] 

[ ,KEYLEN=n] 

[ ,LACE=n] 

[,LBLK=n] 

[ , SE Q=YE S] 

[ , SI Z E=n] 

[,UOS=n] 

[ , VER I F Y=YE S ] 

The partition name for a particular PCA macroinstruction is the same as that assigned by 
the PCAn keyword parameter in the DTFPF macroinstruction. The keywords allow you to 
specify up to 10 operating and physical characteristics for each partition; these 
characteristics are placed in a PCA table in main storage together with a current ID and 
end of data ID. In its most abbreviated form, it is required only that you specify the size, in 
bytes, of the blocks in the partition (BLKSIZE=n) and the address of an input/output area 
where the blocks are going to be processed (IOAREA 1 =symbol). The size of the 1/0 area is 
the same as the BLKSIZE specification. The remaining keywords, when not specifically 
listed, assume their default conditions as follows: 

Keyword 

EODADDR 

FORMAT 

KEYLEN 

Default 

When the GET macroinstruction accesses the block with the relative 
block number equal to the end of data ID for that partition, SAT 
assumes that there is no end of data routine for this partition and 
indicates that an invalid ID has been requested. 

Space allocated to the partition on 8430 and 8433 disk subsystems is 
preformatted. This is used when writing new files in which each block 
is written in format (count field followed by either a data field or a key 
field and data field). 

Assumes blocks will not be referenced by key. 

• 

• 

• 
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LACE 

LBLK 

SEO 

SIZE 

uos 

VERIFY 
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Assumes that no interlace is to be applied. LACE and FORMAT keyword 
parameters are mutually exclusive. 

One block (the size as specified in the BLKSIZE keyword parameter) 
comprises one logical block (LBLK=1 ). 

The file is not treated as a sequential file and you must provide the 4-
byte current ID field at the address of the PCA being referenced for 
each 1/0 request (WRITE ID and READ ID macroinstructions). 

The new file partition being defined requires one percent of the total 
file allocation (SIZE=1 ). 

The unit of store (secondary allocation of disk space) has a value of 1. 

No verification (parity check) of block writing is performed. 

The default values of the PCA macroinstruction represent the most common usage. 
However, you have the option of specifying your own parameters for these keywords. 
Certain keywords are interrelated; the following are some examples: 

• Some of these are mutually exclusive, such as the FORMAT and LACE keyword 
parameters, because you cannot use format write (WRITE ID) and interlace 
simultaneously. 

• Some are required together, such as the SEO and EODADDR keyword parameters. 

• The LACE keyword parameter must be specified for interlace files. The lace factor is 
adjusted by SAT for all disk subsystems. 

• The SIZE keyword parameter is applicable only to files being created. 

• The BLKSIZE, IOAREA 1, and the LBLK keyword parameters are also interrelated. 

User-supplied options to the PCA macroinstruction keywords are as follows: 

• When specifying blocksize (BLKSIZE keyword parameter), also specify the size of the 
1/0 area. When using sectorized disk subsystems, specify this value in multiples of 
256 because this is the size of the fixed sectors. The multiple buffer keyword 
parameter (LBLK) specifies the number of blocks that can fit within this 1/0 area. 

• If specifying sequential file processing (SEO=YES), inform the program at which point 
file processing should terminate. This is done by specifying the end of data 
(EODADDR) keyword parameter address. When the GET macroinstruction accesses 
the block with the relative block number equal to the end of data ID for that partition, 
SAT transfers control to the address specified by the EODADDR keyword parameter. 
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If loading your file on a device where the space allocated is not preformatted 
(FORMAT=NO), a format write command is issued by SAT for each PUT 
macroinstruction that references a relative block number equal to the end-of-data 
address of the partition being accessed. A data write command is issued by SAT for 
each PUT macroinstruction that references relative block numbers less than the 
current end of data address. 

This means that data written in the area outside the existing file partition area is 
written as a new file, while those within the existing file partition are written as 
update records. 

• The address of the input/output area needed to process records is specified by the 
IOAREA keyword parameter. The length of this area is specified by the BLKSIZE 
keyword parameter. 

• When you have interlaced creation or retrieval of sequential files, specify the LACE 
keyword parameter to achieve most efficient processing. This value is computed by 
SAT to make all disk subsystems conform to a similar access pattern. A thorough 
discussion of interlace operation and computation is provided in 4.2.5. 

• Under certain circumstances, you may desire to retrieve more than one physical block 
to construct one logical block. In this case, specify the block size through the BLKSIZE 
keyword parameter. The LBLK keyword parameter would then specify the number of 
physical blocks within the logical block. For example, assume that your physical 
blocks are 256 bytes long and that you must have four of these to make up your 
logical block. 

PHYSICAL BLOCK 

256 256 256 

LOGICAL BLOCK 

The following would be specified: 

BLKSIZE=256 
LBLK=4 

256 

• When you wish to process a file sequentially, you can specify SEO=YES. When the 
OPEN macroinstruction is issued, the open transient routine sets the current ID field 
to relative block 1 of the partition. Each subsequent GET or PUT macroinstruction that 
is issued will transfer the next block in sequence to or from main storage. The current 
ID is updated after each GET or PUT macroinstruction has been waited. 

• 

• 

Random processing of the sequential file can be achieved as well as sequential i. 
processing of random portions of the file by supplying the new value in the current ID 
field before any GET or PUT macroinstruction is issued. 
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At the time that you are organizing your file, specify the space required for the 
partition in the terms of a percentage of the overall file allocation. For example, if 
your file contained four partitions of equal size, you would specify SIZE=25. 

• If you feel that additional space may be needed to expand your file partition, specify 
this space in increments called units of store (UOS). A unit of store is a percentage of 
secondary allocation. 

Each time an attempt is made to write a block with a relative block number larger than the 
current maximum for the partition, a unit of store is added to the partition. For example, 
suppose that you had a secondary allocation of 10 cylinders and you wished to add 2 
cylinders to your partition each time you needed more space. You would specify: UOS=20 
since 2 cylinders are 20 percent of your secondary allocation. 

If the block chosen to be added to the partition exceeds the unit of store, an invalid ID 
indication would be returned to the error field in your DTFPF table in main storage. 

• If writing records to disk and you want to be certain that the block written is complete 
and accurate, use the VERIFY=YES option. The blocks are check-read for parity. An 
additional disk rotation must be allowed for the verification process. 

• If blocks are to be addressed by key, use the KEYLEN parameter to specify the length 
(3 to 255 bytes) of the key field in formatted records . 

4.3.3. Processing Partitioned SAT Files 

Once you have established your file on disk (that is, you have issued DTFPF and PCA 
macroinstructions to describe and name your file), use the imperative macroinstructions to 
open, control, and close your file processing. These macroinstructions are universal, but 
are normally grouped according to their use as follows: 

• Processing Blocks by Key - OPEN, PUT, WAITF, READE/READH, SEEK, CLOSE 

• Processing Blocks by Relative Number - OPEN, GET, PUT, WAITF, SEEK, CLOSE 

The following subsections give a brief functional description of these imperative 
macroinstructions. This description is followed by listing these macroinstructions in 4.4 
and includes a detailed description of their parameters and characteristics. 

4.3.3.1. Processing Blocks by Key 

Macroinstruction 

OPEN 

PUT 

Function 

Initiates the open transient routine and identifies the file (as 
listed in the DTFPF macroinstruction) to be processed . 

Identifies the file and partition to be accessed. Issues the 
write for the indicated block. 
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READE 

READH 

SEEK 

CLOSE 
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Identifies the file and ensures completion of the current 1/0. If 
the current 1/0 was a successful READE or READH, it places 
the ID of the block accessed in the current ID field. Updates 
the current ID by 1 if the SEQ=YES keyword parameter was 
specified. 

Initiates the search for a block by key of a particular track. You 
must place a relative block number, that is, on the track to be 
searched, in the current ID field of the PCA table. You must 
also place the key of the block to be accessed in first key 
length bytes of the buffer area. 

Same as for READE, except that the search is for a block that 
is equal to the key specified or higher than the key. 

Initiates movement of the disk heads to a particular track or 
disk. It is your responsibility to place the relative address of a 
block on that track in the current ID field of the PCA table. 

Identifies the file. After the file processing has been 
completed or when the end of data ID has been detected, it 
initiates the transient file close routine. 

4.3.3.2. Processing by Relative Block Number 

Macroinstruction 

OPEN 

GET 

PUT 

WAITF 

SEEK 

CLOSE 

Function 

Initiates the open transient routine and identifies the file (as 
listed in the DTFPF macroinstruction) to be processed. 
Initializes the start ID entry in the PCA tables of the file. 

Identifies the file and partition to be accessed. Issues the read 
for the indicated block. 

Identifies the file and part1t1on to be accessed. Issues the 
write for the indicated block. 

Identifies the file and assures completion of the current 1/0. 
Updates the current ID by 1 if the SEO=YES keyword 
parameter was specified. 

Initiates movement of the disk heads to a particular track on 
disk. It is your responsibility to place the relative address of a 
block on that track in the current ID field of the PCA table. 

Identifies the file. After the file processing has been concluded 
or when the end of data ID has been detected, it initiates the 
transient file close routine. 

• 

• 

• 
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4.4. CONTROLLING YOUR DISK FILE PROCESSING 

After you have specified the details of the file and partition you wish to access through the 
declarative macroinstructions, the imperative macroinstructions described in the following 
subsections actually control your file accessing. The sequence of these macroinstructions 
for a particular type of processing is listed in 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2, together with a brief 
description of their function. 

4.4.1. Open a Disk File (OPEN) 

Function: 

The OPEN macroinstruction opens a file defined by the DTFPF and PCA 
macroinstructions so that it can be accessed by the logical IOCS. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] OPEN 
{

f i lename-1[, ... ,f i lename-n]} 
( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename-I 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file to be opened. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macroinstruction. 

Positional Parameter n: 

f i lename-n 

Successive entries specify the symbolic addresses of the DTFPF 
macroinstructions in the program corresponding to the additional files to be 
opened. 

Use this form (for example, OPEN FILE1, FILE2) when more than one lockable file 
is to be accessed by a single task. This opens all the files named and applies the 
required read or write locks at the same time. ' 

Multiple open should be used to open more than one file when filelock is 
involved to prevent a lockout between two programs contending for the same 
file. If any one file on an OPEN macroinstruction cannot be opened because of 
lock, then none of the files will be opened. In such a case, if an error address 
had been specified in the DTF of the first file that failed, control returns to that 
error address. An 88 (lock failure) occurs in the DTF error code (byte 56 of the 
DTF file table). If no error address was specified, all files specified by the OPEN 
macroinstruction are deactivated pending the closing of those files by the locking 
program. This also produces a DM88 (writing for lock) console message. 
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After the file has been defined by the DTFPF and PCA macroinstructions, you must issue 
an OPEN macroinstruction to initialize the file before any other access can be made. Use 
the GET macroinstruction to access the first (or next) data block. 

The transient routine called by the OPEN macroinstruction allocates disk space to each of 
the partition control appendages from the VTOC file extents; these areas are then 
preformatted if necessary. If too little disk space has been allocated to a file to satisfy all 
PCA requirements, partitions requiring space may be extended during processing. 

4.4.2. Retrieve Next Logical Block (GET) 

Function: 

The GET macroinstruction reads a logical block from disk into main storage and 
makes it accessible for processing. The address into which the data is read is 
specified in the associated PCA macroinstruction by the keyword parameter IOAREA 1. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] GET 
{

ti lename}·{PCA-name} 
( i) ( e) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being read. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

PCA-name 

( IJ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the PCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be accessed. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the PCA 
macroinstruction. 

• 

• 

• 
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PCA Table Content: 

The OPEN macroinstruction initializes the current ID field in the PCA table to the start 
ID of the partition. If the SEQ keyword parameter in the PCA macroinstruction is 
used, the current ID field will be updated after each GET macroinstruction has been 
waited. 

If the SEQ keyword is not used, or random access is desired, it is your responsibility 
to preload the current ID field with the relative ID of the data block to be read. The 
current ID field is located at the address (label) of the PCA being referenced. This is a 
4-byte field and contains a right-justified hexadecimal number representing the 
number of the block (relative to the first block in the partition) to be read. 

When a GET macroinstruction is issued for a SAT file, the contents of registers 14, 13, 
and 12 are saved in three consecutive full words whose address is in register 13. 

4.4.3. Output a Logical Block (PUT) 

Function: 

The PUT macroinstruction writes a logical block from main storage to disk. The main 
storage address from which the data is written is specified in the associated PCA 
macro instruction by the keyword parameter IOAREA 1 . 

Format: 

LABEL L',OPERATIQNL', OPERAND 

[symbol] PUT 
{

fi lename}·{PCA-name} 
( 1) . ( 0) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being written. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macroinstruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

PCA-name 

( 0) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the PCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be written . 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the PCA 
macro instruction. 
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PCA Table Content: 

The OPEN macroinstruction initializes the current ID field in the PCA table to the start 
ID of the partition. If the SEO keyword parameter in the PCA declarative 
macroinstruction is used, the current ID field will be updated after each PUT 
macroinstruction has been waited. 

If the SEQ keyword is not used, or random access is desired, it is your responsibility 
to preload the current ID field with the relative ID of the data block to be written. The 
current ID field is located at the address (label) of the PCA being referenced. This is a 
4-byte field and contains a right-justified hexadecimal number representing the 
number of the block (relative to the first block in the partition) to be written. 

When a PUT macroinstruction is issued for a SAT file, the contents of registers 14, 13, 
and 12 are saved in three consecutive full words whose address is in register 13. 

4.4.4. Wait for Block Transfer (WAITF) 

Function: 

The WAITF macroinstruction ensures that a command initiated by a preceding GET, 
PUT, READE, or READH macroinstruction has been completed. When completed, the 

• 

error status field contains the error status information pertaining to the 1/0 request. It • 
is your responsibility to check these bits, which are in bytes 50 and 51 of the DTF 
table. 

If the keyword parameter WAIT=YES was not specified in the DTFPF 
macroinstruction, the WAITF macroinstruction must be issued after a GET, PUT, 
READE, or READH macroinstruction and before another imperative macroinstruction 
is issued for that file. 

Format: 

LABEL L.OPERATIONL. OPERAND 

[symbol] WAITF 
{

filename} 
( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being accessed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macroinstruction. • 
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4.4.5. Read by Key Equal/Read by Key Equal or Higher (READE/READH) 

Function: 

The READE and READH macroinstructions initiate a search by key for a block having 
a key equal to the key specified (READE) or equal to or greater than the key specified 
(READH). 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] 
{

READE} 
REA DH {

f i lename}·{PCA-name} 
( l) ( 0) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( l ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being processed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macroi nstruction . 

Positional Parameter 2: 

PCA-name 

( 0) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the PCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be accessed. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the partition to 
be accessed. 

PCA Table Content: 

After a successful search, the current ID entry in the PCA table is updated to reflect 
the relative number of the record retrieved. However, if SEQ=YES has been specified 
in the PCA macroinstruction, the current ID field in the PCA table will be the relative 
block number plus 1 . 
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4.4.6. Access a Physical Block (SEEK) 

Function: 

The SEEK macroinstruction initiates movement of the disk read/write head to the 
position specified in the current ID field of the PCA. This is a 4-byte field which 
contains a right-justified hexadecimal number representing any block number on the 
track (relative to the first block in the partition) to which head movement will be 
initiated. It is your responsibility to store the desired relative block number in this 
field. 

Format: 

LABEL t>OPERATIONL'.1 OPERAND 

[symbol] SEEK 
{

fi lename}·{PCA-name} 
( i) ( e) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being accessed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

PCA-name 

( 0) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the PCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be accessed. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the PCA 
macro instruction. 

4.4.7. Close a Disk File (CLOSE) 

Function: 

The CLOSE macroinstruction performs the required termination operations for a file. 
Once the CLOSE macroinstruction has been issued for a file, only the OPEN 
macroinstruction may reference that file. 

• 

• 

• 
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Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] CLOSE 

{

fi lename-1[, ... ,fi lename-n]} 

( 1 ) 

'A LL 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename-I 

( 1 ) 

'ALL 

Specifies the symbolic address of the DTFPF macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file to be closed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the DTFPF 
macro instruction. 

Specifies that all files currently open in the job step are to be closed. 

Positional Parameter n: 

fi lename-n 

Successive entries specify the symbolic addresses of the DTFPF 
macroinstructions in the program corresponding to the additional files to be 
closed. 

4.5. SAT FOR TAPE FILES 

The OS/3 tape system access technique (TSAT) is a generalized input/output control 
system that provides a standard interface to PIOCS for magnetic tape subsystems. It ~ 

performs the basic functions of a tape data management system and provides block level 
110 for sequential tape files. 

Interface with TSAT files is through declarative and imperative macroinstructions. You use 
the SAT and TCA declarative macroinstructions to define the characteristics of the file and 
the data management technique to be used to process the file. The SAT macroinstruction 
creates the DTF table for the file, and the TCA macroinstruction creates the appendage to 
the table. These macroinstructions are described in 4.8. You use the OPEN, GET, PUT, 
CNTRL, WAITF, and CLOSE imperative macroinstructions to control file processing. These 
are described in 4.9. 

All files processed by TSAT are written in a forward direction, and can be read forward 
and backward. The CNTRL macroinstruction initiates nondata operations on the device and 
can be issued whether or not the file is open . 
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To use TSAT, you must observe tape label conventions (described in 4.6) and tape volume • 
and file organization conventions (described in 4.7). 

If you are processing block numbered tapes, you must also observe the special 
conventions applicable to these tapes. Requirements and processing for block numbered 
tapes are summarized in 4.10. 

4.6. SYSTEM STANDARD TAPE LABELS 

Magnetic tapes may be labeled or unlabeled, and a labeled tape may contain either 
standard or nonstandard labels. You indicate this using the FILABL parameter in the TCA 
macroinstruction. TSAT assumes that tapes have standard labels. If nonstandard labels 
exist on input files, TSAT bypasses them. 

All standard tape labels are in blocks of 80 bytes and are always recorded at the same 
density as the data. The first three bytes of each label identify the type, and the fourth byte 
indicates its position within the group. For example, VOL 1 indicates this is the first volume 
label for this file. 

For block numbered tapes, each label includes a 3-byte block number field as the first 
three bytes of the label. making the label 83 bytes long. 

There are five tape label groups; three are required and two are optional. The tape label 
groups are: 

• Volume label group VOL 

• File header label group HOR 

• User header label group (optional) UHL 

• File trailer label group EOF or EOV 

• User trailer label group (optional) UTL 

TSAT does not process user header (UHL) or user trailer (UTL) labels. No provision is made 
for creating these labels on output files; if they exist on input files, TSAT bypasses them. 

TSAT label processing is limited to one volume label (VOL 1 ), two file header labels (HDR1 
and HDR2), and two file trailer labels (EOF1 and EOF2 or EOV1 and EOV2). No provision is 
made for creating additional labels on output files; if they exist on input files, TSAT 
bypasses them. 

Tape label formats for block numbered files are shown in Figures 4-17 through 4-21. Tape 
label formats for files without block numbers are shown in Figures 4-6 through 4-10 and 
are described in the following subsections. 

• 

• 
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• 4.6.1. Volume Label Group 

• 

• 

A volume label group consists of a single volume label (VOL 1 ). The VOL 1 label identifies 
the tape reel, and it is used to check that the proper reel is mounted. When a tape is first 
used at an installation, its volume serial number (VSN) and other volume information, as 
shown in Figure 4-6, are specified by parameter cards supplied to a standard utility 
routine that writes the label. The serial number is also written on the exterior of the reel 
for visual identification. 

If you want logical IOCS to prep the volumes of a standard labeled file, INIT must be 
specified as a parameter of the LFD job control statement associated with that file. Logical 
IOCS will then prep the volumes from the information supplied on the associated VOL and 
LBL job control statements. 

When you issue an OPEN macroinstruction to an output tape, its open-and-rewind options 
are executed first, and then the tape is checked to see if it is at the load point. If it is at 
the load point, the VOL 1 label is read (if in a nonprepping mode) and the volume serial 
number is checked and saved for use in the file header labels (HDR1 and HDR2). The tape 
is then positioned so that the volume labels are not destroyed, and no further volume label 
processing is performed. 

If the output tape is not at the load point after the open-and-rewind options are performed, 
TSAT assumes that the tape is positioned between the two ending tape marks of the 
previous file or just prior to the HDR1 label of an existing file. In either case, no volume 
label checking or creation is performed. 

For an input tape, the OPEN transient first executes the open-and-rewind options and then 
checks to see whether the tape is at the load point. If it is, the VOL 1 label is read and the 
volume serial number is used to check the file serial number in the appropriate file header 
or trailer label. The tape is then positioned to the proper file header or trailer label as 
specified in the file sequence number field of the associated LBL job control statement, 
and no further volume label processing is performed. 

If the input tape is not at the load point after the open-and-rewind options are performed, 
TSAT assumes that the tape is positioned between the two ending tape marks of a 
previously created file or just prior to the HDR1 label of an existing file. In either case, no 
further volume label processing is performed. 

When any volume label is encountered during the processing of a CLOSE macroinstruction 
for an input tape and you have specified READ=BACK in the TCA macroinstruction, the 
label is bypassed without processing. 

The format of the volume label is shown in Figure 4-6. The fields are described in Table 4-1 . 
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Table 4-1. Tape Volume 1 (VOLT) Label Format, Field Description for an EBCDIC Volume 

Field Initialized By Bytes Coda Description 

Label Tape prep 0-2 EBCDIC Contains VOL to indicate 

identifier that this is a volume label 

Label number Tape prep 3 EBCDIC Always 1 for the initial 
volume label 

Volume serial Tape prep 4-9 EBCDIC Unique identification number 

number assigned to this volume by 
your installation. TSA T 
expects 1- to 6-alphanume~ic 
characters, the first of which 
is alphabetic 

Volume TSAT 10 EBCDIC Reserved for future use by 

security installations requiring 
security at the reel level. 
Currently blank 

(Reserved) -- - -- 11-20 EBCDIC Contains blanks (40
16

) 

(Reserved) --- -- 21-30 EBCDIC Contains blanks (40
16

) 

(Reserved) -- - -- 31-40 EBCDIC Contains blanks (40
16

) 

Owner ----- 41-50 EBCDIC Unique identification of the 
identification owner of the reel: any 

combination of alphanumerics 

(Reserved) -- - - - 51-79 EBCDIC Contains blanks (40
16

) 

NOTE: 

4-29 

For ASCII files, bytes 0-36 of a VOL 1 label have the same significance as shown in the preceding 
example. Bytes 37-50 indicate the owner identification field. Bytes 51-78 are blank and are 
reserved for future standardization. Byte 79 indicates the label standard level, and when set to 1, 
indicates formats on this volume meet the American National Standard, X3.27-1969. 

4.6.2. File Header Label Group 

The file header label group consists of two labels: the file header 1 label (HDR1) and the 
file header 2 label (HDR2). 

4.6.2.1. First File Header Label (HOR 1) 

The first file header label (HOR 1 ), which identifies the file, is written at the beginning of 
each file. The HDR1 label is required and has the fixed format shown in Figure 4-7; its 
fields are described in Table 4-2. All fields in the HDR1 label may be specified in the job 
control stream. 

For input files, all fields up to and including the system code in the HDR1 label are 
checked against values specified in the LBL job control statement. Only those fields for 
which values have been supplied are checked. However, if you specified READ=BACK in 
the TCA macroinstruction, the HDR1 label is bypassed without processing. For multifile 
input volumes, you should specify the file sequence number in the LBL job control 
statement to ensure proper tape positioning. 
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For output files, the tape must be positioned properly before the files can be opened. On 
file open, the expiration date in the HDR1 label is checked against the current or actual 
calendar date to determine if the associated file has expired. If the file has expired, the 
tape is positioned so that the old HDR1 label is written over. The new HDR1 label is set up 
from values specified by the LBL job control statement and is written on the tape. 
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• Table 4--2. First File Header Label (HORT), Field Description 

Field Bytes Description 

Label identifier 0-2 Contains HDR to indicate a file header label 

Label number 3 Always 1 

File identifier 4-20 A 17-byte configuration that uniquely identifies 
the file. It may contain embedded blanks and is 
left-justified in the field if fewer than 17 bytes 
are specified. 

File serial number 21-26 The same as the VSN of the VOL 1 label for the 
first reel of a file or a group of multifile reels 

Volume sequence 27-30 The position of the current reel with respect 

number to the first reel on which the file begins. 
This number is used with multivolume files only. 

File sequence number 31-34 The position of this file with respect to the 
first file in the group 

Generation number 35-38 The generation number of the file (0000-9999) 

Version number of 39-40 The version number of a particular generation 
generation of a file 

• Creation date 41-46 The date on which the file was created, expressed 
in the form YYDDD and right-justified. The 
leftmost position is blank. 

Expiration date 47-52 The date the file may be written over or used 
as scratch, in the same form as the creation 
date 

File security indicator 53 Reserved for file security indicator. Indicates 
whether additional qualifications must be met 
before a user program may have access to the file. 

O =No additional qualifications are required. 

1 =Additional qualifications are required. 

(Unused) 54-59 Unused field, containing EBCDIC O's 

System code 60-72 Reserved for system code, the unique identification 
of the operating system that produced the file 

(Reserved) 73-79 Reserved field, containing blanks (40
16

). 

• 

4-31 
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4.6.2.2. Second File Header Label (HDR2) 

The second file header label (HDR2) acts as an extension of the HDRl label and is a 
required label. Unless the HDR2 label was created by the OS/3 operating system as 
indicated in the system code field of the HDRl label, the HDR2 label is ignored by TSAT. 
Figure 4-8 shows the format of the HDR2 label; Table 4-3 describes its fields. 
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Figure 4-8. Second File Header Label (HDR2) Format for an EBCDIC Tape Volume 
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Table 4-3. Second File Header Label (HDR2), Field Description 

Field Bytes Description 

Label identifier 0-2 Contains HOR to indicate a file header label 

Label number 3 Always 2 

Record format character 4 Character Meaning 

D Variable-length (ASCII). with length 

fields specified in decimal 

F Fixed-length 

s Spanned 

u Undefined 
v Variable-length (EBCDIC), with length 

fields specified in binary 

Block length 5-9 Five EBCDIC characters specifying the maximum 
number of characters per block 

Record length 10-14 Five EBCDIC characters specifying the record length for 
fixed-length records. For any other record format, this 
field contains O's. 

(Reserved) 15-35 Reserved for future system use 
·---i 

Printer control 36 One EBCDIC character indicating which control character 

character set was used to create the data set. 

A= Special (ASA) control character present 
D=Device independent control character present 
M=I BM control character present 
U=SPERRY UNIVAC control character present 

(Reserved) 37-79 Reserved for future system use 

NOTE: 

For ASCII files. bytes 0-14 of a HDR2 label have the same significance as shown in the preceding 
example. Bytes 50 and 51 indicate the buffer offset field which must be included in the block 
length. All other fields are recorded as ASCII spaces. 

4.6.3. File Trailer Label Group 

The file trailer label group comprises either of two pairs of labels, depending on whether 
the reel contains an end-of-file or an end-of-volume condition. In the first condition, the 
first label of the pair is the EOF1 label, in a format identical to the HDR1 label; the second 
label is the EOF2 label. Its format is identical to the HDR2 label. In the end-of-volume 
condition, these labels are the EOV1 and EOV2 labels; again, the formats of these labels 
are identical to their counterparts in the file header label group, HDR1 and HDR2. 

The contents of the EOF1 and EOV1 labels are identical to the HDR1 label except for the 
label identifier, label number, and block count fields. The contents of the EOF2 and EOV2 
labels are identical to the HDR2 label except for the label identifier and label number 
fields . 

When you issue an OPEN macroinstruction to an input tape file, with READ=BACK 
specified in the TCA macroinstruction, the OPEN transient checks the fields in an EOF1 or 
EOV1 label against the values you have specified in the LBL job control statement. This 
processing is similar to that of the HDR1 label. 
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Figure 4-9 illustrates the format ofthe EOF1 or EOV1 label; Table 4-4summarizes the contents 
of its fields. Figure 4-10 illustrates the format of the EOF2 or EOV2 label; Table 4-5 presents 
the contents of its fields. 
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Figure 4-9. Tape File EOF1 and EOVT Label Formats for EBCDIC Tapes 
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Table 4-4. Tape File EOF1 and EOV1 Labels, Field Description 

Field Bytes Description 

Label identifier 0-2 Indicates that this is a file trailer label; 
contains EOF for an end-of-file label, 
or EOV for an end-of-volume label 

Label number 3 Always 1 

File identifier 4-20 A 17-byte configuration that uniquely identifies 

the file. It may contain embedded blanks and is 
left-justified in the field if fewer than 17 
bytes are specified. 

File serial number 21-26 The same as the VSN of the VOL 1 label 
for the first reel of a file or a group of 
multifile reels 

Volume sequence number 27-30 The position of the current reel with respect 

to the first reel on which the file begins. 
This number is used with multivolume files only. 

File sequence number 31-34 The posit'ion ot this file with respect to the 
first file in the group 

Generation number 35-38 The generation number of the file (0000-9999) 

Version number of 39-40 The version number of a particular generation 
generation of a file 

Creation date 41-46 The date on which the file was created, expressed 
in the form YYDDD and right-justified. The left-
most position is blank. 

Expiration date 47-52 The date the file may be writt.en over or used as 
scratch, in the same form as the creation date 

File security indicator 53 Reserved for file security indicator. Indicates 
whether additional qualifications must be met before 
a user program may have access to the file. 

0 = No additional qualifications are required. 

1 =Additional qualifications are required. 

Block count 54-59 In the first file trailer label, indicates the 
number of data blocks: either in this file of 

a multifile reel, or on the current reel of a 
mu ltivolume file. TSA T checks the block 
count for input files or writes the rount for 
output files. 

System code 60-72 Reserved for system code, the unique identification 
of the operating system that produced the file 

(Reserved) 73-79 Reserved field. containing blanks (40
16

) 
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Table 4-5. Tape File EOF2 and EOV2 Labels, Field Description 

Field Bytes Description 

Label identifier 0-2 Indicates that this is a file trailer label; contains 
EOF for an end-of-file label, or EOV for 
an end-of-volume label 

Label number 3 Always 2 

Record format character 4 Character Meaning ---
D Variable-length (ASCII), with length 

fields specified in decimal 
F Fixed-length 

s Spanned 
u Undefined 
v Variable-length (EBCDIC), with 

length fields specified in binary 

Block length 5-9 Five EBCDIC characters specifying the maximum 
number of characters per block 

Record length 10-14 Five EBCDIC characters specifying the record length 

for fixed-length records. For any other record 
format, this field contains zeros. 

(Reserved) 15-35 Reserved for future system use 

Printer control 36 One EBCDIC character indicating which control 
character character set was used to create the data set. 

A = Special (ASA) control character present 
D = Device independent control character present 
M =IBM control character present 

U =SPERRY UNIVAC control character present 

(Reserved) 37-79 Reserved for future system use 
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As was stated earlier, magnetic tape files processed by TSAT must observe certain label 
conventions. These were described in 4.6. Magnetic tape files must also observe 
conventions as to volume and file organization. The following subsections and figures 
describe the organization of files and volumes with respect to standard labeled, 
nonstandard labeled, and unlabeled files used with OS/3 tape sequential access method 
(SAM). Except where noted otherwise, these conventions also apply to tape files used with 
TSAT. 

Remember that TSAT assumes only standard labeled files. TSAT bypasses user header 
labels, user trailer labels, and nonstandard labels. These labels are included in the 
following figures and descriptions only to show their relative location within the various 
volume organizations. 

4.7.1. Standard Tape Volume Organization 

A standard volume has standard labels, required tape marks, and is capable of being 
processed by the logical IOCS. Figures 4-11, 4-12, and 4-13 illustrate the reel 
organization for standard volumes with either an end-of-file (EOF) or end-of-volume (EOV) 
condition. The logical IOCS assumes that the labels appear in the order shown. A volume 
processed by TSAT will end in either an end-of-file or end-of-volume label group (EOF1 

• 

and EOF2 or EOV1 and EOV2) followed by two tape marks. The second tape mark signifies • 
that no valid information follows. 

User header (UHL) and user trailer (UTL) labels are optional. Tape SAM permits you to 
specify a special label handling routine to process these labels. If you do not specify such 
a routine, the optional labels are simply bypassed. However, with TSAT, you cannot specify 
your own label handling routine for optional labels. TSAT always bypasses these labels, 
and your program is not made aware of them. 

On output operations, no provision is made in TSAT for the creation of additional volume 
labels, file header labels, or file trailer labels. If these additional labels exist on input files, 
TSA T bypasses them. 

• 
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WITH END-OF-Fl LE CONDITION WITH END-OF-VOLUME CONDITION 

VOL1 label VOL1 label 

HDRl label HDRl label 

HDR2 label HDR2 label 

user header labels user header I abel 
UHL 1-UHL8 UHL1-UHL8 

tape mark tape mark 

data data 
blocks blocks 

tape mark tape mark 

EOFl label EOV1 label 

EOF2 label EOV2 label 

user trailer labels user trailer labels 

UTL 1-UTLS UTL1-UTL8 

tape mark tape mark 

tape mark tape mark 

LEGEND: 

D Contents supplied by user. 

- Required and generated by TSAT. 

Generated by TSAT; user supplies content for certain fields. 

Generated by user at his option. Content is at user's option except for content of 4-byte label ID fields. User is 

limited to eight UHLs and eight UTLs. Bypassed by .TSAT. 

Figure 4-11. Reel Organization for EBCDIC Standard Labeled Tape Volumes Containing a Single File 
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Figure 4-12. Reel Organization for EBCDIC Standard Labeled Tape Volume: Multifile Volume with End-of-File Condition 
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Assume that file C is not completed on reel 2, but carries over (like file B) onto another volume. 
If file C were completed on reel 2, its EOV1 and EOV2 labels shown here would be replaced with 
EOF1 and EOF2 labels. 
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Figure 4-13. Reel Organization for EBCDIC Standard Labeled Tape Volumes: Multifile Volumes with End-of-Volume 
Condition 
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4.7.2. Nonstandard Tape Volume Organization 

A nonstandard volume is any volume that has nonstandard labels and is capable of being 
processed by the logical IOCS. Figures 4-14 and 4-15 illustrate the reel organization for 
nonstandard volumes. 

Nonstandard user header and trailer labels (UHL and UTL) are optional. These may be of 
any format, length, or number because they are handled by the user's label routine. When 
processing tapes using tape SAM, the address of the user's label handling routine to 
process nonstandard labels is usually specified, in which case the tape mark following the 
UHL may be omitted. It is required only if label checking is to be omitted or a read
backward operation is specified. If nonstandard labels appear on an input file but are not 
to be checked when the file is read, the user omits specifying the address of his label 
handling routine - but the tape mark must be present. 

The tape mark following the data blocks is required and is written by logical IOCS, which 
also writes two required tape marks after the UTL, if they are present. If the optional UTL 
are not present, logical IOCS writes only one additional tape mark after the one following 
the data blocks. This second tape mark is always present when this file is the only file or 
the last file on the reel. It is overwritten by the next file to be written on a multifile 
volume. 

LEGEND: 

D Contents supplied by user . 

optional user 
header labels 

tape mark 

data blocks 

tape mark 

opti anal user 
trailer labels 

tape mark 

tape mark 

• Required and generated by TSAT; only two tape marks follow data blocks if UTLs are not 
present. 

D Generated by TSAT unless user specifies TPMARK=NO; required only if label checking is omitted or 
user specifies READ=BACK. 

II Presence, content, format, and number entirely at user's option. Bypassed by TSAT. 

Figure 4-14. Reel Organization for EBCDIC Nonstandard Volume Containing a Single File 
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Content supplied by user. 

Required and generated by TSAT; only two tape marks follow data blocks of last file on 
volume if UTLs are not present. 

Generated by TSAT unless user specifies TPMARK=NO; required only if label checking is omitted 
or user specifies READ=BACK. 

Presence, content, format, and number entirely at user's option. Bypassed by TSAT. 

Always present; written by TSA T 

Figure 4-15. Reel Organization for EBCDIC Nonstandard Multifile Volume 
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An unlabeled volume is any volume that has no labels and is capable of being processed 
by the logical IOCS. The user specifies FILABL=NO, or omits this parameter in the TCA 
macroinstruction, to indicate an unlabeled volume or file. A tape mark is expected or 
written by logical IOCS preceding the data blocks unless the user has specified 
TPMARK=NO in the TCA macroinstruction. 

Figure 4-16 illustrates the reel organization for unlabeled volumes. The tape mark 
following the data blocks is required on both single-file and multifile volumes and is 
supplied by TSAT on output operations. A second tape mark is always written by TSAT 
following the last or only file on each volume and is overwritten by the next file to be 
written on a multifile volume. 

tape mark 

data blocks 

SINGLE-FILE VOLUME 

LEGEND: 

D Content supplied by user. 

tape mark 

data blocks 
of file A 

tape mark 

data blocks 
of file B 

tape mark 

tape mark 

MULTIFILE VOLUME 

• Required and generated by TSAT; two tape marks follow data blocks of last file on volume. 

Generated by TSAT unless user specifies TPMARK=NO; required only when user specifies 
READ=BACK. 

Figure 4-16. Reel Organization for Unlabeled EBCDIC Volumes 
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4.8. TAPE SAT FILE INTERFACE 

Each file to be processed by TSAT must be predefined by two declarative 
macroi nstructions: 

• SAT 

Defines a TSAT magnetic tape file. 

• TCA 

Defines a tape control appendage. 

The SAT macroinstruction describes the physical characteristics of the file, and the TCA 
macroinstruction describes the logical attributes of the file. 

4.8.1. Define a Magnetic Tape File (SAT) 

This is the DTF macroinstruction for TSAT files. The assembler also accepts the name 
DTFPF; however, the name SAT is used here to avoid confusion between the. DTF 
macroinstruction for disk SAT files and tape SAT files. 

Function: 

The SAT macroinstruction defines a magnetic tape file to be processed by SAT. It 
generates a DTF table in main storage containing the file name and operating and 
physical characteristics of your file that can be referenced by the system. 

This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of 
executable codes. 

Format: 

LABEL 

filename 

Label: 

filename 

LIOPERATIONLI 

SAT 

OPERAND 

TCA=TCA-name 
[ .ERROR=error-addr] 
[,FCB=YES] 
[ ,WAIT=YES] 

Specifies the name used to identify the file. This is the same as the 8-character 
name in the LFD job control statement. 

Keyword Parameter TCA: 

TCA=TCA-name 
Specifies the symbolic address of the TCA for the file. This name must be 
entered in the label field of the corresponding TCA macroinstruction describing 
the tape control appendage. 
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Keyword Parameter ERROR: 

ERROR=error-addr 
Specifies the symbolic address of your error routine that receives control if an 
error occurs. 

If omitted, the job is abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

Keyword Parameter FCB: 

FCB=YE S 
Specifies that before issuing the OPEN macroinstruction, you have placed the 
FCB for this file in the 1/0 area specified by the IOAREA 1 keyword parameter of 
the TCA macroinstruction associated with this file, instead of in the transient 
area where it is normally placed. 

If omitted, the FCB, which controls file 1/0, is placed into the transient area of main 
storage during file-open operations. 

Keyword Parameter WAIT: 

WA I T=YES 

• 

Specifies that TSAT is to issue the required WAITF macroinstruction after each 
1/0 function (GET, PUT). This initiates a waiting period to assure completion of 
the input or output operation and sets certain status bytes in the DTF table. • 

If omitted, you must issue a WAITF macroinstruction after each 1/0 operation. 

4.8.2. Define a Tape Control Appendage (TCA) 

Function: 

The TCA macroinstruction defines the logical attributes of a magnetic tape file to be 
processed by TSA T. It generates a tape control appendage to the DTF table for the file. 

This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of 
executable code. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 

TCA-name TCA 

OPERAND 

IOAREAI=area-name 

,BLKSIZE=n 

[ ,BKNO=YES] 

[ . CK PT REC= YES ] 

[' c L RW= { ::~wo }] 
[ ,EOFADDR=end-of-data-addr] 

(continued) 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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[ .LBLK=n] 

[ . 0 P RW=N 0 RWD] 

[' RE AD= { ~~~~~llQ }] 

[
. REWIND={UNLOAD}] 

NORWD 

[. TPMARK=NO] 

[, TYPEFLE=OUTPUT] 
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Label: 

TCA-name 
Specifies the symbolic address of the TCA table generated by this 
macroinstruction. This must be the same name specified in the TCA parameter of 
the SAT macroinstruction for this file. 

Keyword Parameter I OAR EA 1: 

IOAREAl=area-name 
Specifies the symbolic address of an input/output area in main storage where 
the blocks are to be processed. The size of this area is specified in the BLKSIZE 
keyword parameter. 

When processing block numbered tapes (BKNO=YES), you must reserve a 4-byte 
storage area immediately preceding your input/output area for supervisor 
processing of the block number. The 4-byte block number area and the 
input/output area must be aligned on a full-word boundary. Do not include these 
four bytes as part of the IOAREA 1 specification. 

Keyword Parameter BLKSIZE: 

Bl KS I Z E=n 
Specifies the size in bytes of the area in main storage named by the I OAR EA 1 
keyword parameter. 

When processing block numbered tapes (BKNO=YES), you must reserve a 4-byte 
storage area immediately preceding your input/output area. Do not include these 
four bytes as part of the BLKSIZE specification. 

If you are reading input tapes backward (READ=BACK), your BLKSIZE 
specification must accommodate the largest block on tape; otherwise the data at 
the beginning of the block may be lost. If the data is truncated on a backward 
read of a block numbered file, the block number field will be lost and incorrect 
positioning of the tape may result. 
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Keyword Parameter BKNO: 

BKNO=YE S 
Specifies that you have reserved a 4-byte storage area, aligned on a full-word 
boundary, immediately preceding your input/output area. Do not include these 
four bytes as part of either the IOAREA 1 specification or the BLKSIZE 
specification. Processing of block-numbered tape files is described in 4.10. 

Keyword Parameter CKPTREC: 

CK PT REC= YES 
Specifies that any checkpoint records occurring in an input tape file are to be 
bypassed by TSAT. In this case, your BLKSIZE specification in the TCA 
macroinstruction must equal or exceed the length of a header or trailer label of 
the checkpoint set. 

In OS/3 tape files, the first and last blocks of a checkpoint dump begin with the 
following: 

I I t-.CHKPT l'i/ /nnttCsss 

where: 

nn 

• 

Is the number, in binary, of image records plus control blocks, less 1, • 
not including the header or trailer labels. 

tt 

c 

SSS 

Is the total number, in EBCDIC, of checkpoint records following the 
header label, including the trailer label; tt is 00 in a trailer label. 

Is a constant, coded in EBCDIC as shown. 

Is the serial number of the checkpoint, in EBCDIC. 

If omitted, any checkpoint records occurring are accepted as data by TSAT and your 
program must include the coding to recognize them. 

Keyword Parameter CLRW: 

CLRW=NORWD 
Specifies that a tape is not to be rewound when a file is closed. 

CLRW=RWD 
Specifies that a tape is to be rewound without interlock when a file is closed . 

• 
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Outputs the next logical block. 

WAITF 

Waits for block transfer. 

CNTRL 

Controls tape unit functions. 

CLOSE 

Closes a tape file. 

4-51 

4.9.1. Open a Tape File (OPEN) 

Function: 

After the file has been defined by the SAT and TCA declarative macroinstructions, the 
OPEN macroinstruction must be issued to initialize the file before any other access 
can be made. This macroinstruction validates the DTF and TCA tables and performs 
any required tape positioning functions. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] OPEN 
{

f i lename-1[, ... ,f i lename-n]} 

( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename-1 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the SAT macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file to be opened. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter n: 

filename-n 

Successive entries specify the symbolic addresses of the SAT macroinstructions 
in the program corresponding to the additional files to be opened. 
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4.9.2. Get Next Logical Block (GET) 

Function: 

The GET macroinstruction reads a logical block from tape into main storage and 
makes it accessible for processing. The address into which the data is read is 
specified in the associated TCA macroinstruction by the keyword parameter IOAREA 1. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] GET 
{
fi lename}'{TCA-name} 
( 1) ( e) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the SAT macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being read. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

TCA-name 

( e) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the TCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be accessed. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the TCA 
macro instruction. 

When a GET macroinstruction is issued for a SAT file, the contents of registers 14, 13, 
and 12 are saved in three consecutive full words whose address is in register 13. 

4.9.3. Output Next Logical Block (PUT) 

Function: 

The PUT macroinstruction writes a logical block from main storage to tape. The main 
storage address from which the data is written is specified in the associated TCA 
macroinstruction by the keyword parameter IOAREA 1. 

• 

• 

• 
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Format: 

LABEL L>.OPERATIONL>. OPERAND 

PUT 
{

fi lename}·{TCA-name} 
( 1) ( 0) 

[symbol] 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

Specifies the symbolic address of the SAT macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being written. 

( 1 ) 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

TCA-name 

( 0) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the TCA macroinstruction associated with the 
partition to be written . 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the TCA 
macro instruction. 

When a PUT macroinstruction is issued for a SAT file, the contents of registers 14, 13, 
and 12 are saved in three consecutive full words whose address is in register 13. 

4.9.4. Wait for Block Transfer (WAITF) 

Function: 

The WAITF macroinstruction ensures that a command initiated by a preceding GET or 
PUT macroinstruction has been completed. When completed, the error status field 
contains the error status information pertaining to the 1/0 request. It is your 
responsibility to check these bits, which are in bytes 50 and 51 of the DTF table. 

If the keyword parameter WAIT=YES was not specified in the SAT macroinstruction, 
the WAITF macroinstruction must be issued after a GET or PUT macroinstruction and 
before another imperative macroinstruction is issued for that file. 

Format: 

LABEL 

[symbol] 

60PERATION6 

WAI TF 

OPERAND 

{
filename} 
( 1 ) 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the SAT macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file being accessed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macroinstruction. 

4.9.5. Control Tape Unit Functions (CNTRL) 

Function: 

This macroinstruction initiates nondata operations on a tape unit. All tape control 
functions may be issued whether or not the file is open. Do not issue a WAITF 
macroinstruction following a CNTRL macroinstruction. 

Format: 

LABEL .60PERATION.6 OPERAND 

/ f i I ename}, code 

l ( 1) 

[symbol] CNTRL 

Positional Parameter 1: 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the corresponding SAT macroinstruction in the 
program. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

code 

Is a mnemonic 3-character code specifying the tape unit function to be performed: 

BSF Backspace to tape mark~' 

BSR Backspace to interrecord gap* 

ERG Erase gap (writes blank tape) 

FSF Forward space to tape mark* 

FSR Forward space to interrecord gap* 

*Applies only to input files. 

• 

• 

• 
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REW 

RUN 

WTM 
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Rewind tape 

Rewind tape with interlock (unloads tape) 

Write tape mark 
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4.9.6. Close a Tape File (CLOSE) 

Function: 

The CLOSE macroinstruction performs the required termination operations for a file, 
for example, construction of the EOF label group. Once the CLOSE macroinstruction 
has been issued for a file, only the OPEN macroinstruction may reference that file. 

Format; 

LABEL i'>OPERATIONL'> OPERAND 

[symbol] CLOSE 
{

fl lename-1[, ... ,fl lename-n]} 
( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

fllename-1 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the SAT macroinstruction in the program 
corresponding to the file to be closed. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the SAT 
macro instruction. 

Positional Parameter n: 

f i lename-n 
Successive entries specify the symbolic addresses of the SAT macroinstructions in 
the program corresponding to the additional files to be closed. 

4.10. BLOCK NUMBER PROCESSING 

TSAT can process magnetic tapes with or without block numbers. The use of block numbers 
reduces the possibility of incorrect tape positioning and, therefore, incorrect tape 
processing. This is especially helpful for error recovery on read and write commands and for 
restarting at a checkpoint. 
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Processing of block numbered tapes for TSAT files is executed by PIOCS. Some of the 
general requirements are noted here for convenience. 

• When the block numbering capability is being used, all blocks on tape except tape 
marks will include a 3-byte block number field as the first 3 bytes of the block. This 
24-bit block number field is composed of a 4-bit tape mark counter and a 20-bit block 
number counter. PIOCS uses both of these counters when reading and writing block 
numbered tapes. 

• The first block on tape that is not a tape mark will contain a block count of 1 plus the 
number of tape marks preceding it. 

• Block numbers are incremented sequentially by 1. All label, data, and checkpoint blocks 
are counted and numbered. Tape marks are counted, but no number is written. 

• For both EBCDIC and ASCII tapes, the 3-byte block number field is added to a standard 
label immediately preceding the label identifier (VOL 1, HDR 1, etc), making the label 83 
bytes long. The 83-byte ASCII label is nonstandard for information interchange. Tape 
label formats for block numbered EBCDIC tapes are shown in Figures 4-17 through 
4-21. 

• Block number processing will be exactly the same for both EBCDIC and ASCII tape files. 

• Block numbers will be volume dependent and file independent. If a volume contains 
more than one file, the block count is continued from the preceding file on the volume 
and the blocks are consecutively numbered to the end of the tape. 

• Files on a volume and volumes in a multivolume file must be all numbered or all 
unnumbered, not mixed. 

• The 7-track odd parity tapes operating in convert mode may be block numbered if the 
block size is a multiple of 3. 

The PUB trailer for a block numbered tape file will contain an expected block number. This 
number will reflect the next block number anticipated in a forward read and will be 
adjusted accordingly for backward reads. When the tape is read in either direction, the 
block number read from tape is stored in the PUB trailer and compared with the expected 
block number. If there is no discrepancy (and no other errors), control is returned to the 

~ user program. If there is a discrepancy, PIOCS attempts to find the correct block by moving 
the tape backward or forward the number of blocks implied by the discrepancy. If the 
correct block is found, control is returned to the user. If the correct block cannot be found, 
the tape is left positioned where it was on the last attempt and an error message is sent 
to the console. 

4.10.1. Facilities Required for Block Number Processing 

To process block numbered tape files, three conditions (called preliminary conditions) are 

• 

• 

required. • 

1. So that the generated supervisor can process both numbered and unnumbered tapes, 
you must operate with a supervisor configured to process block numbered tapes. 
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2. You must reserve a full-word aligned, 4-byte storage area immediately preceding your 
input/output area for supervisor processing of the block number. Do not include these 
four bytes as part of either the address or the length specifications (IOAREA and 
BLKSIZE keyword parameters of the TCA declarative macroinstruction). 

3. You must indicate to TSAT that you have reserved the 4-byte block number area by 
specifying BKNO=YES in the TCA macroinstruction (4.8.2). 

If these three preliminary conditions exist, you may then control block number processing 
through either job control (JCL) or automatic volume recognition (AVR). This permits you to 
leave the 4-byte storage area and the BKNO parameter in your program even though you 
may at times be processing unnumbered tapes. 

4.10.2. Specifications for Block Number Processing 

Several factors determine when and how block number processing is employed. If a tape is 
not at load point when the file is opened, the file will be handled according to the 
specifications existing when the tape was opened at load point. Therefore, you cannot have 
both numbered and unnumbered files on the same volume. 

If a tape is at load point when it is opened, processing will proceed as described in the 
following subsections . 

The various methods of tape file processing can be divided into two categories: processing 
with tape initialization, and processing without tape initialization. These will be referred to 
simply as initialized or noninitialized processing. 

4.10.2.1. Initialized Processing 

Initialized processing includes: 

• TPREP utility routine processing, described in the system service programs user guide, 
UP-8841 (current version); 

• processing output files with standard labels (FILABL=STD specified in the TCA 
macroinstruction) and PREP specified in the VOL job control statement; or 

• processing input or output files with nonstandard labels (FILABL=NSTD) or no labels 
(FILABL=NO specified in the TCA macroinstruction) . 
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For initialized processing, you control the presence or absence and the processing of block • 
numbers by the first parameter of the VOL job control statement as follows: 

You Specify Preliminary Conditions Result 

Nothing All present Block number processing 

Some missing No block number processing 

N Ignored No block number processing 

4.10.2.2. Noninitialized Processing 

Noninitialized processing includes: 

• processing output files with standard labels (FILABL=STD specified in the TCA 
macroinstruction), but without PREP specified in the VOL job control statement; or 

• processing input files with standard labels (FILABL=STD specified in the TCA 
macroinstruction). 

For noninitialized processing, TSAT ignores the first parameter of the VOL job control 
statement. Instead, the specification is obtained from the tape content (which was detected 
by AVR), as follows: 

Tape Content Preliminary Conditions Result 

Block numbers All present Block number processing 

Some missing No block number processing 

No block numbers Ignored No block number processing 

For processing of multivolume files, you must ensure that all volumes have (or do not have) 
block numbers. You cannot mix numbered and unnumbered volumes within a file. 

• 

• 
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BYTES 

0 2 3 

0 block number v 

4 0 L 

8 volume serial number 

12 

16 
reserved 

20 

24 

reserved 
28 

32 

36 
reserved 

40 

44 

owner identification 
48 

52 

56 

60 

64 
reserved 

68 

72 

76 

80 

LEGEND: 

~ Generated by TSAT or reserved for system expansion. 

l\\\\\J\i\[\[\jl Written by TSAT from user-supplied data. 

NOTE: 

The first three bytes (bytes 0--2) of the tape file label contain a 24-bit block number field. The contents of the remainder of 
the VOL 1 label are the same as described in Table 4-1, except that each field is offset three bytes. 

Figure 4-17. Tape Volume 1 (VOLT) Label Format for an EBCDIC Volume with Block Numbers 
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BYTES 

0 2 3 

0 block number H 

4 D R 

8 

12 
file identifier 

16 

20 

24 file serial number 

28 volume sequence number 

32 volume sequence number file sequence number 

36 file sequence number generation number 

40 generation number version number 

44 creation date 

48 

52 expiration date 

56 file security 
unused 

60 

64 

68 system code 

72 

76 
reserved 

80 

LEGEND: 

~ Generated by TSAT or reserved for system expansion. 

llll:\rr\I Written by TSAT from user-supplied data. 

NOTE: 

The first three bytes (bytes 0-2) of the tape file label contain a 24-bit block number field. The contents of the remainder of 
the HDRl label are the same as described in Table 4-2, except that each field is offset three bytes. 

Figure 4-18. First File Header Label (HORT) Format for an EBCDIC Tape Volume with Block Numbers 

• 

• 

• 
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BYTES 

0 

4 

8 

12 

24 

28 

32 

40 

44 

48 

52 

56 

60 

64 

68 

72 

76 

LEGEND: 

0 

D 
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block number 

R 

block length 

record length 

reserved 

reserved 

~ Generated by TSAT or reserved for system expansion. 

l:jij'_·f Written by TSAT from user-supplied data. 

NOTE: 
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2 3 

H 

2 
record format 

character 

printer control 
character 

I 
I 

The first three bytes (bytes 0-2) of the tape file label contain a 24-bit block number field. The contents of the remainder of 
the HDR2 label are the same as described in Table 4-3, except that each field is offset three bytes. 

Figure 4-19. Second File Header Label (HDR2) Format for an EBCDIC Tape Volume with Block Numbers 
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BYTES 

0 

0 block number 

4 label identifier 

8 

12 
file identifier 

16 

20 

24 file serial number 

28 

32 volume sequence number 

36 file sequence number 

40 generation number 

44 creation date 

48 

52 expiration date 

56 file security 
block count 

60 

64 

system code 

reserved 

LEGEND: 

~ Generated by TSAT or reserved for system expansion. 

li((i:.:il Written by TSAT from user-supplied data. 

NOTE: 

2 3 

label 
identifier 

label 
number 

volume sequence number 

file sequence number 

generation number 

version number 

The first three bytes (bytes 0-2) of the tape file label contain a 24-bit block number field. The contents of the remainder of 
the EOF1 and EOV1 labels are the same as described in Table 4-4, except that each field is offset three bytes. 

Figure 4-20. Tape File EOF1 and EOV1 Label Formats for Block Numbered EBCDIC Files 

• 

• 

• 
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BYTES 

0 

4 

8 

12 

16 
1111//j//l///~//J 201 

24 

28 

32 

36 

40 

44 

48 

52 

56 

60 

64 

68 

72 

76 

80 

LEGEND: 

0 
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1 

block number 

label identifier 

block length 

record length 

reserved 

reserved 

2 

label 
number 

~ Generated by TSAT or reserved for system expansion. 

liJJ)jj)jj'jl):I Written by TSAT from user-supplied data . 

NOTE: 
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3 

label 
identifier 

record format 
character 

printer control 
character 

The first three bytes (bytes 0-2) of the tape file label contain a 24-bit block number field. The contents of the remainder of 
the EOF2 and EOV2 labels are the same as described in Table 4-5. except that each field is offset three bytes. 

Figure 4-21. Tape File EOF2 and EOV2 Label Formats for Block Numbered EBCDIC Files 
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5. Multitasking Macros 

5.1.1. Multijobbing and Multitasking 

The OS/3 data processing system can concurrently process from 1 to 14 jobs, each job 
consisting of one or more job steps (programs) that are executed serially. A job step will 
also have one or more tasks which may be executed concurrently. This capability allows 
you greater flexibility in attaining maximum use of the system's resources. 

Multijobbing consists of scheduling multiple jobs (up to 14) for concurrent execution. The 
allocation of processor time to these jobs is based on a system switch list that contains 
information regarding task priorities, synchronization, and 110 utilization. While one job is 
awaiting the completion of an external event (such as completion of an 1/0 request), the 
operating system activates another job that is ready to ensure optimum utilization of the 
processor's capabilities. Since the majority of programs require support other than 
processing instructions, multijobbing provides an effective method for you to reduce 
processor idle time and increase system productivity (throughput). 

Multitasking is the concurrent execution of multiple tasks. Because every job has at least 
one task to which control of the processor is dispatched, the term multitasking is 
sometimes applied (from the point of view of the task switcher within the supervisor) to 
the concurrent execution of several jobs each having one task. However, multitasking, as 
used here, refers to the concurrent execution of several tasks asynchronously within a 
given job step. Multitasking enables you to overlap processing with external occurrences 
within a program to obtain maximum throughput in the same manner as the system 
achieves optimum utilization using multijobbing. 

5.1.1.1. Primary Task 

Every job step submitted to OS/3 is established as a primar1 task. A task is the lowest 
viable entity that can compete for processor time. OS/3 permits up to 256 tasks per job. The 
switch list has the capacity to allow you to specify up to 60 levels of processing priority for 
tasks. The maximum number of task priority levels that the supervisor will recognize is 
established at system generation time. The technical limit is 60; however, a more practical 
limit of 3 to 15 is sufficient to achieve a high degree of processor utilization. When a task is 
interrupted to perform external processing (external to the instruction processor), it frees the 
processor and OS/3 searches the switch list for the highest priority task that is not waiting 
for an external event to be completed. This task could be in the same job or it could be from 
any other job Currently being processed. 
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OS/3 has another level of multitasking which may occur within a job step. The primary task 
is capable of initiating other tasks, called subtasks, within the job step. Primary tasks and 
subtasks are simply two categories of tasks; each is processed in the same manner. 
However, the primary task is automatically initiated into the multitasking environment by 
OS/3 at job step initiation, while subtasks must be created by the program in the job step. 
Subtasks can be given the same priority as the primary task or they can have a lower 
priority. Thus, a job step may consist of a primary task and several subtasks, all of which 
compete independently for processor time. 

5.2. TASK MANAGEMENT 

5.2.1. General 

The supervisor is designed with multitasking capability which is utilized by the supervisor 
and extended to the user through macroinstructions. In a multitasking environment, several 
tasks may compete for control of the processor on a priority basis. 

A task is defined as a point of control within an environment which is capable of utilizing 
the processor asynchronously with other tasks. It refers to a level of control only and not the 
physical code itself. 

Every task, regardless of the code the task executes, will be identified to the supervisor by a 
task control block (TCB). The TCB contains or points to all control information associated 
with a task. This includes register/program status word save areas and other task-oriented 
information. 

Each job step has a task (and thus a TCB) inherited at job step initialization from job control 
which is referred to as the primary task. Additional tasks may be attached as subtasks and 
cause additional TCBs to be created to identify the new tasks to the supervisor. The primary 
task is considered to represent the job step. As such, any termination, normal or abnormal, 
of this task will cause the job step to terminate. 

Additional tasks (subtasks, other than primary) are created by the ATTACH macroinstruction 
which causes task management to create a TCB and initialize it with the attaching task's 
environment. Once a subtask has been created, it is entered on the switch list to compete 
for the processor control on a priority basis. Each task competes independently for the 
processor. When the switcher gains control, it selects the highest priority nonwaited task 
and dispatches control. A task is nonwaited (active) if it can use the processor and waited 
(not active) if some event must take place before the task can use the processor. 

A subtask terminates when a DETACH macroinstruction is executed for that task or an error 
occurs that prevents the task from successfully completing its work. A DETACH in behalf of 
the primary task is interpreted as an end-of-job step. When a subtask terminates, the task's 
event control block (ECB) is reset to the idle/unused state and any task waiting for that task 
is activated. 

All tasks of a job have all the capabilities of the primary task; that is, a task can create 
additional tasks of its own and perform all communication functions with these tasks. The 
exception is that unsolicited operator messages can only be accepted at the job step level. 

• 

• 

• 
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Task creation is performed by the ATTACH macroinstruction, which causes entry into the 
attach function to create a subtask. The code to be executed by the task specified on the 
ATTACH macroinstruction call must be in main storage, within the user region, when the 
ATTACH macroinstruction is issued. 

The number of tasks which may be created by a user is limited to the number designated to 
job control with a maximum of 255 subtasks. The space for creation of task control blocks is 
reserved by job control when the job region is established. The number of possible 
simultaneous tasks must be specified as a parameter on the JOB statement in the job 
control stream. 

Tasks may create other subtasks in a pyramidal fashion with a limit of four total or three 
subtask levels. This hierarchical structure is not intended to provide a means of task 
synchronization. This structure is composed of subtask families so that when a subtask 
terminates, the family it has created is also terminated. 

When a task is created, the originating task must pass the address of an area in the user 
storage to be used as an event control block (ECB) for the newly created task. This ECB 
address is placed in the newly created task's TCB and may l:>e considered as an extension to 
the TCB for the purpose of task synchronization by user. The separation of the ECB and TCB 
is a system requirement because a TCB cannot be addressed by the user programs . 

5.2.3. Task Priority 

When a primary task is created, job control assigns it a dispatching (switch list) priority as 
requested on the job control EXEC statement. Any subtask created by the primary task or 
other subtask can have a priority based on the primary task priority as specified on the 
ATTACH call. The attaching task may request the same or a lower priority for the new 
subtask. 

5.2.4. Task Termination 

A task executes a DETACH macroinstruction to cause entry into the task termination 
function for processing. The DETACH function determines whether the DETACH was 
executed from abnormal termination island code to determine if termination was normal or 
abnormal. For normal termination, the ECB for that task is posted by the termination 
routines and all tasks in the subtask family of this task are terminated. 

Task control notifies any other task awaiting the completion of the terminating task and 
unlinks the TCB from the system. The task termination routines recognize the TCB for a 
primary task and treat that as a job step termination (EOJ). 

An abnormally terminating task is one that executed a CANCEL either intentionally or 
imposed by the system. Task control, when processing an abnormally terminating task, 
posts the task's ECB, and activates abnormal termination island code on behalf of this task. 
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The AWAKE function is provided for queue driven tasks to allow for better synchronization 
and less overhead. AWAKE can only be issued to a task which has been previously created 
by ATTACH. If the AWAKE function is addressed to a nonexistent task (no ATTACH), an 
abnormal termination is initiated. The AWAKE is utilized to activate an existing but idle task. 

The queue driven task continues to process until it has exhausted all queue entries and then 
can execute the TYIELD macroinstruction to mark itself nondispatchable until further queue 
entries have been made. Each time an AWAKE macroinstruction is executed, the addressed 
task will be removed from the idle state. This is accomplished whether the task is idle or 
active and will permit a task to be dispatched. 

5.2.6. Hierarchical Structure 

Subtasks are attached as members of task families providing a hierarchical structure similar 
to a pyramid. This structure provides the family naming conventions which allow a task to 
terminate and have all its subtasks also terminated. The hierarchy is not imposed as a 
restriction to task synchronization or control. Therefore, tasking functions may reference 
across family lines. Additionally, this structure has no relationship to the dispatching 
priority. 

• 

The internal subtask naming convention consists of a concatenation of the physical TCB 
(within the job) and the attaching task's name. The numbering of the subtasks should be • 
random rather than sequential. For example, if a task named X'0102' attaches two subtasks, 
these might be named X'010205' and X'010209', or X'010203' and X'010207'. 

5.3. TASK MANAGEMENT MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Task management macros provide the interface by which jobs can create and control a 
multitasking environment. Each job step by definition has at least one task, which is 
referred to as the primary task. The following macros allow for the creation, activation, 
deactivation and deletion of additional tasks within a job step. 

The user must inform job control via job control statements of the maximum number of 
tasks that can be created for a job step. This allows job control to reserve the main storage 
required for TCB within the job's prologue. Likewise, you must provide storage for and 
control of the ECBs. These ECBs are 2-word (8 bytes) fields that task management utilizes to 
communicate with the user to allow for task synchronization and to identify the task. You 
can look at the information but should not write into these words which are unique to a 
given task. The primary task doesn't have an ECB and is identified by an ECB address of 
zero. 

The following macroinstructions are available for multitasking: 

• ECB 

Generates an event control block for task identification and status. • 
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Creates and activates an additional task. 

DETACH 

Terminates a task normally. 

TYIELD 

Deactivates a task. 

AWAKE 

Reactivates an existing nonactive task. 

CHAP 

Changes the relative priority of a task. 

5-5 

5.3.1. Generate an Event Control Block (ECB) 

Function: 

The ECB macroinstruction generates and initializes an event control block. The event 
control block is used by task management to identify a task and to indicate status to the 
other tasks with in a job step. The current status of the associated task is reflected by 
bits within the ECB (Figure 5-1 ). 

This is a declarative macroinstruction and must not appear in a sequence of executable 
code. 

Format: 

LABEL L'>OPERATIONL'> OPERAND 

[symbol] ECB 

There are no parameters for the ECB macroinstruction. 

The ECB is utilized to communicate between task management and the job step. The 
following programming considerations and conditions are set into the ECB. 

1. The ATTACH macro specifies an ECB when the task is created. The specified ECB is 
linked to the TCB and is reserved for this task until this task is detached. 

2. As with 1/0, only one task can wait for a given command control block (CCB) or ECB . 
However, unlike 1/0, which allows only the task that submitted the CCB to wait for it, 
task management allows only one of the other tasks to wait for the task which is 
identified by the ECB. 
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3. A primary task does not have an ECB associated with it; therefore, the primary task • 
cannot be waited. This task can synchronize with 1/0 by utilizing the WAIT and WAITM 
macros and can synchronize with other tasks by the AWAKE and TYIELD macros. 

Example: 

10 16 

PRIMTASK START 

1. ATTACH ECBl,START,,2 

2. WAIT ECBl 

EOJ 
3. ECBl ECB 

4. START EQU SUBTASK EXECUTION STARTS HERE 

5. DETACH ECBl SUBTASK EXECUTION ENDS HERE 

Explanation: 

1. Line 1 attaches a subtask whose ECB name is ECB1. The subtask will begin 
execution at the address of START. If the priority of PRIMTASK is two, the priority 
of the subtask being attached is four. 

2. At line 2, the primary task gives up control until the subtask is completed. 

3. Line 3 generates the ECB called ECB 1 associated with the subtask. Note that this 
macro does not appear in a sequence of executable code. 

4. & 5. 
Lines 4 and 5 represent the beginning and ending of the subtask execution. 

• 

• 
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attaching task's ID activity byte 

address of TCB waiting for this ECB 

0 Control Byte 

Bit 0 
1-4 
5 
6-7 

1 = This is an ECB. 
Not used 
1 = This task completion is being waited. 
Not used 

Attaching Task's ID 

5-7 

3 

unused 

Task identification number of task with which this ECB is associated. This ID number is not related to subtask name. 
It is the number of the TCB counting from the job step TCB which is number 0. 

2 Activity Byte 

3 

Bit 0 0 =Task is active in that it has not executed either a TYIELD or DETACH macro. 
1 =Task is idle in that it has executed a TYIELD or DETACH macro. 

1-6 
7 

Unused 

Not used 
1 =Task has abnormally terminated and should be detached . 

4-7 Address of TCB that is awaiting completion of the task with which this ECB is associated. 

Figure 5-1. Event Control Block (ECB) Format 

5.3.2. Create an Additional Task (ATTACH) 

Function: 

The ATTACH macroinstruction creates and activates a task desiring control of the 
processor. It generates an additional task control block and enters the task onto the 
switch list. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

ATTACH 
{

ECB-name}·{entry-point-name} 
( 1) ( 0) . 

[symbol] 

[ {; ~ ; o r - add r }] [ • n] 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the ECB used to identify and control this task. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the event control 
block. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

entry-point-name 

(el 

Specifies the symbolic address of the point in the program at which this task will 
receive control. The coding to be executed for the task must be in main storage 
when the ATIACH macroinstruction is issued. 

Indicates that register 0 has been preloaded with the address of the entry point. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

error-addr 

( r ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to receive control if an error 
occurs. 

Indicates that the register designated (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with 
the address of the error routine. 

If omitted, the task will be abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

Positional Parameter 4: 

n 

Specifies a value to be added to the switch list priority of the originating task. 
This raises the dispatching priority value resulting in a lesser priority for the task. 
(The higher the priority number, the lower the priority.) The result is assigned as 
the switch list priority of the new task unless it exceeds the limit of this system, 
in which case the highest number (lowest priority) for this system is used. 

The use of this parameter always results in a lesser priority. There is no way to 
attach a task with a priority higher than that of the primary task. 

If omitted, the new task will be created at the same priority as the originating task. 

• 

• 

• 
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Example: 

1 . 

10 16 

ATTACH ECBl,ENTRYPT,ERROR,2 

ECBl ECB 
ENTRYPT EQU 

ERROR EQU 

SUBTASK EXECUTION BEGINS HERE 

CONTROL RETURNS HERE IN CASE OF ERROR 

Attach a task identified by the event control block named ECB1. The subtask will 
receive control at the instruction whose address is labeled ENTRYPT. If an error is 
encountered during the execution of the ATTACH macroinstruction, control will be 
transferred to the error processing routine labeled ERROR. The dispatching priority of 
the newly created task will be two greater than that of the originating task. 

5.3.3. Terminate a Task (DETACH) 

Function: 

The DETACH macroinstruction terminates a task by delinking the TCB from the switch 
list and returning the TCB to the job's free TCB queue. If this macroinstruction is 
executed by the primary task, it will be interpreted as an end-of-job step. All subtasks of 
the task being detached will also be detached. 

This macroinstruction also clears all locks for the task. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] DETACH 

Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the event control block of the task to be 
detached. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the ECB. 

If omitted, indicates that the task issuing the DETACH instruction is terminating. No 
task other than the primary can terminate the primary task. 
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Positional Parameter 2: 

error-addr 

( r ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to be executed if an error 
occurs. 

Indicates that the register designated (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with 
the address of the error routine. 

If omitted, the executing task will be abnormally terminated if an error occurs. 

Example: 

10 16 

DETACH ECBl,ERROR 

ECBl ECB 
ERROR EQU 

Detach the task identified by the event control block labeled ECB1. If an error occurs 

• 

during the DETACH macroinstruction, transfer control to error processing routine • 
labeled ERROR. 

5.3.4. Yield Until Task Completion (TYIELD) 

Function: 

The TYIELD macroinstruction relinquishes control of the processor and sets the TCB in 
a waiting state. The ECB is tested and if there is a task awaiting the yielding task, the 
waiting task is activated. 

The TYIELD macrinstruction is used in combination with the AWAKE macroinstruction 
which reactivates a task made dormant by the TYIELD macroinstruction. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] TY I ELD 

There are no parameters for the TYIELD macroinstruction. 

• 
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5.3.5. Reactivate a Task (AWAKE) 

Function: 

The AWAKE macroinstruction reactivates a task made dormant by a TYIELD 
macroinstruction. It clears the TYIELD bit within the wait bytes of the TCB regardless of 
whether or not the task is idle, thereby activating the task to receive control of the 
processor from the switcher. 

Format: 

LABEL .60PERATION.6 OPERAND 

[symbol] AWAKE 

Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the event control block of the task to be 
reactivated. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the ECB . 

If omitted, or if this macroinstruction is executed with a zero address in register 1, the 
primary task will be taken out of a TYIELD condition. 

Examples: 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

10 16 

AWAKE AWAKE PRIMARY TASK 

SR Rl,Rl 
AWAKE ( 1 ) AWAKE PRIMARY TASK 

AWAKE ECBl AWAKE SUBTASK 

EC Bl ECB 

LA Rl,ECBl 
AWAKE (1) AWAKE SUBTASK 

Exp la nations: 

Examples 1 and 2 will take the primary task out of a TYIELD condition. 

Examples 3 and 4 indicate that the task identified by the ECB named ECB1 will be 
taken out of a TYIELD condition. 
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5.3.6. Change a Priority (CHAP) 

Function: 

The CHAP macroinstruction changes the dispatching priority of the task issuing the 
instruction. The number (either positive or negative) entered as the operand is added to 
or subtracted from the current dispatching priority of the task (specified by the switch
priority parameter in the EXEC job control statement). This changes the dispatching 
priority value, resulting in a lesser or greater priority for the task. A positive value will 
lower the priority; a negative value will raise the priority. This macroinstruction does 
not change the priority to a specific level; instead, it adjusts the priority relative to the 
level under which it is executed. 

The highest priority level to which you can change is to the original priority of the job 
step. 

The lowest priority level to which you can change depends upon the number of priority 
levels specified by the SUPGEN keyword parameter PRIORITY. See the supervisor 
concepts and facilities manual, UP-8831 (current version). 

If you try to raise or lower the priority beyond the specified boundaries, the system will 
automatically stop at the highest (or lowest) priority level with no error. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] CHAP 

Positional Parameter 1: 

n 

( 1 ) 

Specifies a value to be added to or subtracted from the dispatching priority for the 
task in order to change its priority. To lower the priority, use a positive number; to 
raise the priority, use a negative number. 

Indicates register 1 has been preloaded with either a positive or negative 
increment. 

Examples: 

To lower priority: 

10 16 

11 
CHAP 2 

LA Rl,2 2. 
CHAP ( 1 ) 

• 

• 

• 
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Change the dispatching priority of the task by two. This will raise the dispatching 
priority value by two, which will result in a priority two less than the current priority. 
Both examples perform the same function. 

To raise priority: 

11 
2 . 

1 0 1 6 

CHAP -3 

R 1 ,=A (-3) 

CHAP (1) 

Change the dispatching priority of the task by three. This will lower the dispatching 
priority value in the negative direction by three, which will result in a priority three 
more than the current priority. Both examples perform the same function. 

5.4. TASK SYNCHRONIZATION 

5.4.1. General 

Task synchronization provides a task with a means of waiting for one or more other tasks. 
The waiting task is awaiting the completion of the specified task or tasks which is signaled 
by the deactivation of an awaited task or by the execution of the POST macroinstruction. 

Tasks are waited by setting a unique wait bit within that TCB. These wait bits signal the 
switcher that this task is nondispatchable and indicate the reason for the wait. Upon 
clearing the wait bits, the task becomes dispatchable and can be activated. 

The ECB address, which is specified as a parameter to task management macros, points to 
an event control block which allows for task to task synchronization. The ECB format is 
compatible with the first two words of 1/0 CCBs as far as the WAIT and WAITM 
macroinstructions are concerned. These m·acros are utilized to synchronize tasks in a 
manner similar to 1/0 synchronization. 

When the performance of a task is dependent on any other task or tasks, the tasks involved 
may synchronize themselves via the ECB associated with a task from the ATTACH 
macroinstruction. The ECB is posted with a completion code when a task terminates or 
executes the TYIELD macroinstruction. The ECB is specified on a WAIT and WAITM 
instruction in order to hold processing of an issuing task until the awaited task either 
terminates or issues a POST macroinstruction. 

Several macroinstructions are available for task synchronization: 

• WAIT 

Wait for a task request to complete . 
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• WAITM 

Wait for one of several task requests to complete. 

• POST 

Activate a waiting task. 

• TPAUSE 

Deactivate a task. 

• TGO 

Reactive a task. 

A WAIT or WAITM macroinstruction suspends execution of the issuing task. A POST 
macroinstruction reactivates the suspended task. 

A TPAUSE macroinstruction deactivates a task other than the issuing task. A TGO 
macroinstruction reactivates a task (other than the issuing task) deactivated by a TPAUSE 
macroinstruction. 

The WAIT and WAITM macroinstructions can also be used (with different parameters) to 

• 

synchronize a task with its 1/0. For task synchronization, the macroinstruction references • 
an event control block; for 1/0 synchronization, the macroinstruction references a command 
control block. 

5.4.2. Wait for Task Completion (WAIT) 

Function: 

The WAIT macroinstruction temporarily suspends program execution until the specified 
task is completed or executes a POST macroinstruction in behalf of the waiting task. If 
the related task is completed, control is returned to the point immediately following the 
WAIT macroinstruction. If the awaited task is not complete, the issuing task is placed in 
a wait state and control is passed to another task. 

The ECB indicates the status of the task. When a WAIT macroinstruction is issued, the 
issuing task relinquishes control until the ECB is marked complete or until a POST 
macroinstruction is executed by the awaited task in behalf of the waiting task. 

Format: 

LABEL 

[symbol] 

L':.OPERATIONL':. 

WAIT 

OPERAND 

{
ECB-name} 
( 1 ) • 



• 
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Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the event control block to be tested for 
completion. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the event control 
block. 

Examples: 

10 16 

WAIT ECBl 
WA IT ( 1) 

5.4.3. Multiple Task Wait (WAITM) 

Function: 

The WAITM macroinstruction temporarily suspends program execution until any one of 
several tasks specified by the instruction is completed or executes a POST 
macroinstruction on behalf of the waiting task. Upon completion of one of the tasks, 
control is returned to the program at the point immediately following the WAITM 
macroinstruction, with register 1 containing the address of the event control block 
associated with the completed task. 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] WA I TM 

lECB-name-1,ECB-name-2[, ... ,ECB-name-n]} 
list-name 
( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name-l,ECB-name-2, ... ,ECB-name-n 
Specifies the symbolic addresses of the event control blocks to be tested that are 
associated with the tasks to be awaited. At least two ECBs must be specified. 

list-name 

( 1 ) 

This is a single entry which specifies the symbolic address of a list containing full
word addresses of ECBs associated with the tasks to be awaited. The byte 
following the ~ast full word must be nonzero to indicate end of list. 

Indicates that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of the list of ECB 
addresses. 
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The WA/TM macroinstruction may also specify a combination of ECB and CCB 
addresses as parameters. 

When this macroinstruction is executed, each referenced ECB is marked as being awaited. 
Upon completion of a marked ECB, the waiting task is activated, and the remaining ECBs 
that are marked as being awaited are cleared. 

The WAITM macroinstruction always requires more than one event to be tested. If only one 
event is to be tested, use the WAIT macroinstruction. 

5.4.4. Activate the Waiting Task (POST) 

Function: 

The POST macroinstruction activates the waiting task without requiring the awaited 
task to terminate. When the POST macroinstruction is issued by a task, the task 
waiting on the event completion which was posted will be reactivated at the point 
immediately following the WAIT or WAITM macroinstruction. 

Format: 

LABEL l:.OPERATIONL:. OPERAND 

[symbol] POST 

The task being activated by the POST macroinstruction is the one waiting for the task 
executing the POST macroinstruction; therefore, there are no parameters for this 
macroinstruction. 

Examples: 

10 16 

TASK EQU 

TASKlECB 
TASK2ECB 
TASK2 

AWAKE TASK2ECB 
WAIT TASK2ECB 

ECB 
ECB 
EQU 

EXCP INPUTCCB 
WAIT INPUTCCB 
POST 

TY I ELD 

• 

• 

• 
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5.4.5. Deactivate a Task (TPAUSE) 

Function: 

The TPAUSE macroinstruction causes a specified task to be deactivated until a 
subsequent TGO macroinstruction is issued to reactivate that task. This permits better 
control of task synchronization within a job. The TPAUSE macroinstruction can also be 
used to deactivate all tasks of a job step other than the issuing task. When used, no 
other task, even if it had a higher priority or pending island code activation, can possibly 
interrupt the task and take control. , 

Format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

(symbol] TPAUSE 

Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

ALL 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the event control block of the task to be 
activated . 

Specifies that all tasks of the job step are to be deactivated. Note that the calling 
task is not acted upon in this case. 

Specifies that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of one or more 
addresses pointing to the ECBs controlling the task to be deactivated. The last 
address in the list must have the X'80' bit set in the high order byte to indicate the 
termination of the list. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

error-addr 

( r) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to be executed if an error 
occurs. 

Specifies that the designated register (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with 
the address of the error routine. 

An error is returned to the user if the address or addresses passed do not point to a valid 
ECB, the ECB does not point to an attached TCB, or the ECB points to the calling task . 
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5.4.6. Reactivate a Task (TGO) 

Function: 

The TGO macroinstruction reactivates a specified task or tasks deactivated by a 
previous TPAUSE macroinstruction. The TGO macroinstruction can also be used to 
reactivate all tasks of a job step (other than the issuing task) previously deactivated by 
TPAUSE. If the TYIELD parameter is specified, the issuing task also relinquishes control 
of the processor. 

Format: 

LABEL .60PERATION.6 OPERAND 

[symbol] TGO 

{ ! ~ ~ -name} [ { ; ; ~or - add r }] [. TY I EL DJ 

( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1: 

ECB-name 

ALL 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the event control block of the task to be 
activated. 

Specifies that all tasks of the job step are to be reactivated. Note that the calling 
task is not acted upon in this case. 

Specifies that register 1 has been preloaded with the address of one or more 
addresses pointing to the ECBs controlling the task to be activated. The last 
address in the list must have the X'80' bit set in the high order byte to indicate the 
termination of the list. 

Positional Parameter 2: 

error-addr 

( r ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of an error routine to be executed if an error 
occurs. 

Specifies that the designated register (other than 0 or 1) has been preloaded with 
the address of the error routine. 

• 

• 

• 
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An error is returned to the user if the address or addresses passed do not point to a valid 
ECB, the ECB does not point to an attached TCB, or the ECB points to the calling task. 

Positional Parameter 3: 

TY I ELD 

Specifies that the TYIELD function is to be performed on the issuing task at the 
end of the TGO processing. If you use this parameter, the effect is exactly as if you 
had coded a TGO followed immediately by a TYIELD. If you had done that, 
however, your task could have been interrupted between the TGO and TYIELD 
macroinstructions and possibly lost control to another task. This parameter 
eliminates that possibility and the TYIELD takes effect immediately . 



• 

• 

• 
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6. Spooling - Breakpoint 
Macroinstruction 

Spooling is the technique of buffering data files for low speed input and output devices to a high 
speed storage device independently of the program that uses the input data or generates the 
output data. Data from card readers or from remote sites is stored on disk for subsequent use by 
the intended program. Data output by the program is stored on disk for subsequent punching or 
printing. The spooling function also handles diskette files. It treats input from diskette as 
though it were from a card reader, and output to a diskette as though it were to a card punch. In 
this description of spooling, any reference to a card reader, card input, or card file also includes 
diskette input; any reference to a card punch, card output, or card file also includes diskette 
output. The consolidated data management concepts and facilities, UP-8825 (current version) 
shows the formats for diskette records. 

Spooling enhances system performance by releasing large production programs and system 
software from the constraint of the slower speed devices, thereby freeing the main storage 
occupied by these programs sooner, and by driving the slower speed devices at their rated 
speed on a continuous basis, thereby making full use of the devices during the time that is 
normally lost to systems overhead or to job steps not using printers. 

The spooling function comprises five elements: initialization, input reader, spooler, output 
writer, and special functions. These elements are described in the following subsections. 
Figure 6-1 gives a simplified picture of the relationship between the input/output devices 
and the software components of the spooling function. 

6.1.1. Initialization 

Spool initialization provides for the establishment, data recovery, or reestablishment of the 
spoolfile at supervisor initialization. Based on system generation parameters or operator 
specified options at supervisor initialization, it allocates the spoolfile and builds the system 
spool control table, or it recovers an existing spoolfile. In the case of an existing spoolfile, it 
clears the file, recovers closed subfiles, or recovers and closes all subfiles . 
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Figure 6-1. Relationship of Spooling Devices and User Programs 
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DISKETTE) 

The input reader reads cards from a real card reader or records from a diskette and writes 
these images to the spoolfile via a virtual card reader and the spooler. It closes the previous 
subfile if one exists and opens a new subfile. A given input reader can handle only one card 
reader or diskette at a time; however, any number of input readers can be active. 

6.1.3. Spooler 

The spooler is the hub of the spooling package and is linked as part of the resident 
supervisor. It provides record level input and output to and from the spoolfile for each 
element in the system needing access to that file. It intercepts all input/output commands 
to virtual printer, punch, and card reader devices, and accesses the disk when necessary 
using the system access technique (SAT) for accesses to the spoolfile. All input/output 
requests addressing virtual devices are trapped and routed to the spooler for processing. 
The spooler supports both reads and writes to virtual devices while simulating the action 

-.. of PIOCS as far as error handling, page spacing, and synchronization are concerned. It 
allocates tracks to subfiles and maintains control of the user's spool control tables. It can 
handle any number of print, punch, and read files simultaneously, including multiple files 
per job. 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
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The output writer reads data from the system spoolfile and prints or punches this data on 
the physical devices. As an alternative, it can output this data to a tape, disk, or diskette so 
that it may be reintroduced at a later time to the output writer as input, rather than using 
the spool file as input, or for processing at a later time by the user. 

PUNCH Fl LE----~ 

PRINT FILE----~ 

LOG FILE-----~ 

OUTPUT WRITER TAPE, 
DISK, OR DISKETTE 

OUTPUT 
WRITER 

PUNCH Fl LE OUTPUT---_.. 

PRINT FILE OUTPUT-----

LOG FILE OUTPUT----..,~ 

REDIRECTED OUTPUT TO TAPE,+
DISK, OR DISKETTE 

The output writer configures itself dynamically to the printer or punch assigned, thereby 
keeping main storage requirements to a minimum. It is loaded automatically whenever 
there are files to be printed or punched and there is a printer or punch available. As with the 
input reader, a copy of the output writer can handle only one printer or punch. However, for 
every printer or punch on a system, there can be a version of this element running that 
device. 

A number of capabilities and options are available: 

• Processing may be handled in either burst or nonburst mode. 

• The operator may define burst mode by selecting a subcriterion. 

• A maximum of 255 copies of a given file may be printed or punched. 

• Subfiles may be retained after they have been printed or punched. 

• Printer or punch output may be initially assigned, or redirected, to tape, disk, or 
diskette. 

The output writer determines which file to process based on criteria entered at system 
generation, or later by an operator system command or function to the output writer by the 
operator. For example, let us assume nonburst was specified at system generation. This 
means an output subfile cannot be printed or punched until after the job has terminated and 
the job log has been closed. Also, each job's output is handled as a continuous entity. The 
operator can change this to burst mode processing, which means that an output subfile can 
be printed or punched after it has been closed, or after a breakpoint has been created, and 
does not have to wait until the job has terminated. He can specify file selection by various 
criteria such as first-in/first-out by device type, account number, job number, etc. Operator 
commands and responses are described in the appropriate operations handbook for your 
system . 
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There are a number of special functions, such as open, close, find, and delete, that can be used 
by symbionts accessing the spoolfile but are not available for use by user programs. However, 
the breakpoint function is available to user programs and to the operator. A breakpoint is the 
closing and reopening of a spool subfile to permit output to the physical device to start before 
the job step terminates. For example, if a spool subfile is getting full, a message to the operator 
notifies him of this so that he can create a breakpoint to the output file. The user program can 
also create a breakpoint by using the DMBRK macroinstruction. 

6.2. TO USE SPOOLING 

At system generation, you can select: 

• no spooling; 

• output spooling only; 

• input/output spooling; or 

• input/output and remote batch spooling. 

Also, you can specify first-in/first-out processing in the nonburst mode, or accept the burst 
mode, which is the default condition. This can be changed later or qualified by the operator. 

Statements input to job control enable it to set up the files, buffers, linkages, and control 
tables by which the spooling functions are performed. If the system does not have the 
spooling function, these job control statements are ignored. 

Job control options for spooling are entered using the JOB, SPL, DATA. and DST job control 
statements. These are described in the job control user guide, UP-8065 (current version). 
Initialization options are also entered by the system operator. These are described in the 
appropriate operations handbook for your system. 

There are no changes required to a user program to use spooling. You can define your files 
using data management macroinstructions. A job that runs on a nonspooling system will also 
run on a spooling system, and vice versa. If you use the DMBRK macroinstruction in your 
program, it will be ignored if your job is run on a nonspooling system. 

• 

• 

• 
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6.3. CREATE A BREAKPOINT IN A SPOOL OUTPUT FILE (DMBRK) 

Function: 

The DMBRK macroinstruction creates a breakpoint in a printer or punch spoolfile. It closes 
and reopens the subfile as it is being generated by the spooler. Each segment created at 
this breakpoint is considered a logical subfile so that output to the physical device can be 
started prior to job step termination. 

If this macroinstruction is included in a program executing in a system that does not have 
the spooling capability, the macroinstruction is ignored. 

Format: 

LABEL .6.0PERATION.6. OPERAND 

[symbol] DMBRK 
{

filename} 
( 1 ) 

Positional Parameter 1 : 

filename 

( 1 ) 

Specifies the symbolic address of the CDIB macroinstruction in the program which 
defines the file in which a breakpoint is to be created. 

Specifies that register 1 contains the address of the CDIB macroinstruction defining 
the file in which a breakpoint is to be created . 



---------- ~~------------------------
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7. Diagnostic and Debugging Aids 

7.1. STORAGE DISPLAYS 

Most programs don't run properly on the first try. Sometimes, there may only be minor 
coding errors, but other times. there may be logic errors. Coding errors are relatively easy to 
find, but logic errors tend to be elusive. This is why Sperry Univac has provided a method of 
obtaining printouts of main storage areas. These printouts are commonly called dumps. 

Dumps are most helpful when you, not the operating system, control when they occur. This 
control is available through four macroinstructions: CANCEL, SNAP, SNAPF, and DUMP. For 
any of these macros, however, a dump is not provided if: 

• a printer is not assigned to the job; or 

• an OPTION job control statement with the DUMP, JOBDUMP, or SYSDUMP parameter 
is not present in the job to override the default NODUMP condition of job control. 

7.1.1. Snapshot Dumps (SNAP /SN A PF) 

A snapshot dump is, by definition, a selective dynamic dump performed at various times in a 
run. The SNAP macroinstruction produces this type of dump. It gives you a picture of the 
job's 16 general registers as well as selected areas of main storage. 

There are really two macroinstructions for obtaining snapshot dumps: SNAP and SNAPF. 
Each macroinstruction performs the same function, except that the SNAPF macroinstruction 
is used in the spooling environment. To simplify this discussion, whenever we mention the 
SNAP macro, we also mean the SNAPF macroinstruction. 

By using job control, you can initiate or suppress snapshot dumps at run time. You don't 
have to recompile a program in order to dump or not dump, since the SNAP 
macroinstruction is only effective when combined with an OPTION job control statement 
(using the DUMP, JOBDUMP, or SYSDUMP parameter) in the job step in which you want 
the dump to occur. If the program is run without this OPTION job control statement, the 
SNAP macroinstruction is bypassed . 
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A hexadecimal printout of the general registers and the job's main storage area is always • 
given when the SNAP macroinstruction executes. Program-relative addresses are listed on 
the left, and absolute addresses are listed on the right. After the SNAP macroinstruction 
executes, normal processing of the program continues. Control is returned to the 
instruction immediately following the SNAP macroinstruction. 

The SNAPF macroinstruction works the same way as the SNAP macroinstruction, but it 
allows you to direct the snapshot dump to a specified allocated printer or to a spool file via a 
virtual printer. In a spooling environment, you can use the SNAPF macro to direct snapshot 
dumps to a spool file other than the job log file. This enables you to obtain the printed output 
prior to job termination by using the spool breakpoint feature or closing the file. 

The formats of the SNAP and SNAPF macroinstructions are: 

LABEL l>OPERATIONL'> OPERAND 

[symbol] 
{

SNAP } 
SNAPF 

[{ ; ~ ; r t - a d d r - 1 , e n d - a d d r - 1 [ , . . . , s t a r t - a d d r - n , e n d - a d d r - n ] }] 

Either symbolic addresses or general register 1 can be used to indicate the areas to be 
dumped. To use symbolic addresses, you code the starting address (start-addr parameter) 
and the ending address (end-addr parameter) for each area you want dumped. Up to a 

~ maximum of 50 separate areas per SNAP macroinstruction may be used. 

If you use the SNAPF macroinstruction, register 0 must be preloaded with the address of 
either an allocated printer or a virtual printer physical unit block (PUB), as obtained from 
execution of a data management OPEN macroinstruction. 6r fZJ)fCB 

Remember, when using symbolic addresses, an even number of parameters must be used 
(start and end). 

For example, if you coded the SNAP macroinstruction like this: 

10 16 

SNAP TAG1,TAG2,TAG3,TAG4 ...___. 
First Second 
Area Area 

• 

• 
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and placed it in your program like this: 

LOC• 01.JCCT COD[ AODRI ADDR2 LiNC SOURCE SUTCNCNT 
llHODG 1 !'ROG UART Ii 
CIGDDDO 0560 2 BALR •,o 
DDDQG2 l USING ••• 
DGDDD2 llJFD HID 00012 II BRANCM I ••16 
Ga0006 Clt2ClC 1U0'10110110 S DC CLl'UCO' 

aaaooc CSC6C1CI ' iE ~~-·~""' 
DDCIG12 a'--Tt~.---iia;~·~•-..,;;~f~··~~"~62~1~11~6~31~"~6~•----------' 
aoaa12 0700 ' ,. CNOP 11.• 
DCIGQlll 11510 6026 00021 A 10• BAL lt••U•U•ll 
OGOOll 0000002£ l 11• DC AIU611 
CGCIDIC DllGODOJlf A 12• DC AIUG21 
CIOflD2D 00110000 A ll• DC AIUGll 
0000211 10 A l'h DC J.'10' 
000025 0000'2 A 15+ DC All IT AGll 1 
000a21 '1111 DODO l)QQQO A 16• LA 1,0Cl I 

~:g~~~ ~;~: 6001 6QOC OOOQA OQOQ[ A,..;:;.;;....,• ,.,,,....--..,sv;;;t--:N"'t"'H•=1•""1,""'B"'H"'N""H"'•l'"'2---------. 
GGCDlll A '"1hl9:-'~'6='--''lrii'r" -r'~':-:~·~ou~TR~I~BI~-----------' 
CIOllOllf A 21+UG2 tQU • 
GtiClOllt 11510 603£ OQOllO A 22+ BAL l.••12 
llOllDlt 11 A 21• DC J.'ll' 
llOCOJ9 OOOOl:IC 211• DC ALJCOUTI 
CDCOJC ac 25• DC 11•10• 
COCOJD DDCI099 U• DC AlllOUTAlBI 
COCQllO DA26 2h SVC JI USU[ SVC 
CDDOll2 02Ql' ODDO 60011 00000 000"6 ~';;;'-..,,.....--.;;,"';;<,,......B;;;;U,,_Fl';fl;;I "'IR°"l"'NC"'H""••.__ _________ ..., 

• P,
0
•.T,•,

6
63' O"OUT OUT .s&# 

DQOQ11a 
DOCOlll 5810 6086 
COCOllC SIDD 608' 
cocosa nzo 1002 
COCOSll 9200 1DC3 

oocasa 
CIQ(!QSI QAEF 
OOODSA 10 
CDCOSB 2F 
oaoosc 0•19 
GGDDSE Dl'DD 
CIQCD60 OAlC 
000060 
DDCD6Q 0"85 

CQCQ62 
GCICD62 5110 6086 
CIOCD66 0'27 

CIOCOH 
ODG068 0111 

DC tTuu • 
ODCBI A ]1• l 1.:•1ouT1 • 
OQDBC ' 32• L i;,:uaufl • 

l'.IQ(tQ2 A 33• MVI 2111,1°2Q' • 
00003 A 311• MVI 3111,C! • 

A 35• SCALL lfl' 
8 36• OS !;iH 
8 37• SVC 2J9 
8 31• DC TllCUI 
B 39• DC TllC'171 
B 110• SVC 25 
8 Ill• HOPA J; 
B 112• SVC 21 
A 113• OAG •-2 

: •ii:m: SVC g1 

~~m if!o1 

SET ad&N111rNT 
LOAD AU, COii ADDRESS 
LOAD R01, WORllHU ADDRESS 

SCT fUNCUON CODE 
SET fUNCTION CONTROL ITTE l 

OQDBI A 117• 

" Ill• .. L l,:ACOUTJ LOAD Al WITH flL[HAlll[ AOHUS 
SVC lt ISSUC SVC 
EOJ 

A SO• OS (iH 
• 51• SVC 26 

First Area 
to Dump 

Second Area 
to Dump 

7-3 

you would get the following dump when you executed the program (provided you used an 
OPTION DUMP job control statement): 

General { Registers 

TAG1-TAG2 { ....... ~ . -. -.. -'Jl5028 

TAG3-TAG4 { SUP Ql501f8 TO 115('62 

••• -r" •• - •••••••••••••••••••• 

Notice that the SNAP macroinstruction is placed before the instruction areas to be dumped. 

If you code a large number of addresses to be dumped, the processor time to access the 
addresses for the dump will increase. But, it takes less time if you access these addresses 
from a general register. You preload register 1 with the address of a predefined list of one or 
more address pairs (full word) specifying the areas to be dumped. The leftmost bit of the last 
ending address must be set to 1 (X'80') to indicate the end of the list to the routine that 
interprets the SNAP macroinstruction. 

Borrowing from the example we just used, we'll alter it to set TAG1 through TAG4 in a 
predefined list, load the symbolic address of this list into general register 1, and instruct the 
SNAP macroinstruction that this register contains the address by coding: 

10 16 

SNAP ( 1 ) 
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and inserting it in your program. 

LOC. OBJECT CODE AODRl AODRZ LINE SOURCE STATU'Ufl 
CO Cl.IOU 1 PROG START 1. 

COCCOC OSb"l CAL~ b1 i.. 

CLC002 USIN(, •,ti 
cocon2 111Fr, tia1u ".lu"'12 8f<Af.ICH b ••lb 
t'CC006 C 1C2C3Cil&tl''!l101101tr: (JC CLS'AECC' 
COCOIJE C5CbC7C8 DC Cllt'EFGH' 
CtlC012 illl'l 6082 C.i~Oil 

7-4 

2 

CC,,C016 
E:i:::::::~~~~·'~~============================~==i:::~:::::::._-( SNA I I 3 

9+ LS 1.H 
COCOlti 11111 r)C~U r;unc.,, 10+ LA 11 .. d 11 
CUCOU wAbA A 11+ SVC 11'.lb 
COCOlC 0203 6J!l8 bOUC .,U~CIA l"JUf'lwE j !; ~:~; ~:i,. ~~~~~~~~!;!;BRi~tH•i~ 1-l .. •,...-----First Area 

'--+1~ •• ....:..:""-~-..;c7,•~o•<--7,~ •• :..!.:..::.::.:.::.:.::..:...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ to Dump COC022 Li7C" 
CCC021t 
CLC0211 16511 6U2E 
l"D0028 81 
CC..Ctl29 1.iCL.il"JSC 
cocazc sc 
cc.cozo uecosa 
t'OC030 OA26 
CC.CC..32 02C. 7 6JAC b".'~" 

COCOl8 
00Cl03& 5810 60C6 
CQ[Q3C 58(10 60CA 
COCU1tQ 9220 1J02 
OOCQttlt 92C.IJ 1on3 

oocou 
COCDttl OAEF 
cacou it 
COCO•B Zf 
COCOltC UA19 
COCO•E 070~ 
ooaoso ouc 
cocoso 
DDCDSO OABS 

cocosz 
CDCOS2 !»810 60C6 

t'OCl.IA2 
reicoez JCti 
C::OCOBlt UOUOUOIC 
cuci;;es 1.1tuouo21t 
coca;ac ooo:>eill1e 
CQCllCO SC 
ClOCUCI w0&.1052 

C!OCOC8 UC!OOUCSC 
cocucc tJC'WIJQn12 

NOTES: 

1S•TAG2 [QU • 
r~,,J".'" A lb+ r;.AL l,••12 

A 17• L-C x•o1• 
A 18• (:C Al3t01JT I 
A 19+ 1..·C x'e"'' 
A 20+ [C AUIOUTPieJ 
A 21 + SVC 38 IS.SU( SVC 

C".J,.A2 .,JI) Ob r1 -';~T; 'f'"'A.,,.G.,..J --;~i;i~"""~u"'fri~;,;~fr'.-7~TI~f;.:' B"-'-"-'"-'"C"-H'-•"'-• -------------

A <:i+•TAG3 ot f.,Ytd1 • SET IUGNHDH 
"J"C8 A 25+ i,:AIOUT). LOA[) RU, COIE ADORE.SS 
fl..iC!CC A 26+ L 1.,:AtBUFI • LOAD R"'S, WOPKAREA ACOPE.SS 

'1U0Li2 A 47+ MVI <.I 111 Jt' 0 2L' • SET FUNCTION COO[ 
,,i,;!',)J A 28+ MVI 3111,(1 • SET FUNCTION CONTROL BY1'E 1 

29+ SCALL 1+7 
30+ (,S .,H 
31+ SVC ,39 
32+ C:.C YL11161 
33+ DC Yll II+ 71 
31t+ SVC .. s 
35+ t-.IOPR 1,. 

36+ SVC .. s 
37+ CJIH, •-2 
38+ SVC !33 

A I;;;.~:@: ~~USE ~~hi 
"'ll0C8 A ltl+ l,:AtOUTI LOAD RI 111ITH Fll(NUI[. ADORlSS 

bll 3Uf LS ,L lb 

bl• LIST DC Al TAU l J 
blS cc Al TAG2 I 
bib cc '-ITAC.'31 
bl 1 oc x•aii• 
bl8 uC AL.31 T A(,lt I 
bl9 (_N[t 

b20 :A tOuT I 
bl.l :A 16UF I 

Second Area 
to Dump 

Designates the predefined list of areas to be dumped. The entire list is referenced as LIST. TAG1 through 
TAG3 are defined as full-word address constants (DC A). The X'80' sets the leftmost bit of TAG4 to 1 (80 = 
1000 0000). The remaining three bytes of TAG4 are specified by AL3. 

0 
0 

Loads. the address of LIST into general register 1. 

Is the SNAP macroinstruction, indicating that general register 1 contains the address of the list of the areas to 
be dumped. 

The dump obtained is identical, in desired content, to the dump that was obtained using 
symbolic addresses. The execution time for the program using register 1 was reduced. The 
only differences in the output listings are minor, and do not affect the use of the dump as a 
debugging aid. They are: 

• The program-relative and absolute addresses differ for each method used. 

• 

• 

• 
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The listing produced by either method aligns on a double-word boundary. Because 
different inline expansion codes are generated by the different uses of the SNAP 
macroinstruction, there is a difference in the addresses of the areas to be dumped. So, 
the listings may be slightly different (as they are in our two examples). You will always 
get the exact area you want, but you can also receive the generated code of the 
instruction before or after the area to be dumped, depending on where the double-word 
alignment begins. 

General 

{ 

S~AP bl' SUPlXMZ AT "IJ'JwlC 

REGS ~-7 "01'onuoCJ "J<;uo .. ai+ '.h.:'t~- ... :J ... 

REGS 8-f O:JOuCCOJ :.'.!JC'JOU'JU 0u(101::JJ.., Registers 

{ 

s~AP W15'l1C TO ul5'1Z'+ 

TAG 1 -TAG2 Ci<.CD18-,}~Ql'hJA(>A D2'J3bD".lb to'l ... C..;7 .. 2 '+5 ••••• 11:.-.- •••• -015018 

{ 

S~,t,P Ql5'Jl8 TO lJlS"ISZ 

. TAG3 -TAG4 CO~D38-581%1'JCb 58:.'.!rJbOCA 922".ll'li..2 92:1.Ji .. 'J.3 OAEf l.;U iJA 19J7.,Q 0A8~5o ••• -f •• - •••••••••••••••••••• -Ol5D31 

Another benefit of using general register 1, rather than symbolic addresses, is when there 
is a large string of addresses. If you wanted to remove one of the addresses, and it was not 
at the end of the string, you would have to change the entire line that contains the address. 
By using a predefined list, you only have to remove the DC instructions defining the 
symbolic addresses. 

If you code the SNAP macroinstruction without any parameters, 

1 0 16 

SNAP 

only the contents of the 16 general registers are printed. 

NOTE: 

The contents of general register 1 are destroyed by the SNAP or SNAPF macroinstruction. If 
you want to record the true contents of the register, store it in a field within the area of 
main storage to be dumped. Also, if you do not specify full-word addresses, the nearest half
word location to the left of the specified address is used. 

7.1.2. Normal Termination Dumps (DUMP) 

A normal termination dump of main storage differs from a snapshot dump in that it prints 
out the entire contents of the job region or all main storage, not just selected areas. The 
DUMP macroinstruction causes this, and it is inserted in place of and acts as an EOJ 
macroinstruction. This means your job step runs to normal completion. Therefore, a DUMP 
macroinstruction terminates a job step without canceling it, unless, of course, something is 
wrong with your program . 
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Just as with the SNAP macroinstruction, you can initiate or suppress the dump at run time • 
through the OPTION job control statement. However, with the DUMP macroinstruction, 
there are three types of dump available: SYSDUMP, JOBDUMP, and DUMP. Only one 
feature is functional per job step, and their hierarchy is in the order just stated. In other 
words, if both SYSDUMP and JOBDUMP are specified, only SYSDUMP is effective. 

The specific meaning of each type of dump is explained in the dump analysis user 
guide/programmer reference, UP-8837 (current version). But briefly, they can be 
summarized as follows: 

The DUMP feature gives you: 

• the job's last executed program status word (PSW) and an identification code indicating 
the source of the dump; 

• the job's 16 general registers; 

• the job's prologue area with the preamble and task control blocks (TCB); and 

• the job's program region. 

The SYSDUMP feature provides a method of determining why the system terminated 
abnormally, which entails: 

• a translation of the state of the entire operating system into charts and texts; and 

• a hexadecimal dump of all of main storage. 

The JOBDUMP feature is basically the same as the DUMP feature, except that the dump 
listing is also translated from hexadecimal to a more easily readable, English-language 
version of the dump. Additionally, whenever you want to use the JOBDUMP feature, you 
must place the following device assignment set in your job control stream: 

10 20 

II DVC 20 
II LFD PRNTR 

If this device assignment set is missing, the dump given is of the module (program) called 
JOBDUMP, not of your module. 

For DUMP and SYSDUMP, a printer must be assigned to the job, but the LFD job control 
statement does not have to have a file name of PRNTR; the file name is what you have 
specified on your DTF macroinstruction for the job's print file. 

If an OPTION job control statement is not present in the control stream, the DUMP 
macroinstruction acts as an EOJ macroinstruction. The OPTION job control statement must 
appear in the job step in which you want the dump to occur. 

• 

• 
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For example, if you assemble, link edit, and execute your load module, and you want the 
dump to occur when you execute your load module, you place the OPTION job control 
statement in the job step that executes your load module, not in the one that assembles or 
link edits. 

The format of the DUMP macroinstruction is: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol] DUMP 
[{ ~;' t; I;" t; " - oodo }] 

The identification-code parameter is a 1- to 4-byte hexadecimal code you assign within the 
program to indicate the source of the dump. If you use all four bytes, it can consist of four 
alphabetic characters, eight numeric characters, or, because each byte can hold one 
alphabetic character or two numeric characters, any combination that equals four bytes. 
Examples of this are: 

• 12345678 

• A123456 

• AB1234 

• ABC12 

• ABCD 

One of the reasons for using an identification code is to uniquely identify the load module 
producing the dump. This serves as an identifier, which can be used for easy reference 
when several different dumps are involved. 

If we used an identification code of ABCD in the DUMP macroinstruction, like this: 

10 16 

DUMP ABCD 
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and used an OPTION JOBDUMP job control statement, the identification code would show 
up here (note also the program status word): 

·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
T A 5 II. (0 .. TROL A l 0 C • 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

TASK CONTROL ~LOCK AT AODRESS 006~00 
TAS~ KEY • I 

NCllT JCB AODHESS • 006~00 

8ACKWAHD LINK AUDRE~~ • U065UO 
SUB TASK: VERTICAL ID • OIHJUOU 
sue TASK COUNT • u 

•All FON THANSIENT 
OUTSTANOIN' l/0 H[QUE~TS • 
TASK Swlf(H PRJUpotlfY • 20 

PR[A~HLE AOOHFSS • 006~UO 

TIUNSIENT JO/S\IL COO[ • IB 
lC•1 ALJL>Rt.55 • uuno110 
TJf"l[H VAL.LIE • u:ou:no 

T A S K • 5 • 

PSVV ... ~~~~~~~~•~li=!•~•~o~,~·~·~·~~~T~A~T~u~s:::;.o~•~o~·:::Jc~o~1~•~0~0~14•::=~1~no~o~u~•~•~•~ 
PROWIUM tc[Y • I • WHICH 15 Jn8 DU"t' 
SYS TOI MOOL 

CHARACTER MOOE IS EH(Dlr 

RE~JSTER SET IS PHO~L(M 
PHOCE.S30H STATE IS PROtH Efll 
0'9UUTION MODE IS IOTIVF 
MOPll I TOH 1"100[ 1 S OFF 

lNTtRUPT COUE • 18 
CONUTTIU~ CU~E • l 
INSIRUCTJON AUORE5S • OOll"tFA 

NONt[HO IN~lHU(TION LEPllCtlH I? RYT[~I 
UPlH&Tlo~: SVC DUMP IN~TRUCTluN: OAI~ 

RfG 3 "f[b .. Identification ---~r 
Code 

REG U 
OOOO&t:iCD 

Ht:.b I 
nuuuo~un UOUJOuun UUllUUUfJO U(Jt.hHlUOU 

!(lb 9 NEG A M[G H 
UllUUOUUU nouuoooo UUtl.JUUun lll1001IUUIJ 

here: 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
T C S 

-----PSW 

.------ Identification Code 

RLb 5 
uouuonou 

Rb,. D 

uouuoouu '4uOUU'4t.C 

Hf(r 7 

uuoonuon 
HEG F 

.. Ufl00'4f b 

ouuouo .. , oou b500 uouoo2uo iOO 500 onooouoo unnonuoo uoaob'tOO J Rouuuuo uuuuuouu • •. • •••• • •••• ,.,, •. • • ••••• •.• ••••• -oo•soo 

oouuzo COlfl0018 7UuU0'4Fl UU00l8CO 011oonsoo OOlJflOUUO OQJOOUOO unuuoouo uouuuouu ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -oo•520 

OOIJ0'40•'400U0'482 uouooou11 uuoouoon ooouuuoo uoeoouno ouuonono uoouuuou uoouuoou • , , •• , , ••• , , •••• , , •• , • , ••• , , , ••• -oo•stto 

ooua•O-'tOOUO't[( '4UU00'4£1\ OU0000011 OflOUO..JUO oonoouon aooouooo uoouoouo oooououu • ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••····oo•~•o 

oouotto-nouoooou oouououn UUfJOOOOI'} QOUUQ·IOO ooriunuoo ooonuouo one .. lt:OU uouuotuu •·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• -00•~10 

0000.10 .. oouuu .. cc uouoooon uuoooono nnuuo11on urir1nouoo uoo11ouon uoououuu oouuoouu •,,,,., ••••••• ,,, •••••• ,,,, ••• , •• -oo•5AD 

oauocu-oouuoour1 Ou1.1uooun ......... 

and here: 

Identification 
Code ---~ ·I "'" " HlC I "'· , RfG J RE• . ... 5 ••• • Hf G 1 

udtJUAt-i(O ri11u11ni..on 'lUUUUUu!"' ounonuou UUllUUUrJU UOuUOLJUu 'tuf1Ul)'t~2 uuoonuoo ~(G d Hl, • HE G . wfG s RE• c •<• IJ ••• r HEG r l11!1JULILlil1! IJLuuflUHn dlJUunuun UOUlJ·JLl".J'l tJfl!)UOQ!Jll uouunouu 'tuOUO'tEC 'tQOOO'tfb 

J 0 " U S E D c a Q E 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 

• 

• 

• 
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If we used the same DUMP macroinstruction (with identification code ABCD), but used an 
OPTION SYSDUMP job control statement, the identification code and the PSW again appear 
in the task control block (TCB) area and register 0 of the program registers of the portion of 
the dump belonging to the particular program (job step) that issued the DUMP 
macroinstruction. 

If an OPTION DUMP job control statement was used, it would appear as: 

USER t: OJ OUMP 
P~~ AT INflRkUPl ~nl6UOld70UU0'4fA EHHO~ rODf • onOOA~CO T(t1 ADUR • U06~0D 

Identification 
Code 

P~OttlfM PHO~HA~ ~E~~ 

H£us 0-1 ouut1AtH.o uouu '>UU ounouuou ononr:inou 

HEGS H•F ouu ouu unou oou nuoouuuo ononnnou 

JOH PfH.U1bLE 
FFFcoo C'fE'fO'fu7 'ffJ'fU O'fU r1onouoA'f onuosou~ 

FF F ( 10 03D~u2~J U6C'f OFO OlDSU203 OA('ffllfU 

PSW ----------'-'-'_<;..•_o __ o_o_o_u...;o_o_u_u __ o_no_u_. o a o ouuo uo i:; rl E. ~ s RD 'E .. 

Fff(60 "10'4U't0'Hl U76Ul 1sc !JU"ICOIJUr atnFH6FO 

ldentif ication ______ '_'_'_<_"_" __ o_o_uu_•_o_u_o __ u_n_o_u_u_o_u_o __ "_""-n .. 0_1 o_,_' -"-"-'-"_c_c_o_u__, 
Code fff(AU OUOUUIJIJI U07t•UA00 'lUOl UOIJU unonunou 

FFFCCO OOJUJl~R oooouooo ~un1uuu0 OOOOrJnQll 

FFFct.O ouuuuuuo unouuooo ouu 1ono unoonoou PSW--------------TC1:S 
FFF 11nn I 01JUb~uf) LlOOUUlUO 2on sou Ql)OOOflOU 

FFF020 CU160U1n 1nouu"tFA ouonABCO onoor1sou 

FFFO"tO "t01JJO"tu2 uoouuouo nuonoonu onoor1no11 

FffnbO "tuuuU"tLC "tOOUU"tE6 oor1noooo onuooooo 

FFF 1)r<Q c1uuuoo~1J unouLnou ounoouuu uounnnuu 

FFFoao ooouo,,.~c u~uuunou ~unoooou onon~ouu 

FfFDCO 0011uuuun uoouuonu 

ouoouono ouuuoouo 'fuouu'ftt2 unooounu 

U0001]tJ00 OUOUOUUO "fUOUU If[(. 'tOOOU"fr 0 

uoou1tcnu autiuo5Llf uuouoeou uooouuou 

70011 sno 1)LIOU7U'tlf nuOU7'tS8 uooouuuu 

051fUlfOOO OUUUOOUO UUOUUUUU OOUUUuOU 

F 1ri;,uoou 1Ju'tUUUUU uuF.tt:O.lnu UOUUUuOU 

OAFOOlJ'4l ouuuouu I uu71:rnso I OAFOUuOU 

ooouuuno uuuuuuuo uuouuuou uoouuuou 

Qtlf)UUOOU fJUOUUlJUU uuOuu I dU UOUlJO\JU I 

uooou11ou ouuuuouo uuouunno uuoouuou 

OUOOUOOIJ OuUU6"1UO l~Ouuuou uoooouou 

uuuuuooo ouououuo uuouuuou ooooouou 

ouaouoon auuouuuo uuouunou uoououou 

U00lJOl"'ll10 'lUUOUOUO uuouuoou uoooounu 

uunuu{1QO riunU!lUuu uoeu I tou oce 1 ouou 

uunuonnn 11uuooouo ououuuao uouuuuou 

UU6'f20 

006'fAU 

ooosoo 

nu65i2o 

OUO~AO 

Just to see what an alphanumeric identification code printout looks like, here is an example 
using an OPTION DUMP job control statement with an identification code of AB1234: 

U':>lf< t UJ UUMP 
EH~OH ronr .lotlAHl2J"t) 

Identification 
Code .JUU PW~ Al'lbL[ 

~rrci·u c1c.1.F1t2 F'\f't Ll"td 11oc1n11u•1•-1 nnun•,nou 

~ff t lfl 03i.>':>0lLd U,.,('1 Uft! UJO~Oll.)J DA('+t! 1flJ 

FFf C tdl "tU"tU"ltl"lri u7b1JllbC 'l0'4(Qlll!l "l'lf7f6Fu 

I dent if ication ------'-'-'_c_"_"--"-"-"-"-" u_u_'_' -"-"-"-"_u_o_u_u __ n_u<....,"-' -"-' '-' -'-"-' •_n_·_c_"_"__. 
Code f Ff CAO ll011uuuu1 uo7nuanu nuo 1uO·J oriuonnou 

F ff C. CO nuuuu 11.. q uonuuunu owi uo11 onun°01•n11 

~·Frcrn OlHlUOUull Uf1{!(Jl.)0(JU f)Ufll JUU'.J unun1• 1I011 

Psw~-~-----------
TC.11S 

FFF fJU 

~f"frJ/0 CUlbUUI~ 1nuuu'4~A ouA~ll.l"I unr1n 1S!ll.J 

FFrn"IU '40UOll"lo2 un(JiJUlllJu 11un11uuu,i 1.•nun11ri£J1J 

Hff'\hU 'tOVuU"lt.C 't'111ttL1'tF6i 1Jd1J'lllr1n11 onon!·nnu 

{IUrltJOnno f)LtUUIJOulJ 'tUnuulft:\2 UfJUUuullU 

owwuonu 1Jul1ULJUull •tufJULJiltE( 'tUUUU't[ b 

(l!JJU'tCnu l)Ul1UO'>l't uuOUbtitlU lHIUllOuru 

76fll lbOU UlJ{l(J7U't't l.)UIJu7't~b UIJUUUur.u 

L)'>"IQ"IO(lfJ OuUlJIJUuO uuOu(JIJIJU Uflll!lU,,d)U 

FIFoUflflO Ou"li.lOUuU uuFlulOU UIJUl)UuCU 

dAFthJCl"tf_ Uul•1lJOU1 uo7ou31JI uAFOUu(•U 

uu!Juuuno nvuuouuu uuoul1unu uriuntJucu 

QIJflUUIJO[l fl<JUU'JUUIJ UUOUU I ffU UOUl'll.;Ol 

uDOuol4!1l(J llul•UIJ(JuU uuuuuoou UilUUU.;{JU 

uuon11nnn 11uuuo'+ul1 1110uunou uuuouu1•v 

UUfJOll!lOO dl.tl•UUUUU uuouuouo uoonuuuu 

UIJ1luUOOO fJlJtJUllUuU ounouuno UUOUUu(1U 

nonnuDnU ouPu1Juuu uuouuonu uuvuou11u 

tJUb'tlU 

UIJb't"tQ 

11Ub"tbU 

UUb"180 

uublltEO 

nubSUO 

f!lJbh2U 
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You can preload register 0 with the identification code in the same manner as you load .--
the list of symbolic addresses for the SNAP or SNAPF macroinstruction. By using register 
0, you save on execution time and conserve main storage space. 

If you don't specify an identification code, either on the DUMP macroinstruction or by 
preloading it in register 0, an identification code of binary zeros is supplied by the 
operating system. 

NOTE: 

A main storage dump and normal termination can also be requested by the console 
operator entering the DUMP command at the system console. The results are the same as 
for a DUMP macroinstruction included within your program. 

7.1.3. Abnormal Termination 

A main storage dump can also be obtained by using the CANCEL macroinstruction. 
However, in this case, the issuing program is terminated (and any subsequent programs in 
the job). This macroinstruction terminates the issuing program when error conditions are 
encountered that prevent further processing. 

A main storage dump and abnormal termination can also occur when the operating 
system performs abnormally. This is known as a system failure dump. 

The functions of the CANCEL macroinstruction can also be obtained by the console 
operator entering the CANCEL command at the system console. 

7.2. CHECKPOINT AND RESTART CAPABILITY 

Hardware and software malfunctions can cause your job to terminate before its normal 
completion. Another reason for termination could be that the operator canceled your job 
because a high-priority job required all the facilities of the computer. If the job is small, 
you can rerun it without any really great loss. But, what if it is a long or complex job, 
where rerunning the job could increase both processing time and cost, thereby reducing 
productivity? OS/3 has provided the checkpoint facility, which allows you to periodically 
record the operational status of your job with checkpoints. You can then restart the job 
from the point where a checkpoint was taken rather than start the entire job all over 
again. 

When a checkpoint is taken, a series of records are written to a SAT checkpoint file on 
disk, format label diskette, or tape. These records contain the data needed to restart the 
job, which includes: 

• the checkpoint header; 

• the job preamble; 

• the primary TCB (and any subtask TCBs); 

• 

• 
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• the remainder of the prologue; 

• a list of the files open when the checkpoint was taken; and 

• your program. 
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Each checkpoint is assigned a serial number, which is contained in a checkpoint header 
record along with the checkpoint file name, job name, and job step number. This 
information is displayed on the system console and written to the system log. When you 
want to restart from a checkpoint you enter this information as parameters on the RST job 
control statement. 

When you restart the job, 1t 1s reestablished to a condition functionally identical to the 
condition at the time the checkpoint was reached. Tape files are repositioned to the point 
at which they were, and control is returned to the program at the address specified by the 
checkpoint. In this way, you do not have to rerun the entire job, just the part that was not 
completed. (However, if the cause of the failure is in your program, the same error will 
reoccur.) 

You might want to create a checkpoint record at some specific occurrence, such as the 
end of a magnetic tape reel in a multivolume input file or after processing a specific 
number of records. Some people prefer to generate the checkpoint record at fixed time 
intervals, say, every 15 minutes (by using the SETIME macroinstruction to set a timer 
interrupt) . 

A user issuing checkpoints and using an open file with the FCB in main storage feature 
may receive errors on attempting a restart, as the file is not guaranteed to be available. 

It is not practical to try to reposition data cards in the card reader when restarting from a 
checkpoint. However, if you want to use the checkpoint facility with card files, you can 
enter the cards as embedded data in the job control stream and use the GETCS 
macroinstruction to access the data. 

The capability to generate checkpoint records is a function of the supervisor, and the 
capability to use these checkpoint records to restart a job is a function of job control 
(through the RST job control statement). 

In order to restart a job, you must reenter the original control stream with an RST job 
control statement, which must appear as the first job control statement of your job control 
stream. Of course, all the files needed to complete the job must be available, along with 
the file that contains the checkpoint records. For information on how to use the RST job 
control statement, see the job control user guide, UP-8065 (current version). 

NOTE: 

The LFD job control statement in the device assignment set for the checkpoint file must 
not contain the /NIT parameter. This parameter causes the file to be written from the 
beginning of the file. In other words, the checkpoint records already existing on the file 
will be overwritten. 

f 

t 
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A series of checkpoint records is generated each time a CHKPT macroinstruction is 
..,._ executed in a program. These records must be written to a SAT file (defined by a DDCPF 

macroinstruction). The use of this macroinstruction and those needed to open and close 
the file are discussed later in this section (along with how the CHKPT macroinstruction is 
used in connection with these other macroinstructions). The format of the parameters of 
the CHKPT macroinstruction is: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

[symbol) CHKPT filename [, restart-addr][, ,error-addr] 

All the parameters of this macroinstruction are positional parameters. 

The filename parameter specifies the symbolic address of the macroinstruction that 
defines the checkpoint record file. This macroinstruction is a DDCPF macroinstruction for a 

..,._ SAT file. The value specified for this filename parameter is also the value you use for the 
filename parameter of the LFD job control statement in the device assignment set that 
defines the checkpoint file in the job control stream. 

The restart-addr parameter is used to supply the symbolic address of an instruction in your 
program that is to receive control when restarting the program from the series of records 
taken by the execution of this CHKPT macroinstruction. 

If an error occurs during the execution of the CHKPT macroinstruction, the job, by default, 
is terminated abnormally. However, you can place an error routine in your program to 
override this abnormal termination and continue processing without the checkpoint. The 
error-addr parameter is used to specify the symbolic address of this error routine. In this 
way, if an error does occur, the error routine receives control; no abnormal termination 
occurs. After the execution of a CHKPT macro, the checkpoint routine checks register 0, 
which contains the checkpoint status, and which is, in effect, an error code. If the error 
code is equal to 0, it means the checkpoint completed successfully, and processing of the 
job continues. If the code is other than 0, the error routine (or abnormal termination, if an 
error-addr parameter is not used) receives control. The possible checkpoint error 
conditions and error codes that may occur are listed in Table 7-1. Also listed are the 
possible restart error conditions and codes that may occur when trying to restart the job. 

NOTE: 

If you use the error-addr parameter, you must code two commas preceding it. 

Once again, if you do not provide a checkpoint error routine in your program and do not 
supply its symbolic address with the error-addr parameter of the CHKPT macroinstruction, 
the job terminates abnormally (if an error occurs), and the following message is displayed 
at the system console: 

JC03 JOB jobname TERMINATED ABNORMALLY.ERR CODE number 

where number corresponds to the error code listed in Table 7-1. These error codes are 
also listed in the system messages programmer/operator reference manual, UP-8076 
(current version). 

• 

• 

• 
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Error 
Code 

(in Hexadecimal) 

AO 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

A8 
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Table 7-1. Checkpoint/Restart Error Codes 

Description 

Checkpoint Error Codes 

Checkpoint file is not opened. 

Unrecoverable 1/0 error while writing a checkpoint record 

Checkpoint record cannot fit in checkpoint file. 

NOTE: 

If the checkpoint record cannot fit, an attempt is made to write 
checkpoint file. If it still does not fit, this error code is returned. 

Illegal parameter specified on checkpoint macro 

Restart Error Codes 

Unrecoverable 1/0 error while reading checkpoint file 

At restart, processor could not locate designated checkpoint. 
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it at the start of the 

At restart, processor could not position data tape files; unrecoverable 1/0 error. 

At restart, processor determined that supervisor was not compatible with the supervisor at the time 
of the checkpoint. 

At restart, processor determined that hardware incompatibilities existed between the system at 
checkpoint time and the system at restart time. 

7.2.2. Using a SAT File as a Checkpoint File 

When using a SAT disk as a checkpoint file, as many checkpoint records as will fit are 
recorded in the disk space you allocate for the file (with ari EXT job control statement). 
When the space is exhausted, a wraparound, in effect, takes place: the checkpoint records 
are written at the beginning of the file, over the existing records, thus losing those 
checkpoint records taken earlier. For this reason, you cannot intersperse any of your data 
with checkpoint records on disk, because you could lose data if wraparound occurs. 

With tape or diskette SAT files, as with disk files, you cannot mix any of your data with 
checkpoint records; data and checkpoint records must go to separate files . 
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7.2.2.1. Estimate Space Requirements for a Disk Checkpoint File 

Each checkpoint consists of a series of 256-byte records of the following type: 

Data 

Checkpoint header 

Prologue 

Preamble 
TCB 

Remainder of prologue 

File list 

User program 

Checkpoint 
Records 

1 

1 
n 

n 

n 

n 

(2 TCB records per task) 

(
n =remaining size) 

256 

/n = user program) 

\

1 

256 

File structures n (n = 4 x number of open files) 

Using this list, you can estimate the minimum disk space requirements. The total amount of 
space required depends on the size of your program. For example, assume your program 
consisting of one task occupies 8192 bytes of main storage plus a prologue of 1024 bytes, 
and six files are open at the time the checkpoint macro is issued. The checkpoint records 
would consist of the following: 

Checkpoint 
Data Records Bytes 

Checkpoint header 1 256 

Prologue 
Preamble (1 record - 256 bytes) 
TCB (2 records - 512 bytes) 
Remainder of prologue (2 records - 512 bytes) 

Total prologue 5 1280 

File list 1 256 

User program 32 8192 

File structures 24 6144 

Totals 63 16128 

• 

• 

• 
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Thus, a checkpoint for this program would consist of 63 records of 256 bytes each, or a 
total of 16, 128 bytes. It should be noted that the previous formula results in an estimate of 
minimum space required. The actual space needed may be greater or less than the 
estimate, depending on the specific program environment (for example, the number of files 
open at the time of checkpoint). 

If you allocate only two tracks, each checkpoint taken would overwrite the preceding 
checkpoint. To avoid doing this, you must allocate at least twice the minimum space 
required, which in this case is approximately four tracks. The current checkpoint would 
then overwrite the records recorded from an earlier checkpoint, while the most recent 
checkpoint would always be available. 

7.2.2.2. Define, Open, and Close a SAT Checkpoint File (DDCPF, DCPOPN, 
DCPCLS) 

When employing a SAT checkpoint file, a different group of macroinstructions are used to 
define, open, and close the file. We will now explain each. 

In order to define a SAT checkpoint file, use the DDCPF macroinstruction. As you can see 
in the format, there are no parameters associated with this macroinstruction. 

LABEL 60PERATION6 OPERAND 

filename DDCPF 

There is only a filename in the label field. This filename is the symbolic address and is 
used as positional parameter 1 (filename) of both the CHKPT macroinstruction and the LFD 
job control statement. 

Because the DDCPF macroinstruction does not generate executable code, it must be 
placed separate from your BAL instructions and imperative macroinstructions. 

Use the DCPOPN macroinstruction to open the SAT checkpoint file (before the execution of 
the CHKPT macroinstruction). It has this format: 

LABEL 60PERATION6 

[symbol] DCPOPN 

OPERAND 

{
f i I ename} 

( 1 ) 

The filename parameter specifies the symbolic address of the DDCPF macroinstruction 
that defines the checkpoint file. You can also preload this address in general register 1, 
and you indicate this by coding (1) in place of the filename parameter . 
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To close a SAT checkpoint file, use the DCPCLS macroinstruction (after the last time the 
CHKPT macroinstruction is executed). The format is: 

LABEL L';QPERATIQNL'; 

[symbol] DC PC LS 

OPERAND 

{
filename} 
( 1 ) 

The two parameter choices, filename or (1 ), have the same meaning as the parameters of 
the DCPOPN macroinstruction: filename is the symbolic address of the DDCPF 
macroinstruction, and (1) indicates that the address is stored in general register 1. 

Following is an example showing the relationship between the parameters of the CHKPT 
macroinstruction and the new macroinstructions we just discussed. 

10 16 

DCPOPN CKDISK 

CHKPT CKDISK,RESTART .. ERRl 

ERRl (your error recovery routine) 

RESTART (instruction where program is to begin if restarted} 

DCPCLS CKDISK 

EOJ 

CKDISK DDCPF 

• 

• 

• 
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Another means of debugging a program is the monitor routine. It enables you to track (or 
trace) the execution of a program (by using a hardware interrupt) so that errors can be found 
and fixed. As input, you provide monitor statements that indicate the type of diagnostic 
action to be performed at a specific point in the program. 

The monitor routine interrupts each instruction after it is executed, and tests whether any of 
the following test conditions are stated in the monitor statement input and have been met 
by the instruction. 

• A specified storage location is referenced (or the data stored at that location is 
changed). 

• A specified location in the program is reached. 

• A specific sequence of instruction occurs. 

• A specified register is changed. 

If any of these conditions are met, you get a printout of various types of program 
information, depending on which display option you chose. This is summarized in Table 7-1. 

Then, you can: 

• continue executing the program under monitor control; 

• suspend program execution; or 

• continue the normal execution of the program without intervention from the monitor 
routine. 

Depending on how you call the monitor routine into main storage and the choice of actions 
you select, an entire task or only part of a task can be monitored. 

To activate the monitor routine, you must ensure that the following provisions are met 

• The monitor routine must be in main storage. 

• The monitor bit in the PSW must be set. 

• The task to be monitored, location options, and actions must be specified to the monitor 
routine. 

• A printer must be available . 
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There are two ways to call the monitor routine into main storage. Which one you use 
depends on whether you want to trace instructions from the beginning of the job or wait 
until after the job begins executing. 

Whenever you use the monitor routine, keep this in mind: it occupies 3K bytes of main 
storage. If you specify the minimum main storage as a parameter of the JOB control 
statement, make sure you do not overestimate the storage size needed by your job, because 
it is possible that there might not be enough main storage available for the monitor when 
you combine your job needs plus the 3K bytes needed by the monitor. 

Another point to remember: the monitor routine cannot be run in a strict spooling 
environment, because the job being monitored always requires the sole use of a printer. You 
can accomplish this through the addr parameter of the DVC job control statement which, in 
effect, dedicates a printer strictly to this job. It's coded immediately following the logical unit 
number (separated by a comma). Every device has a hardware address number associated 
with it. Your site manager can provide you with the number you need. (In most cases, 
however, this number can be physically found on the device itself, generally on some type of 
label.) This number is then coded in the device assignment set for the print file in your job. 

Assume the printer you want to dedicate has a hardware address number of 170. Using 20 
as the logical unit number, the DVC job control statement would be: 

10 20 

II DVC 20,170 

It is also recommended that the job be run as the first job immediately after the system is 
initialized (initial program load) to ensure that the job is scheduled; otherwise, you might 
have to wait for the job to be scheduled, depending on the work load. 

7.3.1.1. Monitoring from the Beginning of the Job 

If you want to begin monitoring with the first instruction executed, you must call the 
monitor routine into main storage before the job to be monitored is run. In this case, the 
monitor input is entered as embedded data in the control stream. The following job control 
statement must be inserted into the job you are monitoring: 

II CC MO 

• 

• 

• 
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If enough main storage is available at the time the job is scheduled, the monitor routine will 
be loaded at the time the job is initiated. If enough main storage is not available, it is 
possible that your job could be scheduled without the monitor routine. This could happen 
because the I I CC job control statement cannot guarantee immediate loading of the 
monitor. If this happens and your job is scheduled without the monitor, you may select one 
of two options as follows: 

1. Wait until more main storage is available before running your job. 

2. Load the monitor routine into main storage by using the MO console command. The 
format of the command is: 

MO 

After typing in the command, you can verify that the monitor had been loaded by typing 
in the following console command: 

MI DA 

If the monitor routine has been successfully loaded, the symbiont SL$$MO will appear 
among the jobs and symbionts listed. When you have verified that the monitor is 
loaded, the job to be monitored should be run WITHOUT the // CC job control 
statement. 

If you want to use the monitor beginning with the first instruction of the program, you must 
enter the monitor statements as embedded data in the job control stream. The job step that 
contains the program to be monitored must include an OPTION job control statement with 
the TRACE parameter specified. This parameter activates the monitor routine by setting the 
monitor bit in the PSW and creates a link between this job step and the monitor statements. 
If the OPTION job control statement is not present in the proper job step (the one with the 
monitor statements - the one you want to trace), it will not activate the monitor routine 
because an OPTION job control statement is effective only in the job step in which it is 
encountered. As soon as the program begins executing, monitoring begins, and it continues 
until the program completes or until the monitor is deactivated by meeting the conditions 
that accompany a Q action (7.3.5.3) . 
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The control stream you submit when you want to monitor from the beginning of the job 
would look something like this: 

10 20 

1. II JOB jobname 

device assignment sets 
2. and any other necessary 

job control statements 

II CC MO 
3. II OPTION TRACE 
4. II EXEC program-name 

1$ 

monitor input-explained 
in 7. 3 . 2 5 ·{ 

I• 

6. II PARAM operands 
1$ 

7 ·{ 

8. { 

any data cards 
needed by the program 

I• 

I& 
I I FIN 

1. Is the JOB control statement, which must be present at the beginning of every job. 

2. Represents the device assignment sets and any other job control statements you 
might need to define the requirements for the job. 

3. Is the OPTION job control statement indicating you want to monitor the job step. It 
is placed before the EXEC job control statement for the job step. 

4. Calls the program from a library and initiates its execution. 

5. Shows where you place the monitor statements. They are enclosed by the/$ and 
/* job control statements (start of data and end of data). The monitor statements, 
in effect, are data for this job, but their presence does not affect processing of any 
other data for this job. r 

6. Indicates where you would place any PARAM job control statements that pertain 
to this job step: after the monitor statements, but before any other card data files . 

7. Is the start of data, card data file, and end of data. 

• 

• 

• 
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8. Ends the job and term in ates the card reader operations. Of course, there could be 
more job steps than this, but for the sake of brevity, we have shown only a single
job-step job. 

7.3.1.2. Monitoring after Execution Begins 

It should be noted that, when the monitor is in use, it executes several instructions of its 
own for every monitored instruction in the program. For a large program, this could require 
excessive amounts of processor time, especially if the problem area is at the end of the 
program. (If it is at the beginning of the program, a Q action can be used to deactivate the 
monitor after the necessary data is obtained. The Q action is described in 7.3.5.3.) However, 
once you determine the particular area in which the problem exists, you can limit the 
monitor activities to this portion of the program. You do this by initiating the monitor routine 
via a console type-in (7.3.1.1) after the job begins execution, and then entering the monitor 
statements through the card reader (or the system console if a card reader is not available). 
This requires some form of communication between you and the console operator, either 
oral or written. 

The executing program must be temporarily suspended so the monitor can be activated 
before the area of code to be monitored is passed. There are three different methods for 
doing this. 

First, if you have an instruction in the program that you do not need for this execution, you 
can use the ALTER job control statement to change that instruction to a supervisor call 
(SVC) for the YIELD routine. This changed instruction must be a point in the program before 
the area to be monitored. The ALTER job control statement would look something like this: 

10 20 30 

II ALTER phase-name,address,X'0A04' 

The ALTER job control statement and its parameter are explained in the job control user 
guide, UP-8065 (current version). The X'OA04' (positional parameter 3) is what replaces the 
existing instruction and makes it an SVC instruction for the YIELD routine. It causes the 
program to halt at the address on the ALTER job control statement. You tell the operator to 
have the monitor statements ready in the card reader. When the program halts, the operator 
types in 00 MO R, which activates the monitor routine. (This acts just like the TRACE 
parameter of the OPTION job control statement.) The monitor statements are then read into 
the system, and the program named on the monitor statement is matched against all the 
programs currently executing, until it arrives at the proper program (this applies to all three 
methods). In 7.3.2, we explain the format for the monitor statement input, which applies to 
input entered after execution begins or as embedded data in the control stream. However, it 
should be noted that when monitor statements are entered after execution begins, no/$ or 
/* job control statements are needed to enclose the monitor input. Since all the job control 
statements are read before execution, an OPTION TRACE job control statement is not 
included in that control stream to activate the monitor. If you examine the control stream 
shown in 7.3.1.1 used to activate the monitor from the beginning of the job, you will see the 
difference between it and the following control stream used only to start the job and alter an 
instruction in your program. (It does not activate the monitor; a console type-in does.) 
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50 

device assignment sets and any other necessary job control statements 

II EXEC program-name 
II PARAM operands 
1$ 

any data cards needed by the program 
I• 

I& 
I I FIN 

The explanation for each job control statement is the same as for the corresponding job 
control statement in 7.3.1.1. Notice the absence of an OPTION job control statement and the 
monitor statements, and the presence of the ALTER job control statement. 

After the monitor statements have been read, the operator must issue the GO command, 
using the same job name as that on the JOB control statement. This resumes program 
execution under monitor control. 

The second method of suspending the executing program is the use of a DMDSP 
macroinstruction with a REP parameter. By placing it in a location near the area you want to 
monitor, you can use the halt when the program is suspended and the message it generates to 
instruct the operator to activate the monitor. Once again, the operator must have the monitor 
statements ready in the card reader (no/$ or/*). He then enters 00 MO R to activate the 
monitor. After the monitor statements have been read, he enters the reply you requested with 
the DMDSP macroinstruction to resume processing under monitor control. The monitor input is 
exactly the same as when using the first method. That is, no /$ or /* encloses it, and an 
OPTION TRACE job control statement is not submitted in the control stream. (And, in this case, 
no ALTER job control statement is submitted.) For more information on the DMDSP 
macroinstruction, refer to the consolidated data management macroinstructions user 
guide/programmer reference, UP-8826 (current version). 

The third method is to instruct the operator to type in the PAUSE command at some specific 
place in the program execution. This could be after a certain time limit has expired, or when 
a certain milestone is reached, such as the end of an input tape file. The operator places the 
monitor statements in the card reader and, when the system halts, types 00 MO R to 
activate the monitor routine. After the monitor statements are read, he finally types GO and 
the job name from the JOB control statement to resume program execution under monitor 
control. 

• 

• 

• 
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There might be a situation when there is no card reader available to read in the monitor 
statement (or no keypunch readily available to prepare the monitor statements). If this is the 
case, the operator can type in 00 MO C at the system console. The C indicates to the 
system that the monitor statements are going to be input via the console, not via a card 
reader. (This applies to entering the monitor statements during all three methods of 
suspending program execution.) In this way the operator can enter the task, options, and 
actions at the console. He enters one card at a time, a line on the screen corresponding to a 
card in the monitor statement input, and indicates the end of each card by pressing the 
TRANSMIT key. After all monitor statements are sent, he enters the GO command followed 
by the job name. 

7.3.2. Monitor Input Fonnat 

The monitor statements define what to monitor (task), when to monitor (option), and what to 
do when you monitor (action). This applies to monitor statements submitted via the control 
stream as embedded data before the job begins, and to the monitor statements used by the 
operator after program execution was begun. (Remember, the /$ and /* job control 
statements are only needed when the monitor statements are submitted as embedded data.) 

Fort.he program you want to monitor, only one task can be specified. It must be coded as the 
first monitor statement of the input, and no options or actions can share this card with the 
task. These tasks are explained in 7.3.3. For the task, however, you can specify up to 15 
different options. (Each option must be on its own card; no two options can be present on 
the same card.) Each option can specify as many actions as will fit on a single card. A space 
must be used to separate the option from the first action on the card, and each succeeding 
.action is separated from the previous action by a semicolon (;). 

So, if you want to specify one option and one action, it would be coded as: 

10 20 

option action 

If you wanted three different options, each with two actions, it would be coded as: 

opt ion-1 act ion-1 ;act ion-2 
opt ion-2 act ion-l;act ion-2 
opt ion-3 act ion-1 ;act ion-2 

The last card used in the monitor input stream is a $ card. (Do not confuse this with the /$ 
job control statement, which indicates start of data.) 

So, the order of a monitor input stream is: 

• the task statement; 

• the first option statement with its actions; 

• any other option statements and their actions; and 

• the $ card. 
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The options are described in 7.3.4, and the actions are defined in 7.3.5. 

Figure 7-1 shows the format of the monitor statements . 

First 
Monitor 

Statement 

.____ ___ task -----1 

~ 
*U=jobname ~ 
*P=phase-name 
*S=symbiont-name 

, *T=transient-number 

Note 1 .___ ___ option __ ____. L 1-------- first -------1 1------- succeeding ------I 
action actions 

Succeeding 
Monitor 

Statements 

NOTES: 

{

(PR:xv) } 
S (_!!/D: bddd) 

(8BS:xv) 

A(PR:xv) [Rnn] 

l(xmcd) 

R(n) 

Note2 

DLR [ n[-RnLJ DLR [ n[-RnLJ 

rR,xv) } rR,xv) } 
DLS[Lnn] (~/D:bddd) DLS[Lnn] (!!/D:bddd) 

!ABS: xv !ABS: xv 

Hccc Hccc 

Q Q 

1. If no option is specified, the monitor routine assumes a default option (7.3.4.5) and default display (7.3.5.1.3). 

2. If no action is specified, the monitor routine produces a default display (7.3.5.1.3). Also, remember that the first 
c.ction is separated from the option by a blank space, and any succeeding actions are separated from the previous 
action by a semicolon. 

Figure 7-1. Monitor Input Format 

7.3.3. Defining What You Want to Monitor 

The task you want to monitor can be one of four types: 

1. Your entire program 

2. A certain phase of your program 

3. A symbiont, which is a system utility routine 

4. A transient, which is an OS/3 routine that is nonresident and is called into a transient 
area when needed 

• 

• 

• 
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• In this format: 

• 

• 

l
*U=jobname l 
*P=phase-name 

*S=symbiont-name 

*T=transient-number 

you can see that each type has its own specification, and each type is preceded by an 
asterisk. 

If you want to monitor all the phases of your program, use the *U--=jobname entry. The 
jobname is the same as the jobname parameter on the JOB control statement. (Remember, 
if you have the operator enter the monitor statements after the program has started, you 
can limit monitoring to a part of the job step; otherwise, the job step is monitored from the 
beginning.) 

For example, if the JOB control statement is: 

10 20 

II JOB POCO 

the monitor task statement would be: 

*U=POCO 

Because a program can consist of more than one phase, it can be useful to use the 
specific phase name with the *P=phase-name entry. (A program can also have more than 
one phase.) If you want to monitor a phase, you have to know its name. The names of the 
phases used in a program are listed on the allocation map provided by the linkage editor. 
(Remember, operator input can limit the monitor to a portion of a phase.) 

If the phase name you want is this: 

L;"kLOUtlU 

LOAD MU0Ulf • LN~lO~ 

NOOt. - 1"100 r 
F AUfO•l~(llJOU.l lLf'ff1H'\ .. 

• 7S/IU/0~ U~•~9 .. l"HjJ~t 

P~ /.I tll 
l)i"j(tJf17 

IH'•C.:Or'lll 

u ..... ,o .. l 
UPICOKc, 

OPICO"l 
,_H>j(O,.i;, 

Dt",CO,.. .. 

0"'iC0tO 

the monitor task statement is: 

*P=LNKLODSS 

.. Al LOCAT I l'll'f ··- .. 
SI lE - nnuuci':>ll 

T ft'l l !> 10 

OttJ 

C SEl T <II 
fNTRY JI 
f.1, TMY UI 
[1'4ffU ~· [h1TNY UI 
(1,1TRT w I 
£~TRY "' [~TRY Ul 
hot THY JI 

L•k u•• 
OUuUOUUlJ 

ouuuuuuu 
l.lllUOUUuu 
uuuouuuu 
ouuoouvu 
lJUUOUUUU 
OllUOOIJUU 

oououu~"' 
nuvUtHIUlJ 

r)Uuuouuu 

HIAUON 
UOUi.JO._,CR 

OUUUU'U.F unouu-teso nouuonun 
ouoounuo 
oouooouo 
ouuoouoo 
oouuooun 
000000011 

oouooouo 
00000000 
ouoooouo 
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Update A 

To monitor a symbiont, you have to obtain its name from the system load library file 
(SYSLOD), and use the *S=symbiont-name entry. For example, the name of the system • 
utility symbiont (SU) is SL$$SU. To monitor it, you would code 

10 2 0 

*S=SL$$U00 

as the monitor task statement. 

Every transient has a decimal number associated with it. A list of these decimal numbers 
is maintained by the supervisor. If you want to monitor a supervisor transient your 
program is using, your Sperry Univac systems analyst can help you in determining the 
number of the transient you need. Once you have obtained it, you use it in the * 
T=transient-number entry. If, for example, the transient number is 24, you would code the 
monitor task statement as: 

*T=24 

NOTE: 

If the job or symbiont you want to monitor has one primary task and one or more subtasks, 
you can monitor only the primary task. 

7.3.4. Specifying Options 

The second and succeeding cards used for monitor statements specify options and actions, 
that is, points in the program where one or more actions are to be taken by the monitor 
routine, and what is to occur. 

The first entry in each of these cards specifies the option. This may be followed by one or 
more actions to be performed at the specified location (or else a default action applies). 
These actions are described in 7.3.5. In this discussion, all the options are discussed first 
and then the actions. You can tie the appropriate options and actions to a task to obtain 
your desired result. 

If there are duplicate or overlapping options, only the first one specified is processed at 
execution time. For example, if the same instruction location is specified by two separate 
cards, the monitor routine performs the actions requested on the first card for that location 
and then executes the instruction. The second card is never considered for that location, 
even if the actions are totally different. 

Options may be specified in any sequence; there is no need to list them according to any 
pattern. Remember, in the case of duplicate or overlapping options, only the first option is 
--nrocessed. 

There are four types of options you can specify, using the following format: 

sJ~;~~~:~dd)) 
lc~_BS: xv) 

A(f.R:xv)[Rnn] 
I ( xmc d) 
R ( n) 

• 

• 
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The S option is used for storage reference, the A option for instruction location, the I option 
for instruction sequence, and the R option for register change. Each, along with its 
associated parameters, is discussed in the following subsections. 

7.3.4.1. Storage Reference Option (S) 

This option requests the monitor routine to take action when the specified storage location 
is referenced or the data at that location is changed. There are three ways to express the 
location in a storage reference option: 

1 . Program relative (~R) 

2. Base/displacement (~/D) 

3. Absolute (ABS) 

7.3.4.1.1. Program Relative Address (PR) 

The format for the storage reference option using a program relative address is: 

S (i R: xv) 

The xv is the address, and can consist of from one to six hexadecimal characters, in the 
range 0 16 to FFFFFF16. Notice that it is separated from the PR by a colon. For example: 

10 20 

S(PR:43C) 

Because this format is shown with an underline under the P, you could also code it as: 

S(P:43C) 

This is explained in the statement conventions. 

In this example, this option is selected if program execution reaches an instruction that 
references storage at program relative address 43C. The location specified need not be the 
first byte of a field. For example, a move instruction from location 42E for 18 bytes would be 
detected because the specified program relative address 43C falls within the field moved 
(42E to 43F). 

For your program, a phase of your program, or a symbiont, a program-relative address is 
relative to the start of the load module. In other words, the address in the assembly listing 
must be added to the link origin (LNK ORG) address for the control section (CSECT) of your 
program. This shows up in the allocation map produced by the linkage editor . 
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For example, if you wanted to monitor from address 32 in this program listing: 

LCC, OBJECT CODE AOORl ADORZ Ll~[ SCUkCE STATE.MlNT 
label for the phase-....,.s1111144111111ie.1-----------•1~ START " 

cocooo OS60 2 cALR e,: 
COCOD2 3 ~SING •,b 
OOC002 •7FO 6.JlU OJDl2 • BRANCH b .,16 
000006 ClC2C3C••~•a•O•C 5 CC CLS'ABCD' 
COCCO£ CSC6C7C8 6 uC CL•'lfGH' 
ooco12 •11n &os2 ouce• 1 L• 1,LIST 

a $NAP ll> 
OOCQl& A 9+ DS tH 
OOCOl6 •Ill 0000 o~oco • 10• LA 1,011 I 
OOCOIA OA&A A 11• 5Vt 1% 
OQCQlC 0203 6008 600C OtJOOA 0.J'HiE 12 TAGl MVC E.RANCH+8l'4),8RA\iCH+12 

COC022 07CO 
COC02• 
OOCD2• •51' 602£ 
000028 81 
COC029 OOC05C 
cooozc 80 
CQCD2D (lCQ088 
COC030 0A26 

13 TAG2 OPEN CUT,ICUTRIOI 
A l&I+ CNOP '-'" 
A 15+TAG2 E.QU • 

COC3'J A lb• BAL l,••12 
l 7• l..C X' 8 l' 
18+ t..C Al3fOUTI 

A 19• c;.c x•ec• 
A 20+ DC AL3COUTR181 
A 21• SVC 38 ISSUE SVC 

address~o201 &O•u &cu• cuo•z cue.& 22 MVC CUFIB J,8RANCH+'4 
23 TAG3 OMOUT OUT,t3UF 

you would have to look at the allocation map for the LNK ORG of the CSECT (480): 

LOAD MOOULl - LN~LOC 

PHASE NAME TRANS AOOR FLAG LABEL 
LhKLODOO NODE - ROOT 
•t• START OF AUTO-INCLUDED ELEHE~TS -
••• END OF AUTO-INCLUDED ELEH(hTS -

•• ALLOCATIO~l ,..AP •• 

TYPE. LSIC L~K O~G H!AD~P 

cu~~~JO~ n~~~nocr 

- 8 0 I !'l 212 2 0'4 • 3 5 - .-'P""'R=O~ u- --:-:--='Oo'°-=J~----::-,,.-----=:=-:-=~ 
I P~OL CSEC. T 11 CC'"l::.'JJ'"lV I ~:CC':!iJCf 

OUT E~fRY ~l CC5JtJ5C 
OUT Rib ENTRY 01 ~"'u0il88 

LlCCOOOOO 

L[,.,.GTH OBJ OP.G 
':'V':?C':'ODO 

~c~~cocc ~ocu~ocu 
~O~O"'CSC 
~COil0088 

and add them together, producing 4E2 as the program relative address. This applies to 
both single-phase and multiphase load modules. However, with the multiphase modules, 
additional considerations are necessary. One phase can overlay another phase, so the 
same program relative address can be used in more than one phase. In order to monitor 
the correct phase, you should use the *P-phase-name entry discussed in 7.3.3. 

If you want to monitor a transient routine, the address is relative to the start of the 
transient. 

Another important point to note is that when using the storage reference option for a 
program relative address, you frequently will obtain two groups of monitor output for a given 
option. The first printout is produced just before the execution of the instruction that 
references the location. This may be either a read or write type of reference. The second 
printout is produced on the next instruction, but only if the data at that location has been 
changed. This may appear to be superfluous and even confusing (the second instruction 
shown will probably not even reference the area), so this printout should be considered as 
only a changed data confirmation. 

The real value of this second printout comes in those cases where the data is not changed 
directly, so no reference (first printout) occurs at all. This includes cases of areas changed 
by execute instructions (EX), supervisor call instructions (SVC), 1/0 operations, and 
occasionally even supervisor or symbiont routines running concurrently. So, in any case 
where a storage reference option printout seems invalid (the instruction printed does not 
reference the data location), check the preceding instruction in your program for an EX or 
SVC instruction or an 1/0 operation. 

• 

• 

• 
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To use the base/displacement address method for the storage reference option, you need 
this format: 

S(_!fD:bddd) 

Here, the b is the base register, and the ddd is the displacement; b can range from 0 16 to 
F16, and ddd can range from 00016 to FFF16. For example, if you used: 

10 20 

S(B/0:4829) 

an instruction that contains a storage reference of 4B29 must occur to make the monitor 
take action. In other words, for this option to be effective, your program must have a storage 
reference using base register 4 and a displacement of 829. Notice the colon separating the 
BID from 4829. 

7.3.4.1.3. Absolute Address (ABS) 

You use this type of option primarily when you are using system symbiont or transient 
routines that can refer to locations that are outside of their area. But you might also find it 
applicable to your program as well. It uses this format: 

S(!BS:xv) 

The xv is the absolute address, and can consist of one to six hexadecimal characters, in 
the range of 0 16 to FFFFFF16. 

For example, if you want the monitor routine to take action when the program reaches an 
instruction that references storage at absolute address 34AE, you would code: 

S(ABS:35AE) 

7.3.4.2. Instruction Location Option (A) 

This option requests the monitor routine to take action when the specified instruction 
location is reached. Just as with the storage reference option, it uses the program relative 
address. However, you can also add a range to continue this monitor action for a specific 
number of bytes. It has only one format: 

A(_fR:xv)[Rnn] 

The xv is the 1- to 6-hexadecimal-character program relative address (0 16 to FFFFFF16 ). If the 
program reaches an instruction at this location (program relative), monitor action begins . 
You can also continue monitor action for this option for a length of up to 255 bytes by 
specifying a range (Rnn). The allowable values for this range field are 0216 to FF16 . 
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10 20 

A(PR:C02) 

or 

A(P:C02) 

7-30 

the monitor takes action for this option if the instruction at program relative address is 
reached. 

If you coded (notice the convenient form P instead of fR): 

A(P:C02)R0E 

monitor action begins when the instruction at program relative address C02 is reached, and 
continues for 14 bytes (OE). This means the monitor action is to continue until program 
relative address C10 is reached. Note that you must use two hexadecimal characters for the 
range even when it can be expressed in one. In the last example, if the leading 0 of OE was 
omitted, and it was coded as this: 

A(P:C02)RE 

monitoring would continue for 224 bytes to program relative address CE2. 

7.3.4.3. Instruction Sequence Option (I) 

This option requests the monitor routine to taken action when the exact instruction 
sequence specified is reached. The monitor routine compares the machine code specified in 
the option entry to the actual instruction sequence of each instruction to be executed in the 
program being monitored, and takes action when an exact match occurs. The format for the 
instruction sequence option is: 

I ( xmc d) 

The xmcd stands for hexadecimal machine code. It may consist of from 2 to 64 hexadecimal 
characters (1 to 32 bytes). This is the value you want compared to the actual machine code 
being processed. 

There are three different types of machine code sequences you can select: 

• A single instruction 

• Just the operation code of an instruction 

• A string of instructions 

• 

• 

• 
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For example, if you want monitor action to start when a supervisor call instruction for 
supervisor routine 31 occurs (SVC 31 in machine code= OA1 F), code it as: 

1 10 20 

I (BA 1 F) 

If you want monitor action whenever any branch on condition instruction is reached 
(hexadecimal code = 47), you would code: 

I ( 4 7) 

But, if you want monitor action to occur whenever the following sequence of instructions 
occurs (even though we are showing a series of inline expansion codes): 

LOC. OBJ[CT CODE AODRl AOORZ LINE SOURCE SU.lEf'lE.NT 

cocooo l PROG START L 

OOCOOO OSbO 2 EiALR b,~ 

COCOD2 3 uSIN& •,b 
CIOCOD2 117fO 6011.J 'l00l2 II BRANCH b ••16 

COC006 C 1C2C3Ctt110'40110110 5 DC CLB'ABCO' 

CIOCOOE CSC6C7CB 
CIOC012 lfllD 6082 OJi:'.'Bll 

DC CL&t'EFGH' 
LA 11LIST 
SNAP ll 1 

CIOC!030 0A26 A 21• SVC J8 ISSUE SVC 
CIOC032 02"7 6010 bOUlt C'UOAZ !'lU006 22 HVC BUFIB J,SRANCH•lt 

23 TlG3 0"'0UT OUT,SUF 

ll0t103B~-~ A 21f•UG3 ,..;O:..:.C_..;.•Y:..;,l;r,01...;•;...,..-,,....-------,-,,-:'"'"El""'"AriC=l07.NM<T[Nli-TTl\"'1.,.......---., 
GOCI036 5110 60C6 n11ocs A 25• L 11= I u , • LOAD RU, con ADD E s 

::~:!~ ::~g ~~~~ i.......,,..,,....-~~2 ~:-~ ~: ~~: ~~~~... s~~·~u:g;io:o~~~~[A ADORE SS 
GOCIOttlt 921:;0 1003 28+ HVl 311J,0 • SET FUNCTION CONTROL BYTC 1 

29• '-..-.n•r•7.•r--'------------~ 
aoeo .. 
aoeo11e OAEF 
aocoiu u 

you would code it as: 

30• OS "H 
31• SVC 239 
l2+ DC YL11161 

1(581060C6580060CA9220100292001003) 

7.3.4.4. Register Change Option (R) 

This option requests the monitor routine to take action whenever a specified register is 
changed. It has only one format: 

R ( n) 

The n is the hexadecimal number of the registers to be checked. Because this monitor 
action is triggered by the comparison of the current register contents to its previous 
contents, the instruction displayed when the change occurs will be the instruction 
following the instruction that caused the change. This is similar to the storage reference 
option for a program relative address (7.3.4.1.1.), which also occurs after the storage 
location changes. (Remember, it is possible to get two displays from a single storage 
reference option: one before and one after the area changes.) 

For example, if you want monitor action to take place whenever the contents of register 1 O 
change, you would code: 

R (A) 

Because the contents of registers are changed frequently during the course of most 
programs, the register change option may produce a large amount of display printout. 
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If you omit the option specifications (if your monitor input consists only of the *U, *P, *S, or 
*T card, and the$ card), the monitor routine interrupts each instruction in the task before its 
execution and prints out pertinent information at that point in the program. The processor 
then executes the interrupted instruction (identified on the printout as the NEXT INST). The 
succeeding instruction is then interrupted, the printout produced, and the instruction 
executed. This interrupt, printout, and execution pattern is performed for each instruction 
processed. This could require excessive processor time and could produce a huge printout of 
unneeded information. Therefore, you would use the default option only for special cases. 

The program information printed is the same as for the default display described in 
7.3.5.1.3, except that there is no option mentioned on the printout because one is not 
specified. 

7.3.5. Specifying Actions 

Action entries follow the option entry on the monitor statements. They share the same card; 
option is specified first, then any actions. Actions for an option must be completely specified 
on one card; no continuation to the next card is permitted. If there are duplicate or 
overlapping options, only the first one specified is processed, and any action specified on 
this second card for the same option is never considered. 

There are four different types of actions: OM, 06.S, Hor Q (plus a default), as shown in this 
format: 

DL.R [ n [-Rn) ] 

l(PR:xv) } 
DL.S[ Lnn] (!_/D: bddd 

!ABS:xv) 

Hccc 

Q 

NOTE: 

If no action is specified, the monitor routine produces a default display (7.3.5.1.3). 

The 06.R and 06.S actions (for display register or display storage) print out program 
information, including specified registers (06..R) or storage (06..S), and continue monitor 
processing. 

The H action (for halt) prints out the program information and suspends the job until it is told 
to continue. 

The Q action (for quit) prints out the program information, then deactivates the monitor 
routine so that processing can return to normal. 

If you omit an action entry, the monitor routine produces a default printout of program 
information (including changed registers and storage) and continues monitor processing 
until the end of the program. 

• 

• 

• 
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There are two types of display specifications: register display (DLR) and storage display 
(DLS). But the addition of a default display provides you with the capability of having three 
types. 

The three display actions have similar functions; that is, program information is printed, 
then the instruction causing the printout is executed, and program processing continues 
under monitor control. The printouts are basically the same, except for a few minor 
differences, depending upon the type of display action requested. 

7.3.5.1.1. Register Display (DLR) 

If you select this type of action, you get the following items: 

1. The jobname, TCB address, and program base address. Because this information does 
not change during the course of program execution, it is given only for the first option 
that causes a printout. Remember, you can have up to 15 different options; it would 
be senseless to print any information about the program that does not change. 

2. PSW contents 

3. Next instruction to execute (which is the instruction causing the printout) 

4. Option causing this printout 

5. The contents of the specified general registers (four bytes) 

After this printout is given, the instruction executes and the program continues processing 
under monitor control (that is, all remaining instructions are traced to see if they match 
any other options that might have been specified). 

You can cause one or more general registers to print by selecting one of three ways to 
display a register. The format shows the three different types (combined into one format): 

D6R [ n [ - Rn ] ] 

• DLR, which prints the contents of all 16 general registers 

• DLRn, which prints a specific register, with n being the hexadecimal number (0-F) of 
the register you want 

• DLRn-Rn, which allows you to print a consecutive number of registers. The first n 
indicates the first register (0-F), and the second n indicates the last register (0-F) . 
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For example, if you wanted to display register 15 when the program reaches a program 
relative address based on the instruction at assembly address 32 in this listing (remember, 
the assembly address (32) must be added to the LNK ORG address, which in this case is 0, 
to obtain the program relative address - 32): 

LOC. OIJ[CT CODE ADDRl 100A2 
DODODG 
ooaoao oHo 
OODOOZ 
OODODZ UfO 6010 ODO IZ 
OOllD06 C ICZCJt .. O•O•D•O 
OODODE C5UC7CI 
OOllDIZ 0110 6DBZ DQDB• 

000016 • 
000016 0111 oaoa ounoo • 
aaoou oua a 
OOOOIC DZDJ 6QDI 60DC DDDDA ODOQE 

oooozz 0700 • 
ooaozo • 
00002' 0510 6DZE OQDlO- I 
·OOOOH 11 A 
OOllDlt DDODSC a 
GllOZC ID a 
OOOOZD OGOOll A 

• 111•2' • 
address ---•~l~~~nt~z~a!:t ~•!!6i~6~•~o~o~• ~o~oo~•!2~b~ab~o~6 I 

you would code: 

10 

.. ,. 
•OOH HID 60C6. ••sc 1101 •oc• 

20 

A(PR:32) D RF 

• DOOCI A 
DDDCC I 

LINE SOURCE STATE"ENT 
1 PROG START L 
2 BALR 61IJ 
! USING • 1 6 
tl BRANCH B .. U 
5 DC CL8'ABCO' 

.. 
ID• 
11• 
12 U.61 
13 U.62 
I•• 
15•UG2 
16• 
17• 
II• 
19• 
20• 
21• 
22 
23 TAG! 
2ff•TAG3 
25• 
2'• 

DC CLff'EFGH' 
LI l,LIST 
SNAP 11 J 
OS (,jH 
LI l,QI 1 I 
SVC 106 . 
MVC BRANCH•ll l'U ,BRANCH•l2 
OPEN OUT, I OUT RIB I 
CNOP Ci 1 ff 

EQU • 
BIL 11••12 
oc x•ai-
oc AllCOUH 
DC X' 80' 
DC ALllOUTRlBJ 
SVC 38 ISSUE SVC 
MVC BUF U J ,BRANCH•ll 
DMOUT OUT 1BUF 
DC "YIDI • 

i.:acou11 • 
1;,:aceur 1 • 

and your monitor printout would look like this: 

SET ALIGNMENT 
LOAD RU, COii ADORCSS 
LOAD ROI, WORKAREA ADDIESS 

Option Job Name TCB Address Program Base Address 

Causing \ 
Printout"- I 

""oN1 ToR l.ISi:.R- EXAfllPL£1 
OPTION *•Al I.LOCCU00032) 

Program~•s•=E0161~26 :coooo32 
Rf- OuOlOtJO 

•Exr i•sr = 02076C·AOon<----- This is also the instruction 
causing the printout. 

Status f 
Word register 15 

If, for the same program, you coded: 

A(PR:32) DR 

the contents of all 16 registers (plus items 1 through 4) are displayed, like this: 

llll('NJTOR USER- EX•~PLE3 Tco-: ... cc7occ P.dASE. - (']CC'-.)OJ 
OPTJO~ **il.T l olOCC000032') 
PSW=E0161026 000CO:l32 NExT INST= D2G?6::A060Cl. 
•r- ODOl3~61 •1- IOOC?4F! PZ- OOODOC?C •3- ~JOOCO~O •4- ·0000000 ·~- r:oJOOC" R6- 40000JOZ R7- CCC~OG00 
Re- noo~OLJ0 ~~- ~oooococ P~- nooooo~o Rs- coco:o~~ ~c- ... c;~ooo~ Ro- ocooJooo RE- 00000032 RF- ocoJoooo 

• 

• 

• 
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Both of these examples would have continued monitoring for the option until the end of the 
job. However, if you add a quit action (Q, which will be explained in 7.3.5.3) you would have 
obtained the same printout and discontinued monitor control. This holds true for all options. 
If you want to monitor only a specific area or instruction, it is advisable to end the option 
with a quit action, so additional processor time is not wasted by having the monitor search 
when there is nothing left to find. Coded with a quit action ending the option in the last 
example, it would have looked like: 

10 20 

A(PR:32) D R;Q 

Notice that a semicolon is used to separate the actions. 

7.3.5.1.2. Storage Display (068) 

Most of the information provided by a storage display type of action is similar to that of a 
register display (7.3.5.1.1): you get items 1, 2, 3, and 4. However, item 5 is different; the 
storage display action prints out the contents of specified storage locations. 

After the printout is given, the instruction executes and program processing continues 
under monitor control. 

You can specify up to 256 consecutive bytes of main storage with a length option, or the 
monitor prints (by default) 8 consecutive bytes starting at the specified storage location. 

Just as in displaying registers, the storage display action has three different types, but each 
is shown in its own format, because of their diverse range of actions: 

Di:> S [ l n n ] ( PR : x v ) 

Di::>S[lnn](B/D:bccc) 

Di::>S[lnn](ABS:xv) 

Each one has a length option, shown as Lnn, which allows you to specify how many 
consecutive bytes of main storage you want displayed. L indicates that this is a length 
specification, with nn as the length, in the range of 01 16 to FF16 (allowing you to display 256 
bytes). 

The item after each length expresses the method in which you want to display a specified 
location in main storage. They have the same format and meaning as the storage reference 
options explained in 7.3.4.1, but are not to be confused as to function (action versus option): 

• (PR:xv) is used to display a main storage area starting at a program relative address. 

• (B/D:bddd) displays a main storage area using base/displacement. 

• (ABS:xv) displays storage starting at an absolute address . 
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The xv is the address for program relative and absolute addressing locations, in the range of 
0 16 to FFFFFF 16 . The bddd is for the base displacement method, where b indicates the 
number of the base register (the range is 016 to F16). and ddd is the displacement (in the 
range of 00016 to FFF16 ). 

For an example of the option, we will use an instruction sequence (I) to prevent any 
confusion that might initially arise by seeing similar codes (such as a program relative 
option (PR) and a storage display action starting at a program relative address) on the same 
line: 

10 20 

1(47) D SL14(PR:3C) 

This displays 20 bytes (1416) starting at program relative address 3C. This happens 
whenever any branch condition is reached in the program (hexadecimal code 47). 

If you want to display eight bytes (default) starting at the address using base register 1 and a 
displacement of 829 whenever any branch condition is reached, you would code: 

1(47) D S(B/0:1829) 

If you want to display the default eight bytes starting at absolute address 35AE whenever 
any branch condition is reached, code: 

1(47) D S(ABS:35AE) 

If you wanted only four bytes at absolute address 35AE whenever any branch condition is 
reached, code: 

1(47) D SL04(ABS:35AE) 

Notice that you must use two hexadecimal characters for the length even when it can be 
expressed in one. 

The following example uses a program relative option and a program relative address for the 
action: 

A(PR:2A) D S(PR:3C) 

When the instruction at program relative address 2A is reached, a storage display of eight 
bytes starting at program relative address 3C is produced. 

• 

• 

• 
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You can omit the action specification; that is, you can enter an option without specifying any 
particular action you want taken when the monitor option becomes effective. In this case, 
the monitor routine prints out items 1, 2, 3, and 4 listed in 7.3.5.1.1, and (items 5 and 6): 

5. The contents of any general registers that were changed since the last printout was 
given. If this is the first action taken by the monitor routine for this program, the 
present contents of all the general registers is printed. 

6. The contents of the storage locations referenced by the instruction causing the 
printout. 

The instruction causing the printout is then executed, and program processing continues 
under monitor control. 

For example, assume that the following option statement was the only input to the monitor 
routine (and the task statement): 

10 20 

S(B/0:4829) 

When the program reaches an instruction that references an address using base register 4 
and a displacement of 829, a default display is given. 

Remember, you can also get a default by omitting the option statement (7.3.4.5). The only 
difference between the default display caused by omitting the option and the default display 
caused by omitting the action is that the option causing the display is not printed. 

7.3.5.2. Halt Action {H) 

This action, like the other actions, prints out items 1, 2, 3, and 4 (detailed in 7.3.5.1.1). It 
then prints a halt message on the system console and suspends program execution until a 
reply from the console operator allows execution to continue. 

The halt message sent to the system console has the following format: 

HALT ccc. TYPE-IN GO jobname TO RESUME 

Program execution is then suspended until the operator issues the GO command followed 
by the job name (same as that on the JOB control statement). You can then provide the 
operator with special instructions about what to do before entering the GO command, such 
as taking a main storage dump. After he completes these special instructions, and enters 
the GO command, the instruction causing the halt is executed, and program processing 
continues under monitor control. 
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The ccc is a 3-character EBCDIC code that you specify to identify the halt, and corresponds 
to the ccc in the halt message displayed to the operator. 

For example, assume that your JOB control statement has a job name of TWESTMON, and 
uses the following monitor statement: 

10 20 

A(PR:184) HDMP 

When the program reaches the instruction at program relative address 1 B4, the monitor 
routine prints out the program information and displays the following message on the 
system console: 

HALT DMP TYPE-IN GO TWESTMON TO RESUME 

You would instruct the operator to take your desired action when he sees this message. In 
this case, assume it is a dump. After issuing the DUMP command (and a dump of main 
storage is given), the operator would then type: 

GO TWESTMON 

to reactivate the interrupted job. The instruction at program relative address 1 B4 is then 
executed, and program processing continues under monitor control. 

7.3.5.3. Quit Action (Q) 

The quit action (0) prints out items 1 through 4 and nothing else. The instruction causing 
the printout is then executed, and program processing continues without any further 
monitor intervention (pertaining to the option to which this action applies). 

This action is useful when you want to monitor a problem area in the beginning of your 
program, and then exit from the monitor routine without tracing all the remaining 
instructions in the program (thus not wasting execution time). 

The format for the quit action is: 

Q 

For example, if you coded: 

A(PR:F18) Q 

the monitor routine would print out the program information when program execution 
reaches the instruction at program relative address F18. This instruction is then executed, 
and program processing continues without monitor intervention. 

• 

• 

• 
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When the quit action is not used as one of the actions for an option, monitor processing 
continues until the end of the job step. 

Table 7-2 summarizes the program information that is displayed by each action. 

Table 7-2. Summary of Actions and Program Information Printed 

Action 

Program Information Printed Display Display 
Default Halt Quit 

Register Storage Display IHI (01 
ID RI (OSI 

Job name* x x x x x 

TCB address* x x x x x 

Program base address* x x x x x 

PSW contents x x x x x 

Next instruction to execute x x x x x 

Option causing this printout x x x x x 

Contents of specified registers x 

Contents of specified storage x 

Contents of changed registers x 

Contents of referenced storage x 

HALT message x 

*These items are included for only the first option that causes a printout. 

7.3.6. Cancel of Monitor 

If the monitor routine is terminated abnormally, either by a CANCEL command or by a 
program exception within the monitor routine, all programs requesting the monitor routine 
will continue normal program processing without any type of monitor intervention. The 
monitor routine itself will dump and leave the system. A CANCEL command should not be 
issued while monitoring is in progress . 
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Several debugging aids are built into the OS/3 supervisor to aid in solving system 
problems which cannot be identified through a normal SYSDUMP. These aids are useful 
only with some knowledge of the internal supervisor structure and are therefore not 
intended for general use. This section is provided for informational purposes only. 

Table 7-3 summarizes the debugging aids described in the following subsections. 

Table 7-3. Summary of System Debugging Aids (Part 1 of 2) 

Function Use Console Command Results 

Pseudo monitor" To identify the routine SE HA.PM.address HPR 99130202 (Press 
changing a particular I .job-name] ST ART to continue) 
byte 

Resident monitor• To identify the instruction SE HA.RM, HPR 991304 (Press 
changing a particular address[ ,job-name] ST ART to continue) 
byte 

Verify bytes 0-B* To identify the routine Included in supervisor HPR 99130303 (Take 
destroying low-order debug option SYSDUMP to find 
storage problem) 

History tables* To provide some recent Included in supervisor Continuous updating 
history in SYSDUMPs debug option of tables 

Halt on transient load To halt if and when SE HA.TL.hex-id HPR 990COC (Press 
a particular transient ST ART to continue) 
is loaded 

Halt on transient call" To halt if and when a SE HA,TC,hex-id HPR 990COD (Press 
particular transient ST ART to continue) 
is called 

Halt on transient exit* To halt if and when a SE HA,TE,hex-id HPR 990COE (Press 
particular transient ST ART to continue) 
exits 

Halt on symbiont load To halt if and when a SE HA,SY,idnn HPR 997C (Press 
particular symbiont phase ST ART to continue) 
is loaded 

Halt on shared code To halt if and when certain SE HA,SC[{module-name}] HPR 991DO1 (Press 
call" (or all) shared code modules prefix. ST ART to continue) 

are called 

Halt on shared code To halt if and when certain SE HA,SR[{module-name}] HPR 991002 (Press 
return· (or all) shared code modules prefix. ST ART to continue) 

return 

Halt on shared code To halt if and when certain SE HA.SEamodule-name}] HPR 991003 (Press 
return with error• (or all) shared code modules prefix. ST ART to continue) 

return with error 

• 

• 

• 
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Function 

Pause on shared code 
call* 

Pause on shared code 
return* 

Pause on shared code 
return with error* 

PIOCS debug option 

Transient debug option 

Loader debug option 

Shared code debug 
option 

Dynamic buffer 
debug option* 

Screen format 
coordinator input/ 
output debug 
option 

Screen format 
coordinator format/ 
input/output debug 
option 

Reset pause options 

Reset halts 

Reset debug options 
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Table 7-3. Summary of System Debugging Aids (Part 2 of 2) 

Use Console Command Results 

To pause a task if and when SE PA.SC [{module-namefl SE25 console message 
certain (or all) shared code prefix. (Enter C to continue) 
modules are called 

To pause a task if and when sE PA.SR[{module-nameu SE25 console message 
certain (or all) shared code prefix. (Enter C to continue) 
modules return 

To pause a task if and when SE PA.SE[{module-namefl SE25 console message 
certain (or all) shared code prefix. (Enter C to continue) 
modules return with error I 

To identify checksum SE DE,10 HPR 990F 
errors or internal 
PIOCS problems 

To ha It on transient SE DE,TR H PR 99080800 
errors (100 - 1 FF) 

To ha It on loader errors SE DE,LD HPR code 991500 (Press 
(52-5F) RUN to continue.) 

To halt on shared SE DE,SC HPR code 990809 (Press 
code errors REST ART to take a 

SYSDUMP and continue ) 
HPR 99130A when dynamic 
buffer pool links are 
destroyed. 

To halt on dynamic SET DE,DB HPR code 991300 
buffer overflow 

To take a snapshot dump SET DE,INO Writes snapshot dump 
of all input and output to job log 
buffer blocks when using 
the screen format 
coordinator 

To take a snapshot dump SET DE,FS Writes snapshot dump 
of the format block; the to job log or printer 
input buffer (on input system 
operations); the output 
buffer (on output 
operations); and, if errors 
occur, the screen format 
coordinator blocks 

Resets all SE PA commands SE PA.OFF None 

Resets all SE HA SE HA,OFF None 
commands 

Resets all SE DE SE DE.OFF None 
commands 

*Supervisor debug option required at IPL 

t 
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• 7.4.1. Supervisor Debug Option 

• 

• 

The supervisor debug option is set at initial program load (IPL) time by entering D as the 
option of the initial IPL message. This is described in the operations handbook. Use of this 
D option causes the supervisor being loaded to be expanded in size (by over 2K) to support 
the supervisor debug option. 

The following functions are provided: 

• A normal halt (HPR code 99130101) between IPL and supervisor initialization. This 
indicates the supervisor has been successfully loaded by the IPL and also allows 
changes to be made to the supervisor prior to loading the supervisor initialization load 
module. Normally, however, you should simply press the START key to continue. 

• A pseudo monitor to detect when any byte within the supervisor has been changed. 

• 

This function is activated via the SE HA,PM console command (Table 7-3). The byte 
specified is checked on every interrupt and on every pass through the switcher. When 
changed, the supervisor halts (HPR code 99130202) without restoring the original 
contents. If you want to continue, simply press START. The new value becomes the 
original value and the supervisor will halt if the byte is changed again. 

A resident supervisor monitor to detect when any byte in main storage has been 
changed. This function is activated by the SE HARM console command (Table 7-3). 
The specified address (either absolute or relative to the preamble of a currently active 
job) is monitored on every instruction executed by the operating system, including 
interrupt processing, transients, symbionts, shared code, and job control. The only 
code not monitored is nonkey 0 code (user jobs) because the hardware storage 
protection feature prevents such code from destroying any part of the supervisor . 
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When the specified byte is changed, the resident monitor halts (HPR code 991304) • 
without restoring the original contents. The double word at absolute location 8016 

contains the PSW at the time the byte was changed. If you want to continue, press 
START. The new value then becomes the original value, and the supervisor will halt if 
the byte is changed again. 

When using the resident monitor, you may notice that the operating system is 
performing much more slowly than it normally would. This is because every 
instruction executed now requires about 10 additional instructions to verify the byte 
being monitored. For this reason, you should only use the resident monitor for short 
periods of time. 

To turn off the resident monitor, use the SE HA.OFF console command. The resident 
monitor must not be used when the normal monitor (7.3) is active. 

• Verification of the 12 low order bytes of main storage (locations 0-B) on every 
interrupt and every pass through the switcher. When changed, the supervisor saves 
the incorrect setting, restores the correct setting, and halts (99130303). Although you 
may continue past this HPR by pressing START, you should take a SYSDUMP here to 
determine why these bytes are being altered. 

• History tables that provide the following information: 

Critical event history table. This shows the last 16 critical events that occurred in 
the supervisor and the value in the interval timer register (ITR) at the time they • 
occurred. These are listed in 4-byte entries as follows: 

Byte 0 = EBCDIC event code: 

I (X'C9') = Interrupt 

S (X'E2') = Switcher call 

T (X'E3') = Task given control by switcher 

L (X'D3') = Transient load 

0 (X'D6') = Transient issued a call for an overlay 

R (X'D9') = Transient release 

Byte 1 = Interrupt type (if event code = I) 

0 = 1/0 

1 = Exigent machine check 

• 
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Bytes 2-3 = Value in ITR when event occurred. The ITR decrements once 
every millisecond. 

Dynamic buffer management history table. This shows the last 16 requests to 
either obtain a buffer (GETBUF) from a dynamic buffer pool (DBP) or release a 
buffer (FREEBUF). These are listed in 8-byte entries as follows: 

Byte 0 

Bytes 1-3 

Byte 4 

Bytes 5-7 

EBCDIC G (X'C7') if GETBUF 
EBCDIC F (X'C6') if FREEBUF 

Buffer address 

Buffer characteristics: 

Bits 0-1 

Bit 2 

Bit 3 

Bit 4 

Bits 5-7 

0 

1 indicates buffer is allocated, and 
bits 5-7 indicate the software 
using the buffer. 

0 

1 if buffer is under storage 
protection 

5 if shared code local storage 
4 if data management buffer 
3 if external TCB 
2 if stack frame 
1 if shared code 
0 if none of the above 

Buffer size, in bytes, if GETBUF 

TCB address if FREEBUF 

TCB history table. This shows the absolute addresses of the last 6 TCBs given 
control by the switcher. The address of the last active TCB is found in the system 
information block (relative location X'94'), not in this table . 
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Interrupt history table. This shows the PSW (8 bytes) at the time of the last 8 • 
interrupts. Bits 4-7 of each PSW are set to an interrupt ID, as follows: 

0 = 1/0 interrupt 

1 = Exigent machine check interrupt 

2 = Program exception interrupt 

3 = SVC interrupt 

4 = External interrupt (timer or interrupt key) 

5 = Repressible machine check 

Alternate transient history table. This shows the transient IDs of the last 12 
transients loaded from the alternate transient file ($Y$TRANA). This table would 
normally be all zeros. 

Transient history table. This shows the transient IDs (12 bits) of the last 32 
transients loaded by transient management. These are listed in 2-byte entries, 
with the high order 4 bits containing the transient area number (0 means 
supervisor overlay area (SOA).) Reused transients are not included. 

The history tables previously described reside near the end of the supervisor. They can be • 
easily identified in a SYSDUMP by the CSECT names, as follows: 

ENTRYTIM 

DYNBUFFR 

LOWCORE 

LASTTCBS 

OLDPSWS 

ALTTRANS 

TRAN IDS 

Critical event history table 

Dynamic buffer management history table 

Correct and altered contents of the low order 12 bytes in main 
storage 

TCB history table 

Interrupt history table 

Alternate transient history table 

Transient history table 

The entries in each table are always arranged from the oldest (lower addresses) to the 
newest (higher addresses). Following is an example of a history table maintained by the 
supervisor debug option. 

• 
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Critic a I event 

• • • r • r R ' r 1 " c s E c r , s ' ' o s ! c c P H • s r • • • I history table 

C00760-C9C301A5 E20001A2 C9~001A2 E2u~01AO E3C0019F C903019F E20C019£ C9C001!2 •1 ••• s ••• t ••• s ••• r ••• t ••• , ••• 1 ••• -0122-0 

oomHmouo I<~"'°""' "'""" """" o•ooom """'" """"' ..... , ....................... ,. •• ,_,,,,., 

Timer value 
Interrupt type (if event type=I; 1/0 interrupt) 
Event type (!=interrupt) 

• • • 
____ Dynamic buffer management 

•/ history table C S E C T , P H • S E • • 
COG7AO-C7C2150C 2-oaozce C7~217EO 2•000108 C70219CC ?•000198 C7021ABC 2•roccrc •G •••••• ~e ••••••• e ••••••• 6 ••••••• -c12~1c 

0007C~-Cb~213DC 25017200 C6C2C670 25017200 C7021RAB 2•roo1•e C601FE9C 2501720C •F •••••• ,F ••••••• & •••• , •• F ••••••• -0122•0 

0007EO-C6~1936C 2501720~ C6Cl86AO 25017200 C70l86AC 25000028 C7022810 210002@8 •F.,- ••• _,F,,, ••• ,& ••••••• & ••••••• -0122co 

uffer size (for GETBUF) 
Buffer type (shared code 
local storage) 
Buffer address 
"G"=GETBUF 

21C09t!C •E•••••••F•••••••F•••••••EeF••••e-0122EC 

TCB address (for FREEBUF) 
---Buffer type (shared code local storage) 

'------Ruffer address 
'"-----"F"=FREEBUF 

Current contents of low order main r-- storage bytes 0-B (example 
• • • L r w c n R E c s r c r , s ' s o s ! : c P H • s r • • • I shows no change) 

(QQ8201ssrcos1c 07F003CO 2072P&Eolooor1000 lseocos1c C7FOOJCO 2D7286EC1000EACCC •••• i •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -C12300 

Correct contents Altered contents (if different) 

• • • L ' s T T c e s c s r c T • s T • 0 s 3 ~ p " • s f • • • r-TCB history table 

CC084~-oorE•OCD OCJ08028 00~~802& OOJ08~28 000~8~2' ~000@028 ~OOCB028 oorEAOro ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -012320 

Interrupt history table 
r-(interrupt IDs in PSW 

• • • o l o P s w s c s E c r , s ' s o s 3 • c P H • s r • • • · I are circled) 

COCe60-Clr~orJO q~Q08B82 CJ(qCOGl ~~0~888C co~coco~ CO~l2056 C30400Cr 6000Ct-E •c ••• ••• c ••• ••••••••••• c ••• - •• •-012!-C 

coc~aa-co~oocoo 00Jo2oeo c3~~cc~1 ~oGr.co;a coJcocoa aco12cs& cnooooon 00~12cs6 •·•••••••c ••• •••••••••••••••••··-D1236D 

••• AlTTRANS C S [ C T , 

CC08Ar-oorr•ooo OCOOOODC occoocoo oooooooc 

• • • T c A N I 0 S C S F C T , s ¥ 

COORCD-25f627C9 25842218 Zo9C2oEO ZG422212 

C~u•Er-10•11005 16071Cl9 !6CDloDl l605L61• 

CCQQ~O-OJC[A[QQ OCO[AOCO no~EAOuO OOOEAOOO 

------Most recent interrupt 

Alternate transient 

/

r---history table 
P M A S E • • • 

oo~oococ rcooooco aoocooao oaoE•tcc •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·012!10 

UOOEA6oc rooE•O~O UOOfAOOO OOOEICCC ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -0123[0 

In addition to the history tables at the end of the supervisor, the supervisor debug option 
causes a shared code history table to be added to the end of all task control blocks. The 
EBCDIC names of the last eight shared code modules called on behalf of this task are listed, 
with the most recent eight-byte load 'module name always last (i.e., highest address). 
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7.4.2. Console Debug Options 

A number of debug options that can be set by console commands are available for supervisor 
debugging: 

• PIOCS debug option. Causes system halt (HPR code 990F) on any CCB checksum error 
or program check during PIOCS. The console command is: 

SET DE, 10 

• Transient debug option. Causes system halt (HPR code 9908) on any transient error 
(i.e., error normally producing an lxx error code). This is useful because normal 
recovery from an lxx error code often causes the offending transient to be overlaid by 
other transients. The console command is: 

SET DE.TR 

• Loader debug option. Causes system halt (HPR code 9915) whenever the loader detects 
any error other than 51 (module not found). A SYSDUMP taken at this halt will provide 
useful information in determining the exact cause of any loader error (52-5F) which 
cannot otherwise be diagnosed. The console command is: 

• 

SET DE.LO 

Shared code debug option. Causes system halt (HPR code 990809) on any error 
detected by the system during execution of dynamic shared code. The console 
command is: 

SE DE.SC 

• Dynamic buffer debug option. Causes system halt (HPR code 99130D) whenever the 
supervisor debug option detects the alteration of any of the last 32 bytes of any 
dynamic buffer, usually caused by dynamic buffer overflow. The console command is: 

SE DE.DB 

To turn off all debug options, the console command is: 

SE DE.OFF 

7.4.3. Transient Management Halts 

When trapping a system problem, it is often desirable to halt the processor whenever a 
particular transient or supervisor overlay is loaded into main storage. Every transient is 
uniquely identified with a transient ID. By using this ID (in hexadecimal), you can cause the 
system to halt in any of three ways: 

1. Halt on transient load. The SE HA,TL console command causes an HPR 990COC 
whenever transient management loads the specified transient or overlay into a 
transient area. The halt occurs less than 10 instructions before the transient is given 

• 

• 

• 
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control, and you can continue normally by pressing START. Note that this halt occurs 
only when a transient has just been loaded from SYSRES. A few transients can be 
reused; the halt will, therefore, occur only when the transient is initially loaded. 

Halt on transient call. The SE HA.TC console command causes an HPR 990COD whenever 
a transient or overlay calls the specified transient as an overlay. For example, if transient 
200 processes errors by overlaying transient 204, the SE HA,TC,204 command causes a 
halt before transient 204 is loaded on top of transient 200. 

Halt on transient exit. The SE HA,TE console command causes an HPR 990COE 
whenever a specified transient or overlay exits, either by releasing the transient area or 
by calling an overlay. 

All three halts described can be set simultaneously, if desired, but only the last SET 
command of each type is recognized. When the halts occur, problem register 15 can be used 
to find the address of the transient area involved. Refer to the operations handbook for 
instructions on reading problem registers. 

The halt on transient load is available on all supervisors. Halt on transient call and exit 
require use of the supervisor debug option at IPL. 

7.4.4. Symbiont Halt 

The SE HA.SY console command causes an HPR 997C whenever a particular symbiont or 
phase of a symbiont is loaded. This could be useful when debugging a particular symbiont. 

To halt whenever a specific symbiont is loaded, simply key in SE HA,SY,id where id is the 2-
character symbiont id (e.g., RU,Fl,PR,SU). To halt when a phase other than the root phase is 
loaded, key in SE HA,SY,idnn where nn is the decimal EBCDIC phase number (00-99). 

The HPR occurs less than 10 instructions prior to the symbiont phase being given control. 
To continue normally, press START. 

7.4.5. Shared Code Halts and Pauses 

SET console commands are available to interrupt or halt processing when shared code 
modules are called or when they return. These commands allow the operator to request 
an interrupt or halt on the call or return for: 

• a specific module; 

• a specific group of modules, which have a common prefix; or 

• all modules. 

The format of these commands is: 
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The first and second parameters form individual commands, which are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. The third parameter determines what modules these commands 
affect. You specify an individual module by its full name, a module group by its prefix 
followed immediately by a period, or all modules by omitting the parameter completely. For 
example, the command SE HA,SC,OM. causes an HPR upon a call to any module whose 
name begins with OM. 

You can continue past any HPR resulting from these commands by pressing RUN. The 
supervisor debug option is required at IPL time for all of these functions. The individual 
commands are: 

• Halt on shared code call. The SE HA,SC command causes an HPR of 991001 when a 
module is called. 

• Halt on shared code return. The SE HA,SR command causes an HPR of 991002 when 
control returns from a module. 

• Halt on shared code return with error. The SE HA,SE command causes an HPR of 
991003 when control returns from a module with an error condition. 

• Pause on shared code call. The SE PA,SC command interrupts processing and 
displays the following message when a module is called: 

SE25 SC PAUSE ON shared-code-name. CONTINUE? (Y, HELP) 

This message shows which shared code module has been called. A reply of Y causes 
processing to resume. A reply of HELP displays the following information: the job or 
symbiont name, the name of the calling module, the TCB address, the base address of 
the calling module, and the local store address. 

• Pause on shared code return. The SE PA,SR command interrupts processing and 
displays the SE25 message when control returns from a module by execution of the 
SRETURN macroinstruction. If requested to, this command displays the same shared 
code information as SE PA,SC does, except that it shows what module is being 
returned to rather than what module called the shared code. 

• Pause on shared code return with error. The SE PA,SE command interrupts 
processing and displays the SE25 message when control returns from a module in 
which an error has occurred. If requested to, this command displays the same shared 
code information as SE PA.SR does. 

7.4.6. Soft-Patch Symbiont (PT) 

The PT symbiont is used to temporarily patch transients (transient overlays), load modules, 
and shared code modules at the time they are loaded in main storage (soft patch), instead 
of permanently patching the disk (hard patch). This is useful if you want to test a patch to 
see if it is effective before hard-patching or if you want to trap a problem by temporarily 
applying a patch. To use the PT symbiont, you must have included the supervisor debug 
option at IPL time. 

• 

• 
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When initiated, the PT symbiont builds a patch table from input keyed in from the 
workstation console or read from cards. The PT symbiont then locks itself into the 
supervisor so it can scan this table on every load of a transient, load module, or shared 
code module. During the scan, if the module name matches an entry on the patch table, 
the specified patches are applied. These patches are temporary. Patches to transients 
remain in effect until the PT symbiont is cancelled. Load and shared code modules that are 
loaded in main storage while the PT symbiont is active remain patched until reloaded. 

The PT symbiont is also used to apply patches to the resident supervisor; however, these 
patches remain in effect until you IPL the system again. 

7.4.6.1. Soft-Patching Using the Workstation Console 

To apply a soft patch from the workstation console, you must initiate the PT symbiont by 
keying in a console command: 

PT C 

Once initiated, the PT symbiont solicits input from the workstation console. The entries 
you make identify the modules to be patched and the patches to be applied. The input is 
entered in card-image format. Four types of input entries are solicited by the PT symbiont: 

1. The first entry is for compatibility purposes. It is necessary when using the transient 
patch (TRNPAT) program, which applies core to transients. 

Format: 

1 D=R 

A 1 must be keyed in first, followed by a blank, and then D=R. 

2. The second entry defines the type and the id (or name) of the module to be patched. 
The form of this entry depends upon the module type. 

Formats: 

2 T=decimal-id 
2 S=module-name 
2 L=module-name 

2 O=module-name 

(for transients) 

(for shared code modules) 

(for load modules - the load modules can be the resident 

supervisor, a symbiont, or a module loaded from a user 

library) 

(for resident supervisor modules specifying the csect 

or object module name) 

In all formats, a 2 must be keyed in first, followed by a blank. Each module to be 
patched must be defined with one of these entries . 

t 
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3. The third entry defines the patch. Only one patch can be entered at a time, and the 
patch is applied only to the module specified in the preceding 2 entry. 

Format: 

P addr,patch 

A P is entered first, followed by a blank. Then, the hexadecimal address (relative to 
the start of the transient or module phase to be patched) is entered. The address must 
be within the module specified or the entry will be ignored. The adress is followed by 
a comma and then the patch. (The patch is also given in hexadecimal, and embedded 
blanks are not permitted.) The patch character string can be any length, though the 
entire P entry must fit on one line of the console (or on one card, if using card input). 

More than one patch can be made to a module by keying in more than one P entry. 
All patches to be applied to a given module should be specified in succesive P entries, 
following the 2 entry that defines the module. 

4. The last entry signifies the end of the patches. 

Format: 

/* 

Examples: 

PT c 
1 D=R 
2 L=MYSAL 
p lA,47000000 
2 T=l 5 3 9 
p 94,C0 
p 12A,4780F2E49966 
2 S=MYSHRCOD 
p 24,B7C0 
2 O=SM$DEBUG 
p 27,FF 
/* 

} 

Initiates the PT symbiont 

Can be eliminated if not using TRNPAT 

Defines the load module MYSAL 

Defines a patch to be applied to MYSAL 

Defines a transient 

Defines two patches to be applied to the 

transient 

Defines a shared code module MYSHRCOD 

Defines a patch to be applied to MYSHRCOD 

Defines an object module SM$DEBUG 

Defines a patch to be applied to SM$DEBUG 

Indicates the end of the patches 

There are some optional features available to you when soft-patching directly from the 
console. For example, you can enter all the information for a single patch on one line from 
the workstation console. The following is the format of this option: 

PT{T,transient- id },addr,patch 
S,shared-code-module-name 
L, load-module-name 
O,object-module-name 

• 

• 

• 
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Although this form eliminates the need of separate entries for 2 and P type card-image 
inputs, it can only be used to make a patch at one location (module address). To patch 
more than one location, use one of the other forms of the command, or key in this form 
one time for each location to be patched. 

Examples: 

PT L,MYSAL,lA,470lHHl00 

PT T,440,F0,45A0F220 

PT S,MYSHRCOD,24,07C0 

PT O,SM$DEBUG,27,FF 

If your system has card input/output capabilities, you can key in the following console 
command to initiate the PT symbiont: 

PT[dev-addr] C 

This form of the command not only solicits patch input from the workstation console, but 
also punches that input on the device specified. The card deck produced contains the 
patches that you can reuse at some later time. 

7.4.6.2. Soft-Patching Using Card Input 

If your system has card input capabilities, you can use a card deck as input for a soft 
patch. The input deck is comprised of cards containing the same four types of input entries 
described in 7.4.6.1. The sequence and formats for the cards are the same as previously 
described for the input entries made via the workstation console. After you produce the 
card deck, it must be placed in the system reader prior to initiating the PT symbiont. Once 
the card deck is in place, the PT symbiont can be initiated via the following console 
command: 

PT 

This form of the command causes the PT symbiont to accept the patches on the card deck 
from the system reader device. 

7.4.6.3. Using the PT Command 

Whether you use console input or card input, you can enter the PT symbiont command 
more than once, and the input is simply added to the end of the patch table. In addition, 
any combination of the various forms can be used. For example, you can key in PT and a 
patch table will be built from card input. Later in the same session, you can key in PT C 
and enter additional patches. These additional patches will be added to the existing patch 
table . 

t 
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Regardless of how the input is entered, the PT symbiont can be cancelled at any time by 
keying in the following console command: 

CA PT,S,N 

Cancelling the PT symbiont eliminates all the patches entered, except those that changed 
the resident supervisor. (These will remain in effect until you IPL the system again.) 
Shared code and load modules that were loaded while the PT symbiont was active will 
remain patched until reloaded. Subsequent loads of modules, however, will not be 
patched. 

7.4.6.5. PT Symbiont Error Messages 

Error messages are produced by the PT symbiont and appear on the workstation console 
screen. The following is a list of the error messages that might occur, the condition that 
caused the error, and the corrective action to take: 

PT01 TWO 2 IMAGES IN A ROW 

• 

Two 2 entries have been made in a row. This is invalid because a module has been 
specified to be patched, but no patches have been entered. The first 2 entry is 
ignored, and the PT symbiont continues. This could result in incorrectly applied • 
patches. To avoid this, cancel the PT symbiont, correct the input deck, and begin a 
new PT symbiont session. 

PT02 INVALID CHARACTER STRING, CHARACTER ON CARD 

A nonhexadecimal digit (other than 0-9 and A-F) was entered in a field requiring a 
hexadecimal digit. This message is also produced if an odd number of characters was 
entered for a patch (patches cannot be half bytes in length). Cancel the PT symbiont, 
correct the input deck, and begin a new PT symbiont session. 

PT03 PATCH TABLE OVERFLOW - SOME PATCHES LOST 

Too many patches have been entered. There is a limited amount of space that can be 
allotted to the patch table, and the PT symbiont will stop accepting input when this 
limit is exceeded. This could result in a patch table that contains only part of the 
patches you intended to apply. To avoid this, cancel the PT symbiont, limit the number 
of soft patches you enter, and begin a new PT symbiont session. 

PT04 INVALID PT - NEEDS SUPV DEBUG OPTION SET AT IPL 

The supervisor debug option, which is required if the PT symbiont is to be used, was 
not specified at IPL time. The PT command is ignored, and the symbiont cannot be 
initiated. You must IPL the supervisor again, specifying the debug option; then begin a 
new PT symbiont session. • 
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The form of the PT command specifying a punch device was used, but the input was 
not specified as coming from the workstation console. This will occur if the C 
following the device address was not entered. The PT command is ignored under this 
condition. Reenter the command, including the final C. 

PT06 csect-name NOT FOUND 

The object module or csect name specified on the 2 O= entry was not found on the 
supervisor currently loaded. The 2 O= entry and all the P entries until the next 2 
entry are ignored. If an incorrect object module or csect name was entered, you can 
enter the correct name later in the session, and the input will be added to the patch 
table. 

PT07 SYSRDR NOT AVAILABLE 

The form of the PT command used requires the system reader device, but in this case 
it is unavailable. The PT command is ignored. When the system reader becomes 
available, reenter the command. 

PT08 INVALID INPUT FORMAT 

An error was made in entering the information for a patch on a single line from the 
workstation console. The PT command is ignored under this condition. Check to make 
sure that all commas are in the right place, and reenter the command . 

t 
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alias phase name 
A 1- to 6-character phase name supplied by the user to the linkage editor, which can 
be used in place of the linkage editor-generated name for the phase. 

alternate load library 
A library other than the run library or load library from which you may call a load 
module and which you must specify on the EXEC job control statement for that 
program . 

alternate transient file 

B 

A duplicate of the transient file, from which the supervisor calls transients if it cannot 
get them from the transient file. 

block number processing 
A technique to ensure correct tape positioning whereby a block sequence number is 
written on output tape files and checked on input tape files. This block count is 
recorded on tape in the first three bytes of the block, and consists of a 4-bit tape mark 
count and a 20-bit block number count. 

breakpoint 
A point in a spool subfile where the subfile is closed, then reopened so that the 
contents of the subfile can be output to the physical device before the job step 
terminates . 
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CDIB (common data interface block) 
A control block that exists for each MIRAM file on disk as well as for files on all other 
OS/3 devices. It contains the file name and serves as the primary interface of the file 
to consolidated data management. 

checkpoint 
A point in a program or routine where a recording of the contents of main storage and 
the state of peripheral units is made so that, in the event of machine failure or some 
other interruption, a job can be restarted at an intermediate point rather than from the 
beginning. 

communication region 
A 12-byte field in the job preamble used to pass information from one job step to the 
next. 

control stream 
A sequence of control statements that define one or more jobs to the operating 
system and may include source code or data as required by the jobs. 

current ID 

• 

A field in the PCA table that contains the starting address of the logical partition or 
the address of the current record being processed. • 

D 

DTF (define the file) table 
A control block that contains the file name and operating and physical characteristics 
of a file used by the SAT routines. 

dump 

E 

To copy the contents of all or part of main storage. Also, the data resulting from the 
process. 

ECB (event control block) 
A control block that identifies a subtask and indicates status to the other tasks within 
a job step. An ECB is created for each subtask. 

embedded data set 
Data in the form of card images entered into the system with the job control stream . 

end of data ID 
A field in the PCA table that contains the address of the last logical record of the 
partition. 

• 



• 
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· FCB (file control block) 
File and device information compiled by job control and stored by the supervisor in 
the PIOCB. 

file identifier 
The physical label of a file. It is specified in the LBL job control statement and, for a 
disk file, may have up to 44 bytes. It is used to locate the VTOC entry that contains 
control information for this disk file. 

filelock 
A lock to prevent unauthorized access to a file. This lock is set at the logical level. 
Only macroinstructions specifying a required password prefixed to the file name can 
access the file. 

file name 

H 

The name of the logical file. It is specified in the LFD job control statement and may 
have up to eight alphanumeric characters. It is the logical file name used to access a 
file and to locate the FCB block for a file. 

HPR (HALT AND PROCEED) 
A privileged machine instruction that halts the processor when an error occurs. 
Depending on the HPR, you may or may not be able to continue. If you can resume 
processing, correct the problem, then press the START key. 

interlace 
A technique whereby blocks on a partitioned file are spaced on the track so that more 
than one 1/0 operation may be performed per disk revolution. The interlace factor is 
specified by the LACE keyword parameter of the PCA macroinstruction. 

interrupt 
An external event which the supervisor must handle in some way to permit 
processing to continue. 

IPL (initial program load) 
The procedure by which the operator loads into main storage and initializes the 
resident portion of the supervisor . 
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island code 

J 

job 

Closed routines by which you may handle interrupts, contingencies, or events not 
normally processed by the supervisor. These island code routines are activated when 
your program is interrupted for: 

• Abnormal termination 

An error occurs, making continuation of the program impossible. 

• Interval timer 

The time interval previously specified by a SETIME macroinstruction elapses. 

• Operator communications 

An unsolicited message is entered at the system console by the operator. 

• Program check 

An operation in the problem program causes a hardware program check 
interrupt, such as an addressing violation, an arithmetic overflow, or an 
operation exception. 

A total processing application comprising one or more processing steps. Each job is 
divided into job steps (programs) that are executed serially. 

job region 
An area in main storage reserved for each job containing the control information 
(prologue) and the program code for the job step being executed. 

job step 

L 

The unit of work associated with one processing program. A job step is an executable 
program consisting of one or more tasks and requiring a specific amount of the 
hardware resources of the system. 

library search order 
The default order of search employed by the loader is: 

1. Load library file ($Y$LOD) 

2. Job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

• 

• 

• 
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If the job run library file ($Y$RUN) is specified on the EXEC job control card, the order 
of search is: 

1. Job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

2. Load library file ($Y$LOD) 

If an alternate library is specified on the EXEC job control card, the order of search is: 

1. Alternate load library 

2. Load library file ($Y$LOD) 

3. Job run library file ($Y$RUN) 

To minimize search time, the loader always begins searching a library at the last root 
phase loaded from that library for that job. This means it is generally more efficient to 
link modules together than to create a series of smaller, separately linked load 
modules. 

load library 
The system file containing all system-supplied load modules used in normal 
processing; its file identifier is $Y$LOD . 

load module 
A single-phase, multiphase, or multiregion program produced by the linkage editor 
and loaded into main storage for execution. 

loader 

M 

The supervisor routine that brings a program, in load module form, from disk to main 
storage and optionally gives control to the newly-loaded program. 

machine check 
An interrupt that notifies the operating system of hardware failure. 

main storage consolidation 
The repositioning of jobs in main storage in order to run a job requiring more 
contiguous space than is currently available. 

MIRAM (multiple indexed random access method) 
A data management access method that can read and write records sequentially, 
randomly by relative record number, or randomly by key (up to five separate keys). 

module 
A program element existing in either source, proc, object, or loadable program format 
and serving as input or output to various system functions. 
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A supervisor routine that interrupts each instruction in a program, or a part of a • 
program, so that a trace of program execution can be made. 

multijobbing 
The concurrent scheduling, loading, and execution of more than one job at a time. Up 
to seven jobs can be processed concurrently, with each job consisting of one or more 
job steps. 

multitasking 

p 

The concurrent processing of many tasks asynchronously. Multitasking applies to the 
switching of processor control among two or more tasks on a priority or rotational 
basis. Job steps with more than one task are capable of using multitasking. 

PCA (partition control appendage) 
A control block that contains the characteristics of a partition within a file used by the 
SAT routines. 

PIOCS (physical input/ output control system) 
A set of resident routines that controls the activity between the processor and all 
peripheral devices connected to the multiplexer, selector, and integrated channels. 

preamble 
The fixed portion of the job region prologue at the beginning of the prologue. 

primary task 
A task that represents a job step and is capable of creating subtasks of equal or lower 
priority. 

priority 
One of several levels within the supervisor switch list, each of which may be 
assigned one or more tasks. 

processor 
A unit of the computer that includes the circuits controlling the interpretation and 
execution of instructions. Synonymous with central processing unit. 

program exception 
An interrupt generated by hardware when it detects the improper specification or use 
of machine instructions or data. 

program phase (load module phase) 
A program segment that can perform one or more specific processing operations. A 
program phase is output by the linkage editor and stored in a load library, then 
located and read into main storage by the program loader routine. 

prologue 
The portion of the job region containing the preamble, TCBs, and disk storage extent 
control information for a job. 

• 

• 
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PSW (program status word) 
A hardware structure that contains an instruction address and control information for 
the program currently being executed. When an interrupt occurs, the supervisor 
stores the PSW in a PSW save area, suspends the task, processes the interrupt, and 
then uses the stored PSW to resume the interrupted task. 

PUB (physical unit block) 

R 

A control block in main storage for each 1/0 device containing the physical address, 
characteristics, status, and other control information for the device. 

relocation register 
A hardware register, one of which exists for each job in main storage. Whenever a 
program within a job addresses main storage, the address, which is job-relative, is 
added to the job base address contained in its corresponding relocation register to get 
the absolute address the hardware needs. The process is invisible to user programs. 

repressible machine check 
An interrupt generated by a hardware malfunction from which the supervisor may 
recover, but which may indicate a potentially serious hardware problem . 

restart 
To resume processing a job from some intermediate point (called a checkpoint) 
following an interruption. 

roll out/ roll in 
The temporary transfer of jobs from main storage to disk to make room for a job with 
a preemptive scheduling priority (rollout) and the transfer of those jobs back into main 
storage when the preemptive job has finished (rollin). 

run library 

s 

The file that most system programs use by default for input/output storage; its file 
identifier is $Y$RUN. 

SAT (system access technique) 
An input/output control system that provides a standard interface for tape and disk 
subsystems between OS/3 data management and the PIOCS. 

shared code 
Executable code that does not write to itself and, therefore, can be used 
simultaneously by more than one program. 
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SIB (system information block) • 
An area in main storage, which is part of the resident supervisor, containing system 
control information. 

spooling (simultaneous peripheral operation on line) 
A technique that increases the throughput of a system by buffering data files for low 
speed input and output devices to a high-speed storage device independently of the 
program that uses the input data or generates the output data. Data from card 
readers or from remote sites is stored on disk for subsequent use by the intended 
program. Data output by the program is stored on disk for subsequent punching or 
printing. 

subtask 
A task that is created by a user ATTACH macroinstruction and executes concurrently 
with the parent task. 

supervisor 
The set of programs that forms the central control of OS/3 and coordinates tasks 
within OS/3 with each other and with external events such as interrupts. 

SVC (SUPERVISOR CALL) 
A machine instruction that acts as a user program's only interface to the supervisor. 

switch list A 
A supervisor table divided into priorities; each priority may specify one or more tasks. ,_ 
The switcher uses the switch list to coordinate all the tasks currently in a system. 

switcher 
A supervisor routine that maintains the switch list, selecting one task among all those 
on the list to get processor control. 

symbiont 

T 

task 

A system utility routine that operates concurrently with other system programs and 
with user programs and is executed in the same manner as a job step. 

A unit of work capable of competing with other tasks for control of the central 
processor. A task is a logical point of control rather than a physical set of instructions. 
Each job step has at least one task (the primary task) and may have additional tasks 
(subtasks), all of which compete independently for processor time. There may be a 
maximum of 256 tasks per job. 

TCA (tape control appendage) 
A control block that contains the characteristics of a magnetic tape file used by the 
SAT routines. • 
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TCB (task control block) 
A control table generated for each task and stored in the job region prologue. A TCB 
is constructed for each job step submitted by job control for execution. Additional 
TCBs are constructed for each subtask created by the AITACH supervisor 
macroinstruction. 

trace 
A diagnostic technique in the monitor routine that prints program information (PSW 
and register contents, etc) at specified points in a program executing in the monitor 
mode so that errors can be located and corrected. 

transient 

v 

A supervisor routine that resides in the transient file on disk and is called into main 
storage for execution only when needed; after execution is finished, the transient may 
be executed again or overlaid by other transients. 

VTOC (volume table of contents) 
A directory on a disk volume that defines the files contained in that volume . 



• 
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~ • DETACH macroinstruction 
function 
multitasking 
program termination 
task termination 

Diagnostic and debugging aids 
checkpoint/ restart 
monitor and trace 
normal termination dumps 
snapshot dumps 
storage displays 

Disk accesses, minimizing 

Disk SAT 
controlling disk file processing 
description 
disk file interface 
disk file organization and 

addressing methods 

Disk SAT files 
access a physical block (SEEK) 
close (CLOSE) 

• controlling processing 
defining new 
defining partition 
interface 
opening (OPEN) 
organization and addressing 
output a logical block (PUT) 
processing 
processing partitioned 
read by key equal or higher 

(READE/READH) 
retrieve next logical block (GET) 
using as checkpoint file 
wait for block transfer (WAITF) 

Disk space control 

Disk space management 
description 
error codes 
obtain routine 

Disk system access technique 

Diskette space management 
description 
error codes 

• obtain routine 

Diskette system access technique 

Displacement address 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
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~1'~feftC~ ~ Tenn 

Display actions 
5.3.3 5-9 default 
5.3 5-4 description 
2.2 2-12 register 
5.2.4 5-3 storage 

Displays, storage 
7.2 7-10 
7.3 7-17 
7.1.2 7-5 DMBRK macroinstruction 
7.1.1 7-1 
7.1 7-1 DTF 

2.7.6 2-63 DTFPF macroinstruction 

DUMP macroinstruction 
4.4 4-19 description 
4.1 4-1 normal termination 
4.3 4-10 

4.2 4-1 Dumps 
abnormal termination 
normal termination 

4.4.6 4-24 
4.4.7 4-24 DVC job control statement 
4.4 4-19 
4.3.1 4-10 Dynamic allocation 
4.3.2 4-14 
4.3 4-10 
4.4.1 4-19 
4.2 4-1 
4.4.3 4-21 
4.3.3 4-17 E 
4.3.3 4-17 

ECB macroinstruction 
4.4.5 4-23 format 
4.4.2 4-20 function 
7.2.2 7-13 general 
4.4.4 4-22 multitasking 

4.2.4 4-4 Embedded data 
description 
reading 

3.1 3-1 rereading 
3.4 3-5 
3.2 3-2 End-of-data (/*) job control statement 

control stream embedded data 
See disk monitor input 
SAT. 

End-of-file (EOF) 
3.1 3-1 description 
3.4 3-5 field description 
3.2 3-2 
3.3 3-4 label format 

See disk SAT. 

7.3.4. 1.2 7-29 

Index 3 
Update A 

ftdereme 

7.3.5.1.3 
7 .3.5.1 
7.3.5.1.1 
7.3.5.1.2 

See storage 
displays. 

6.3 

Fig. 4-5 

4.3.1 

2.2 
2.2.1 
7.1.2 

7.1.3 
7.1.2 

7.3.1 

4.2.4 

Fig. 5-1 
5.3.1 
5.2.1 
5.3 

2.7.1 
2.7.2 
2.7.4 

2.7.3 
7.3.1.1 
7.3.1.2 

4.6.3 
Table 4-4 
Table 4-5 
Fig. 4-9 
Fig. 4-10 
Fig. 4-12 

~ 

7-37 
7-33 
7-33 
7-35 

6-5 

4-9 

4-10 

2-11 
2-12 
7-5 

7-10 
7-5 

7-18 

4-4 

5-7 
5-5 
5-2 
5-4 

2-57 
2-58 
2-61 

2-59 
7-20 
7-21 

4-33 
4-35 
4-37 
4-34 
4-36 
4-40 
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End-of-job step 

End-of-volume {EOV) 
description 
field description 
label formats 

Entry point address 
abnormal termination island code 
interval timer island code 
operator communication island code 
program check island code 

EOFl and EOF2 labels 

EOJ macroinstruction 
function 
general 
normal termination 

EOVI and EOV2 labels 

Error codes 
checkpoint/restart 
disk space management 
program loader 

Event control block 
format 
generating 
program check 

EXEC job control statement 

EXIT macroinstruction 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
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Reference Page Term 

2.2.4 2-I2 F 

4.6.3 4-33 
FETCH macroinstruction 

Table 4-4 4-35 File header labels 
Table 4-5 4-37 first (HORI) 
Fig. 4-9 4-34 
Fig. 4-10 4-36 
Fig. 4-I3 4-4I second (HOR2) 

2.5.1.1 2-35 
2.5.1.l 2-35 File organization 
2.5.1.2 2-37 disk SAT 
2.5.1.1 2-35 tape SAT 

See file File termination operations 
trailer 
labels. File trailer labels 

description 
EOFI and EOVI field descriptions 

2.2.4 2-I2 EOFI and EOVI formats 
2.2 2-11 
2.2.l 2-I2 EOF2 and EOV2 field descriptions 

See file 
EOF2 and EOV2 formats 

trailer 
labels. Filelocks 

Files 
Table 7-I 7-I3 checkpoint 
3.4 3-5 
2.1.5 2.4 defining new 

disk SAT 

Fig. 5-I 5-7 spooling 
5.3.l 5-5 tape SAT 
2.5.5 2-42 

7.3.1.1 7-20 First file header label 

2.5.4.l 2-4I 
2.5.4.2 2-4I Format illustrations 

Format write option 

Index 4 

Reference Page • 
2.1.9 2-9 

4.6.2.l 4-27 
Fig. 4-7 4-30 
Fig. 4-I8 4-60 
4.6.2.2 4-29 
Fig. 4-8 4-32 
Fig. 4-I9 4-6I 

4.2 4-I 
4.7 4-38 

4.4.7 4-24 

4.6.3 4-33 
Table 4-4 4-35 
Fig 4-9 4-34 
Fig. 4-20 4-62 
Table 4-5 4-37 
Fig. 4-10 4-36 
Fig. 4-2I 4-63 • 4.3.1.1 4-I2 

See checkpoint 
file. 
4.3.I 4-10 
See disk 
SAT files. 
6.1 6-I 
See tape 
SAT files. 

See HORI 
label. 

1.2 I-I 

4.2.6 4-8 

• 
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GET macroinstruction 
disk processing 
magnetic tape processing 

GETCOM macroinstruction 

GETCS macroinstruction 

GETIME macroinstruction 
example 
function 
timer services 

GETINF macroinstruction 

C,.cTLPA ;~~..:r~ i:;> fruc i:,r: 

H 

Halt action (H) 

• Hardware program check interrupt 

HDRl label 
description 
field descriptions 
formats 

HDR2 label 
description 
field descriptions 
formats 

Header, program phase 
format 
locate 

Hierarchical structure, tasks 

Imperative macroinstructions 

Information control • Initial space allocation formula 
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Reference Page Term 

Initialized block number processing 

Input format, monitor 

4.4.2 4-20 
4.9.2 4-52 

Input/output buffer 

2.6.1 2-54 
Instruction location option (A) 

2.7.3 2-59 
Instruction sequence option (I) 

Fig. 2-1 2-18 Interfaces 

2.3.1.3 2-16 disk SAT files 

2.3 2-15 tape SAT files 

2.6.3 2-55 Interlacing 

?14 2-Sl:;;. 
accessing 
definition of variables 

~;~ 

lace factor calculation 
operation 
record 

Interrupt levels 

7.3.5.2 7-35 
Interrupts, timer 

2.5.5 2-42 
Interval timer island code 

attaching 

4.6.2.1 4-29 description 

Table 4-2 4-31 example 

Fig. 4-7 4-30 exiting from 

Fig. 4-18 4-60 
Island code linkage 

abnormal termination 

4.6.2.2 4-32 
Table 4-3 4-33 attaching to a task 

Fig. 4-8 4-32 
Fig. 4-19 4-61 

description 
detaching from a task 

2.1.8.1 2-9 entrance 

2.1.8 2-8 exit 

5.2.6 5-4 

interval timer 

multitasking 
operator communication 

1.4.2 1-8 program check 

See system 
information 
control. 

4.2.4 4-4 

Index !? 
l! Jafo- D 

Reference Page 

4.10.2.1 4-57 

7.3.2 7-23 
Fig. 7-1 7-24 

4.4.3 4-21 

7.3.4.2 7-29 

7.3.4.3 7-30 

4.3 4-10 
4.8 4-45 

Fig. 4-4 4-7 
Fig. 4-3 4-6 
4.2.5.2 4-8 
4.2.5.1 4-6 
4.2.5 4-5 

2.5 2-34 

2.3.2 2-19 

2.5.1.1 2-35 
2.5.7 2-47 
Fig. 2-7 2-47 
2.5.4.2 2-41 

2.5.6 2-45 
Fig. 2-6 2-46 
2.5.1 2-35 
2.5.1.1 2-35 
2.5.1.2 2-37 
2.5 2-34 
2.5.2 2-38 
2.5.3 2-39 
2.5.4 2-40 
2.5.4.1 2-41 
2.5.4.2 2-41 
2.5.4.3 2-42 
2.5.7 2-47 
Fig. 2-7 2-47 
2.5.9 2-51 
2.5.8 2-48 
Fig. 2-8 2-49 
Fig. 2-9 2-50 
2.5.5 2-42 
Fig. 2-4 2-43 
Fig. 2-5 2-44 
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Monitor and trace capability 
absolute address (ABS) 
base displacement address (B/D) 
calling a monitor routine 
cancel of monitor 
display actions 
instruction location option (A) 
instruction sequence option (I) 
monitor input format 

monitoring after execution begins 
monitoring from beginning of job 
no option specified 
program relative address (PR) 
register change option (R) 
specifying actions 
specifying options 
storage reference option (S) 
See also system debugging aids. 

Monitor routine 

Multifile input volumes 

Multifile volumes • nonstandard 
standard tape 

Multijobbing 
description 
See also multitasking. 

Multiple blocks, accessing 

Multiple buffer, accessing 

Multiple task wait (WAITM) 

Multitasking 
abnormal termination 
description 
environment 
island code 
macroinstructions 
operator communication 
primary task 
program check and interval timer 
subtask 
See also task management and 

task synchronization. 

• 
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Reference Page Term 

7.3.4.1.3 7-29 
7.3.4.1.2 7-29 Noninitialized block number 
7.3.1 7-18 processing 
7.3.6 7-39 
7.3.5.l 7-33 Nonstandard tape volumes 
7.3.4.2 7-29 organization 
7.3.4.3 7-30 reel organization, multifile 
7.3.2 7-23 volume 
Fig. 7-1 7-13 reel organization, volume 
7.3.1.2 7-21 containing a single file 
7.3.1.l 7-18 
7 .3.4.5 7-32 Normal termination dumps 
7 .3.4.1.1 7-27 
7.3.4.4 7-31 
7.3.5 7-32 
7.3.4 7-26 
7 .3.4.l 7-27 

OBTAIN macroinstruction 
disk 

7.3.l 7-18 diskette, data set label 

4.6.2.l 4-29 
diskette, format label 

4.7.2 4-42 OPEN macroinstruction 
disk file 
general 

Fig. 4-15 4-43 lace factor 
Fig. 4-12 4-40 
Fig. 4-13 4-41 tape file 

5.1.1 5-1 
Operand field 

Operation field 

N 

0 

4.2.6 4-8 Operator communication island code 
attaching 

4.2.6 4-8 description 

5.4.3 5-15 
examples 

exiting 

2.5.9.2 2-53 
multitasking 

5.1.1 5-1 OPTION job control statement 
2.5.2 2-38 
2.5.9 2-51 
5.3 5-4 Options, monitor routine 
2.5.9.3 2-53 instruction location (A) 
5.1.1.1 5-1 instruction sequence (I) 
2.5.9.l 2-5 none specified 
5.1.1.2 5-2 register change (R) 

specifying 
storage reference (S) 

Output, logical block (PUT) 

Output writers 

Index 7 

Reference Page 

4.10.2.2 4-58 

4.7.2 4-42 

Fig. 4-15 4-43 

Fig. 4-14 4-42 

2.2.l 2-12 
7.1.2 7-5 

3.2 3-2 
3.3 3-4 
3.2 3-2 

4.4.l 4-19 
4.2.l 4-1 
4.2.5 4-5 
4.2.5.l 4-6 
4.9.l 4-51 

1.3.3 1-7 

1.3.2 1-6 

2.5.1.2 2-37 
2.5.8 2-48 
Fig. 2-8 2-49 
Fig. 2-9 2-50 
2.5.4.l 2-41 
2.5.9.3 2-53 

7.3.1.l 7-18 
7.3.1.2 7-21 

7.3.4.2 7-29 
7.3.4.3 7-30 
7.3.4.5 7-32 
7.3.4.4 7-31 
7.3.4 7-26 
7.3.4.l 7-27 

4.4.3 4-21 
4.9.3 4-52 

6.1.4 6-3 
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Term 

p 

PARAM job control statement 

Partition control appendage (PCA) 

Partitioned SAT files, processing 

Partitions 

PAUSE console command 

PCA 

PCA macroinstruction 
description 
function 

Phase header format 

Physical block, accessing 

POST macroinstruction 

Primary task 

Printout, program termination 

Priority, task 

Program check island code 
attaching 
common, all tasks in a job step 
description 
discrete, each task in a job step 
examples 

exiting from 
multitasking 

Program initiation and loading 

Program linkage 
call a program 
description 
procedure 
register conventions 
register save area 

restore registers and return 
save register contents 
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SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Reference Page Term 

Program loader 
block loader 

2.7.3 2-59 description 

7.3.1.1 7-18 error processing 
library search order 

4.2.l 4-1 load a program phase (LOAD) 

Fig. 4-1 4-2 locate a program phase header 
(LOADI) 

4.3.3 4-17 load a program phase and relocate 
(LOADR) 

4.3.2 4-14 read pointer, repetitive loads 
relocation 

7.3.1.2 7-21 
Program management 

Fig. 4-1 4-2 control stream reader 
initiation and loading 
island code linkage 

4.2 4-1 linkage 

4.3.2 4-14 loader 

Fig. 4-1 4-2 system information control 
termination 

2.1.8.l 2-9 timer services 

4.4.6 4-24 Program phase 
header 

5.4.4 5-16 load 
load and branch 

5.1.1.1 5-1 load and relocate 
locate header 

2.2.3 2-15 
Program relative address (PR) 

5.2.3 5-3 
5.3.6 5-12 Program termination 

abnormal 
cancel a job 

2.5.1.1 2-35 description 

Fig. 2-11 2-52 end-of-job step 

2.5.5 2-42 normal 

Fig. 2-10 2-51 printout 

Fig. 2-4 2-43 
Fig. 2-5 2-44 PT symbiont 

2.5.4.l 2-41 
2.5.9.l 2-51 PUT macroinstruction 

disk processing 

2.1.1 2-1 magnetic tape processing 

PUTCOM macroinstruction 

2.4.4 2-28 PU1 l!)/J 1~.;~C(~; !~s1r·-:cf;, rr 
2.4 2-24 
2.4.2 2-26 
2.4.1 2-25 
2.4.3 2-27 Q 
Fig. 2-3 2-27 
Table 2-1 2-28 Queue driven task 
2.4.7 2-32 
2.4.6 2-30 Quit action {Q) 

Index 8 
Update/t D 

Reference 

2.1.1 
2.1 
2.1.5 
2.1.3 
2.1.6 

2.1.8 

2.1.7 
2.1.4 
2.1.2.2 

2.7 
2.1 
2.5 
2.4 
2.1 
2.6 
2.2 
2.3 

2.1.8.1 
2.1.6 
2.1.9 
2.1.7 
2.1.8 

7.3.4.1.1 

2.2.2 
2.2.5 
2.2 
2.2.4 
2.2.l 
2.2.3 

7.4.6 

4.4.3 
4.9.3 

2.6.2 
,? b r 
(, . .".) 

5.2.5 

7 .3.5.3 

Page • 
2-2 
2-1 
2-4 
2-3 
2-4 

2-7 

2-6 
2-3 
2-2 

2-57 
2-1 
2-34 
2-24 
2-1 
2-53 
2-11 
2-15 

2-9 
2-4 
2-9 • 2-6 
2-7 

7-27 

2-12 
2-13 
2-11 
2-12 
2-12 
2-12 

7-48 

4-21 
4-52 

2-55 

7-Sbb 

5-4 • 7-37 
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Term 

Snapshot dumps 

Soft-patch symbiont 
cancelling the symbiont 
description 
error messages 
patching from a single entry 

on the console 
producing a card deck from 

the console 
using card input 
using console input 
using multiple forms of 

the command 

Space control, disk 

Spooler 

Spooling 
breakpoint in output file 
initialization 
input reader 
output writer 
relationship of devices and 

programs 
special functions 
spooler 
use 

Standard load modules 

Standard tape labels 
system 
tape volume organization 

Standard tape volume organization 
description 
multifile volume with end-of-file 
multifile volumes with 

end-of-volume 
volumes containing a single file 

Start-of-data (/$) job control statement 
control stream embedded data 
monitor input 

Statement conventions 

Storage display action 

Storage displays 
abnormal termination 
checkpoint and restart 
description 
monitor and trace 
normal termination dumps 
snapshot dumps 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Reference Page Term 

7.1.l 7-1 Storage reference option (S) 

STXIT macroinstruction 
7.4.6.4 7-52 
7.4.6 7-48 
7.4.6.5 7-52 Subtask 

7.4.6.l 7-49 Supervisor 
diagnostic and debugging aids 

7.4.6.l 7-49 disk and diskette space management 
7.4.6.2 7-51 macroinstructions 
7.4.6.1 7-49 multijobbing and multitasking 

spooling 
7.4.6.3 7-51 system access technique 

4.2.4 4-4 Symbolic addresses 
abnormal termination island code 

6.1.3 6-2 interval timer island code 
operator communication island code 
program check island code 

6.3 6-5 
6.1.1 6-1 System access technique 
6.1.2 6-2 
6.1.4 6-3 System control tables 

Fig. 6-1 6-2 System debugging aids 
6.1.5 6-4 history tables 
6.1.3 6-2 mini monitor 
6.2 6-4 pseudo monitor 

resident supervisor monitor 
2.1 2-1 summary 

System information block (SIB) 
4.6 4-26 
4.7.l 4-38 System information control 

description 
get data from communication region 

4.7.1 4-38 get data from system control tables 
Fig. 4-12 4-40 put data into communication region 

Fig. 4-13 4-41 System library file 
Fig. 4-11 4-39 

System standard tape labels 

2.7.3 2-59 
7.3.1.1 7-18 
7.3.1.2 7-21 

1.2 1-1 

7.3.5.1.2 7-35 

7.1.3 7-10 
7.2 7-10 
7.1 7-1 
7.3 7-17 
7.1.2 7-5 
7.1.1 7-1 

Index 10 
Update B 

Reference 

7.3.4.1 

2.5 
2.5.1 

5.1.1.2 

Section 7 
Section 3 
Section 1 
Section 5 
Section 6 
Section 4 

Fig. 2-6 
Fig. 2-7 
Fig. 2-8 
Fig. 2-4 

See SAT. 

2.6.3 

7.4.l 
7.4.2 
7.4.l 
7.4.l 
Table 7-3 

2.3.1.1 

2.6 
2.6.1 
2.6.3 
2.6.2 

4.3.l 

See tape 

Page 

7-27 

2-34 
2-35 

5-2 

2-46 
2-47 
2-49 
2-43 

2-55 

7-42 
7-46 
7-41 
7-41 
7-40 

2-15 

2-53 
2-54 
2-55 
2-55 

4-10 

labels, system 
standard. 

• 

• 
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• Term 

T 

Tape control appendage (TCA) 

Tape data management system 

Tape labels, system standard 
description 
file header 
file trailer 
nonstandard 
standard tape volumes 
unlabeled 
volume 

Tape SAT files 
block number processing 
close 
control tape unit functions 
defining 
description 
get next logical block 
interface 
open 

• output next logical block 
processing 
system standard labels 
tape control appendage 
volume and file organization 
wait for block transfer 

Tape system access technique 

Tape unit functions 

Tape volume and file organization 
description 
nonstandard 
standard 
unlabeled 

Tape volume label group 

Task control block (TCB) 

Task management 
creation 

description 

generate event control block 
hierarchical structure 

• macroinstructions 
priority 

queue driven task 
reactivate a task 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Reference Page Term 

termination 

See TCA yield until task completion 

macroinstruction. 
Task switches 

4.5 4-25 
Task synchronization 

activate waiting task 

4.6 4-26 deactivate task 

4.6.2 4-29 description 

4.6.3 4-33 
4.7.2 4-42 multiple task wait 

4.7.1 4-38 reactivate task 

4.7.3 4-44 wait for task completion 

4.6.1 4-27 
Tasks 

attaching island code 

4.10 4-55 detaching island code 

4.9.6 4-55 
4.9.5 4-54 TCA macroinstruction 

4.8.1 4-45 
4.5 4-25 
4.9.2 4-52 TCB 

4.8 4-45 
4.9.1 4-51 Termination, program 

4.9.3 4-52 
4.9 4-50 
4.6 4-26 Termination dumps 

4.8.2 4-47 abnormal 

4.7 4-38 normal 

4.9.4 4-53 
TGO macroinstruction 

See TSAT. 
Time of day 

4.9.5 4-54 

Timer interrupt facilities 

4.7 4-38 cancel previous request 

4.7.2 4-42 continue processing until interrupt 

4.7.1 4-38 description 

4.7.3 4-44 set (SETIME) 
wait for interrupt 

4.6.1 4-27 
Ti mer services 

5.2.1 5-2 current date 
description 
get current date and time (GETIME) 

5.2.2 5-2 
5.3.2 5-7 interrupt facilities 

5.2 5-2 
5.2.1 5-2 
5.3.1 5-5 time of day 

5.2.6 5-4 
5.3 5-4 TPAUSE macroinstruction 

5.2.3 5-3 
5.3.6 5-12 Trace 

5.2.5 5-4 
5.3.5 5-11 

Index 11 

Reference Page 

5.2.4 5-3 
5.3.3 5-9 
5.3.4 5-10 

2.5.3 2-39 

5.4.4 5-16 
5.4.5 5-17 
5.4 5-13 
5.4.1 5-13 
5.4.3 5-15 
5.4.6 5-18 
5.4.2 5-14 

2.5.1 2-35 
2.5.2 2-38 

4.8.1 4-45 
4.8.2 4-47 

5.2.1 5-2 

See program 
termination. 

7.1.3 7-10 
7.1.2 7-5 

5.4.6 5-18 

2.3.1.2 2-16 
2.3.1.3 2-16 

2.3.2.4 2-24 
2.3.2.2 2-22 
2.3.2 2-19 
2.3.2.1 2-20 
2.3.2.3 2-24 

2.3.1.1 2-15 
2.3 2-15 
2.3.1.3 2-16 
Fig. 2-1 2-18 
See timer 
interrupt 
facilities. 
2.3.1.2 2-15 

5.4.5 5-17 

See monitor 
and trace. 
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Term 

Trace job control option 

TSAT 
block number processing 
controlling tape file processing 
description 
system standard tape labels 
tape file interface 
tape volume and file organization 

TYIELD macroinstruction 
function 
multitasking 

u 
Unit of store 

Unlabeled tape volume organization 

User program switch indicator (UPSI) 

v 
VCALL macroinstruction 

function 
program linkage 

VOL job control statement 

Volume labels, description 

SPERRY UNIVAC OS/3 
SUPERVISOR MACROINSTRUCTIONS 

Reference Page Term 

7.3.1.l 7-18 Volume serial number (VSN) 

Volume table of contents (VTOC) 
4.10 4-55 
4.9 4-50 Volumes 
4.5 4-25 nonstandard tape 
4.6 4-26 
4.8 4-45 standard tape 
4.7 4-38 

VOLl label 
5.3.4 5-10 description 
5.3 5-4 field description 

formats 

VTOC, disk space management 
4.3.2 4-14 

4.7.3 4-44 

2.6 2-53 WAIT macroinstruction, task 
synchronization 

w 

WAIT parameter, SETIME macroinstruction 

2.4.4 2-28 WAITF macroinstruction 
2.4 2-24 disk processing 

magnetic tape processing 
4.6.l 4-27 

WAITM macroinstruction, task 
4.6.l 4-27 synchronization 

Index 12 

Reference Page • 4.6.l 4-27 

3.1 3-1 

See nonstandard 
tape volumes. 
See standard 
tape volumes. 

4.6.l 4-27 
Table 4-1 4-29 
Fig. 4-6 4-28 
Fig. 4-17 4-59 

3.1 3-1 

5.4.2 5-14 

2.3.2.2 2-22 
2.3.2.3 2-24 • 4.4.4 4-22 
4.9.4 4-53 

5.4.3 5-15 

• 
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